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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
BUREAU OF EDUCATION,

Thzsliingion, February 14, 1917.
SIR: To meet, to somil extenti at least, the demand of school officers

and busin'ess men of the United States for information in regard to
standards and scope of higher technical education in foreign countries,
I recommend thit the manuscript transmitted herewith be published
as a bulletin of the Bureau of Education. This manuscript has been
prepared at my request by Anna Tolman Smith, specialist in foreign
educational systems, and W. S. Jesien, specialist inSlavonic languages
andthe history of education in Slavonic countries.

Respectfully submitted.
P. P. etiotToN,

Commissioner.
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'HIGHER TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN
FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

INTRODUCTION.

4

Interest in technical education of the higher order has been greatly
increased by the Europe'an war, and as a consequence numerous in-
quiries have been recently received at the Bureau of Education with
regard to the higher technical schools of foreign countries. These
inquiries relate in the main to the,organization and conduct of the
foreign schools, their corses of instruction, and the relative value of
their diplomas. The endeavor has been made in this bulletin to meet
such inquiries, whether general or specific, by means of information
drawn from official and other authoritative sources.

In a broad survey of the subject it is seen that while the term
technical is used often in a comprehensive sense, including com-
mercial, agricultural, and engineering schools, it is more generally
restricted to schools which specialize in' engineering and the mecnani-
cal arts that involve the applications of science. In this limited sense
the term is used in the present bulletin; but even this restricted
province includes schools exclusively professional in their purposes
and those that combine with departments of professional engineering
a wide range of specialties relating to productive industry.

On account of the varying scope of technical institutions and the
differences 4tween countries in respect to classification, it is impos-
sible to employ a uniform scheme of p9.sen-talion for institutions
selected as typical and equally impossible to institute exact compari-
sons between their programk and their standards. It may he said,
ho-yever, that all the institutions here classed as higher technical, with
the few exceptions hereafter noted, require the same entrance quail-
fications as the universities of their respective countries and confer
diplomas that have equal value with the university diplomas. These
two conditions afford a basis of classification which has been main-
tained in the bulletin. The matter presented includes therefore (1) a
surctey of the studies preliininarY to the higher technical schoOls, (2)
accounts of typical schools, (3) statistical summaries comprising
ditional institutions of the same order.

7



8 HIGHER AO /DUCAL EDUCATION.

So far as possible the information in regard to each country is
arranged under the given heads in the 'order named. The accounts
of tyl,ical schools referred to wider (2) include in a few instances de-
tailed programs. These will serve to suggest the contents of the
similar courses of instruction in other institutions which are pre.
sented in brief outline to avoid wearisome repetition.'

The courses V study preliminary to the 'higher technical instruc-
tion are covered by the programs of secondary schools, which in
nearly all foreign countries are fixed by official decrees and are strictly
maintained. Great. Britain is an exceptiini in this respect, the
secondary schools of that country having large independence and
individuality: At the same time the actual standard of preparation
for the higher technical studies differs little from that maintained on
the Continent. Hence the programs of the German gymnasia and
realsohulen and the French lyctces, which are very fully presented .

under the respective countries, fairly represent European standards
for admission to the higher orders of education, both general and
technical. Marked deviations from these standards are discussed
under the different (stun tries considered.

It is noticeable that, while the courses of preparatory study differ in
scope, stress is invariably placed upon mathematics ling. the ele-
ments of the exact sciences. AS a rule, in European countries if a
candidate for admission to a higher technical school has had mainly
a classical education he is required to take such courses in mathe-
matics, physics, chemistry, etc., as will make stood his(deficencies
in these studies. Thus, while the same mental maturity is demanded
in candidates for the higher education, whether general or technical,
it is recognized that the latter depends upon the habit of exact ob-
servation and close reasnning, which is the product of scientific train-
ing; practically, however, the twooferders of higher education rest
upon the same basis.

In a completely organized systim of technical education the line of
relation between the lower grades and the highest starts with the
modeling and weaving exercises of the kindergarten, and is .continued
by manual training and science studie4 in elementary and secondary
schools. The various orders of technical schools diverge from the
main course of general education at successive stages: Continuation
schools with a vocational bias follow the elementary grades; schools
of arts and trades follow.the intermediate or higher grade elementary
schools, while technical schools of the secondary order require for
admission two or three years of a secondary school course; the higher
tethnical schools are distinguished from the latter by a standard of
Omission equivalent to the bachelor's degree or the university

Then accounts ere derived from prospectuses, reports, and rosauscript stettromtb, tor which the octet
Is *WW1 to ttio ptottdoot. Orator, or other officials of the respective institutions,



INTBODUOTION. 9

mayiculation examination. In all luropean countries large provi-
sidn has been made for the lower orders of technical training, and in
parlicular pioVision for trade and ettgineering schools intended to
provide directors and filremen of large industrial works. This class
of institutions, which is not included in the present bulletin, has
been quite fully considered in previous publications of this office.'
As a rule, both. in Great Britain and in Germany the highest techni-
cal schools have developed from schools of the secondary order,
although the lati-Cr are not regarded as preparatory to the former.
Even in Italy, where the two orders of technical education are closely
correlated, a student from the secondary technical institutions must
pass a year either in a preparatory section of the higher technical
schools, or. in a imiversity faculty of sciences before he can he regis-
tered in the advanced technical courses.

The close relatiAn between the progress of industry and that of
technical education is emphasized anew in every survey of this sub-
ject. Schools of military and naval engineering pertain directly to
State service, but. a much higher conception of technical education led
to the establishment of the technical schools that now dispute with
universities supremacy in the field of higher education.

The 1.cole Polytechnique in Paris, the earliest institution of this
order, was created in 1794 by men who at the daW..ii of the scientific
movement foresaw its vast promise for kreat industrial enterprises.
This prophetic outlook also excited efforts for the diffusion of scientific
knowledge among artisans of all orders; hence in the same year there.

' was created at. Paris-another institution, the Conservatory of Arts and
Crafts, in 'which it was proposed that the histoyy of the development
of the arts and their relation to the sciences should boleti ht along
with technical processes and methods. These two 'purposes have
determined the subsequent development of technical education 'in
France, and they have both affected in greater or less proportion the
organization of that. interest in other countries.

law bibiLogsphy, p. 116.



STANDARDS OP PREPARATORY TRAINING.

In Germany, as in European countries generally-, the higher tech-
nical institutions draw their students chiefly from the, secondary
sc.hools, for general education. This reparation is also obtained in
teelmical schools of the intermediate order.

77te secondary schm.:A.The secondary schools of Germany, which
prepare students for admission to the university and higher technical
schools, coMprise throe types, as follows: Gymnasium, realgymna,
slum and higher (ober) real school. Theaeschbols all have a rt ine year's'
co , organized in three divisions: A lower division comprising
Classes VI, V, IV, intended for pupils from 9 to 12 years of age; an
intermediate division comprising also three choke, untertertia (lower.
third 1, obertert i (Uliper. third 1, and un tersec 111 Ida Quaver second tot
ages 13 to 15; and an upper division comprising classes ebersectmda
(upper second), unterprima (lower first), and oherprima (upppr firt41,
intended for ages 16 to 18.

The work of each year in the trecundary schools is tested by an
examination which dettirmines the ability of the student to pass on
to the higher class. The leaving, or final 'examination (cbiturienten-

:extunen), which takes place when the pupil has-passed through ober-
prima, marks the completion of the course in the full or nie-year
secondary schools. The leaving examination is conducted by written
papers and orally.

The written ex3mination comprises for all the schools a German
essay and the working'of four mathematical questions pertaining to
different branches of the subject. In respect to other subjects, the
matter of the written examination is determined by the kind of
institution,. but in every case it is based upon the work of the upper

_division of the school, comprising upper second and lower and upper
prima.

- The oral examination comprises for all the schools Christian relig-
ions tea , history, mathematics, and special exescises in the
re *, subjects determined by the type of school.,

The time-table of the realgymnasium- given below represents a
mean between that of the gymnasium and the higher real school.
In the realgymnasium Latin is preserved, but has less time than in

I0



GERMANY. * 11

the gymnasium; Greek is omitted;- English is added as a second
modern language; and the time devOted to arithmetic, mathematidi,.
natural science, and }hawing is increased. The distinctions will be
seen by comparing the columns of totals included in the time -table.

71n rtabJ n/ do 'Iv/gymnasium, dootrinl, by claws, vrykly hour. for dodo eubjrct,
12.1th ',wale for the throe types of initiluttort,
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Curricula in those subjects which are generally emphamized in
, preparation for higher technicill studies are given, for this realgym-
IINSIN, in the following outline.

.

Languages (al Cernum.---IComplete mastery of the native tongue,
both in speeilLand writing, is insisted upon; A fair acquaintance
with the nationalliterature, with understanding of the Spirit of the
:taps and the old Germanic world represented by them, is}dso a
requirement. The instruction in German calls for numerous tasks
executed outside the 'school hours alliusliche Aufsitzel, such as
composition, theses, essays, reading of classics. etc.

(h) Modern. --French and English are the two modern languages
generally taught in German reidgymnasia. The study of French is
given more time than that of English.

The instruction in French aims at impartinrto the students an .

understanding of the important works of French literature of the
last three centuries, and facility in the practical use of the language,
both in speech and writing. The entire course of French extends
over seven years, beginning with the quarts. Stress is placed on
grammar and translatipn in the earlier period, and later upon reading
and conversation. Tilanslation into French is an important exercise
in the higher classes.

The instruction in English is carried out in a similar manner,
although a year less and fewer hours a week are given to it than to
French. English works since the time of Shakespeare are chosen for .
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the literary study. Special attention is given during the last year
of the course to technical and scientific English terminology.

Mathematics. The program of matheniatics in the realgymnasium
is identical with that of the oberrealschuie and is broader in scope
than that followed in the classical gymnasia. It comprises: (a)
Arithmetic up to the proof of the binomial theorem for indefinite

.exponents; (b) algebra through equations of the third degree; (e) plane
geometry, including symmetry; and spherical geometry, including
principles of descriptive geometry; (d) plane and spherical trigo-
ncimetry; (e) introduction to the theory of maxima and minima; (f)

plane analytic geometry.
The study of mathematics is connectel.with extensive work in the

solution of problems.
Natural sciences. under this head are included botany, zoology,

mineralogy, physics, and chemistry. Only general notions-of biology
are taught. Physics, beginning with the upper tertia and pursued
to the end of the course, is studied-very thoroughly, with considerable
laboratory Work. Chemistry begins with the lower secunda and is
completecirifi the last year with several more important chapters from
organic chemistry. Mineralogy is limited mainly to crystallography
and the knowledge of chemical composition and physical properties
of the popularly known minerals.

ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT OF HIGHER TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.

Introduction.At the head of the institutions for technical educa-
tion in Germany are the technical high schools (HochsOulen), 12 in
number, which are named from the cities in which they are respectively
located (see table, p. 26). Many of these institutions were originally
trade or monotechnical schools intended for practical instruction in
architecture, engineering, mechanical technology, etc. As industrial
necessities multiplied and their scientific bearings were more fully
recognized, the scope of the schools broadened. Higher mathe-
matics, drawing, designing, and the theory or rationale of the subjects
claimed consideration. These higher elements gained more and more
prominence, and eventually chemistry, chemical technology, physics,
and its applications in electricity, naval architecture, surveying,
forestry, etc., were added and the curriculum broadened by the
inclusion of languages, political economy, etc. At the same time the
equipment for practical work was lavishly supplied according to the
requirements of the different technical departments. During the early
period of this movement Germany was a comparatively poor country,
but the rulers realized at that time that industrial and economic
supremacy would depend upon the application of scientific knowledge
to the workshop, the factory, and to industry in general. Under this
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idea technical education was developed with a scientific spirit and
methods of its own. Finally, the governments of the different German
States authorized the higher schools of this order to grant the degree
of doctor in engineering; hence the schools now have equal rank with
the universities.

De partmentg.-- The technical high schools of Germany all have the
four departments of architecture, civil engineering, mechanical engi-
neering, and technical chemistry. At the 'same time they present
special features; for example, Breslau comprises five departments
organized in three sections, one of which is devoted to general science;
Darmstadt and Karlsruhe have each a special department of electro-
technics, which in the other schools, excepting only Hannover, is
included under mechanical engineering; in Hannover this department
is connected with the chemical technical department. Berlin has a
special independent division for naval architecture and marine engi-
neering, Brunswick a special department for pharmacy, Karlsruhe
for forestry, and Munich for agriculture.

As a rule, the instruction for the first year is chiefly general in char-
acter; later on specialization takes place according to the branch of
engineering chosen by the student.

Government.- -The technical high schools are invoted with powers
of self-government which are exercised by the staff of professors, sub-
ject only to general supervision by the ministry of education and
ecclesiastical affairs. The organization is similar,. to that of the
academic universities. The head of the technical school is called
"chancellor" or "rector." The departments of study are controlled
by councils, consisting of the regular professors (ordentliche profes-
soren), presided over by a dean or president chosen by themselves.
These deans or presidents generally constitute the university senate.
The main point to be noted is that the professors havepractically full
control of the institutions.

The teaching staff comprises:
1. Pull professors (ordentliche professoren).
2. Extraordinary professors (ausserordentliche professoren).
3. Lecturers (dozenten),
4. Private lecturers (privat dozenten).
5. Assistants.
6. Honorary professors.
7. Instructors.

The staff is invariably large, and many of the 'professors are men
of distinction who have made original contributions to science. The
statutory salaries are small, being usually less than 3500 per
annum, but the actual emoluments may amount to more than 10
times this amount, exceeding even $20,000 per annum for men of
special eminence.
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Pensions are granted to all definitely engaged professors and
docents, the amounts varying, however, in different German States.

Equipments.The equipments of the several departments are ample
and generally on ta lavish scale. They include technical libraries,
laboratories, 'workshops, and specialized nuj.sounts.

THE HIGHER TECHNICAL SCHOOL OF BERLIN

At Charlotten6urg.

The Technical IIigh School of Berlin (Kiinigliche Technische Hoch-
schule zu Berlin) is situated at Charlottenburg, a suburb'of that city,
and is noted for its magnificent buildings and lavish equipments.
The institution was founded in 1879 by the union of two existing
schools and was raised to its present status by a royal decree of 1882.
As stated in its charter, the purpose of the school is to afford higher
training for the technical callings in State and public service, as well
as in industrial enterprises, and to foster the sciences and arts per-
taining to technical instruction. The school comprises the following
departmiats (abteilungen): Architecture; civil engineering; mechan-
ical engineering and electrotechnics; naval architecture and marine
engineering; chemistry and metallurgy; general science, especially
mathematics and natural history.

Every department has its technical library and ample provision of
laboratories, workshops, etc.

The annual session extends from October 1 to August 1, and in
addition to the long summer vacation there are two intermissions
of 14 days each, one at Christmas an* the other at Easter.

The student. The student is _free to choose his lectures, but he is
advised to follow all the studies of the department he selects. Stu-
dents may be.admitted, as in the other technical high schools, who
have secured the maturity certificate from a German gymnasium,
realschule, or oberrealschule, also those who have the certificate from
a Bavarian industrial school, or from the Royal Trade Academy at
Chemnitz. Germans educated outside of Germany are admitted
when their preparation entitles them to attend a school of higher
instruction of equal standing. The minister of education decides as
to the equivalence of the preparation. A foreign student mu4t have
a certificate showing the completion of a nine-yearcourse of prepara-
tory education, or its equivalent, which would entitle him to enter a
university in his own country. He must also show such knowledge
of the-German language as will enable him to follow the instruction.
There are no further requirements for the admission of foreign

''ilkablya_
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students. Women are admitted under the same clanditions as men.
At the end of the year, or upon leaving t.ie university, every student
may obtain a certificate of the courses attended, exercises followed;
and examinations passed.

stimients. Persons who fia e not sufficient preparation to
enter as regular students may he admitted as special students to any
one of the departments. They receive credit. for lectures and labora-
tory work, but other academic certificates are not conferred upon
them. The admisSion of women as special students in all cases
requires the consent of the minister.

Degrees. The school confers the diplomas of engineering and doctor
of 'engineering (see p. 24).

Fees.The entrance fee required of all students is 30 inarks
($7.50). The fee for regular courses is estimated according to the
number of hours per week for each half year or semester. Lectures
for regular students, 4 marks; practical work for regular students,
3 marks; lectures for special students, 5 marks; practical work for
special students, 4 marks. For practical work in inorganic, organic
technical chemistry, maallurgical, electrochemistry and photochemi-
cal laboratories, the charge is 85 marks per half year.. The total
fees for the whole year would range from 300 to 350 marks ($75 to
$87.50). The fee for the examination for diploma of engineer is 60
marks ($15) for Germans and 120 marks ($301 for foreigners. The
fee for examination for the diploma of doctor of engineer is 120 marks.
($30) for Germans and 240 marks ($60) for foreigners.

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING.

The program of the department. of mechanical engineering has been
selected for close analysis with the view of establishing the distinctive
characteristics of the system in operation at the institution.

It, must he noted that the program, as reviewed in this chapter, is
by no means rigid or obligatory in all' its extent. The students are
given a liberal measure of free choice in the selection of time in which
to study a particular subject, and are expressly warned not to Over-
tax their powers by taking a great number of subjects. They are,
however, required to submit their individual plans of study to the
deans of their respective departments and to follow their advice in
the matter.

The department of mechanical' engineering offers five options, as
allows: (A) General machine construction, (B) transportation engi-
neering, (C) electrical engineering,. (D) research and operation of
machines, and (E) engineering administration. The first two years
are devoted to the principles of technical science common to all
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mechanical branches: Specialization begins in the third year, when
the courses of instruction are arranged in the following combinations:
(1) AB; (2) CD; (3)

The fourth year shows further differentiation, the options A, B,
and E being folloWed separately, and onlsthe options C and I) remain-
ing combined. Finally, the institution offers to all students of
mechanical engineering a great number of optional courses consisting
of lectures and practical occupations to be followed. during the four
years as .a means, of enlarging the students' special or general
education.

Subjects included in the program of the first yea!).

Hours per week.

Subjects
First

semester

Introduction to machine conStruction .
Mechanical technology and iron smelting

8
2 . I

Experimental physics 4 1Work Is physical laboratory (physical measurements).. 1 4
Mechanics
Higher mathematics 6

A
,

Descriptive geometry S
Study of commercial odsblishmentF i
History of usechanotechnies (for A- II- F. group only) ..... 2

Second
semester

4

2
4

! :
.

Total Group A-B-F 41 i
Total Group C D... .. 41 o.

I can be taken in either semester.

In the second year the course common to all the options.

Subjects included in the program of the second year.

till Newts.

floors per week.

First I Second
semester semester.

Elernetts of machines
Mechanical technology (second part) and theory of materials
Thermodynamics
Exercises In mechanical laboratory
Mechanics, Tr k.

stenos
Lift machine*
Work machines (pumps, blasting machines, and compressors-piston and ceo-

trifug )
Principles of elect:Me/clinics
Electrotechnical meow momenta
Exercises In electrotechnleal laboratory
Selected Ivies In chemistry
Introduction to experimental chemistry
Principles of social economy
Differential equations (group C-D only)

Total Group
Total Group C-I)

12

2

g
4

3

4

4
4 r4

4 2 1 2
412 4

21

21
41

2
4
2

42

Hoe group A-B-E only. s For group C-D on y.
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It will be noted from the foregoing:table that specialization is
ilitroduc.ed as early as the second year, in the form of additional study
in electroteanies for students following options C and I These
two options, it may be recalled, represent, respectively, electrical
engineering and research and operation of machines. The speeialiied .
work for students of the remaining group, A-B-E, Occupies eight
hours of study in the elements of machines during the summer
semester.

The specialization becomes still more marked in the third year.
The following subjects are studied jointly in classes combining sev-
eral groups of 'options:

Sithierts thr thirrl year.

1 ours :per week..

Subjects.

A -It

First :74

, ter.
ter.

C-D.

First
Sh

ones
ter.

0,61er-d

mM-

First

ones-
ter.

oge4'1,4

Steam-engine constniction (including steam t tirbina, in all options
hill E). . 13 I 12 12 4 12

Internal-combustion engines and power vehicles (gas engines,
gas-engtne opeml ion, oil engines, motor carp. it y Ins machines(.. 2 2 2

1)esigning of Intenial-combudiun machines (in group A-II com-
bined with dasign of working machinery I 4 I 4 4 4 4

Steam boilers : 6 6 6
Thermodynamics, II, including applications of beat power.
Exercises in mechanical laboratory, II

2
6

2
6

2
6

2
6

Construction of electrical machines On abridged scope in 0: ions
,A Ft, and El. 2 2 12 12 '2 2

Pfelkeises in electrotectinical laboratory
Elements of surface and undergroiindzonstnicUon .

4
6 6

4
6 6

4
6 6

Technology of heating and ventilation__ . 2 1 2 2 2 2 2
Methods of measurement in heating and ventilation

3
3 3 3 3 3

Ranking and stock exchange operation 1 1 1 1
Political economy 2 2
Studied !sr, A-I3 group only:

Design of lifting machines 1I 4
Studied by C -I) group only:

Illumination technology 2
Definite integrals
Selected topics in technical mechanic.
Exercises in eleetroteohnical experimental field.

Studied In option E only:
Government ... ....... . .. 2
Ad rnini.stretion _ . ...... 2
Business procedure 1
Exercises In banking and commerce 2 2-- ---

IR 50 29Total 62 56 49

In the fourth year marked specialization takes place; particularly
in options B and E. The time devoted to practical exercises is in-
creased, and in the class lectures minutest details of applied mechanics
are -treated

81797°-17-2
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Subjecis of the fourth year. ,

Su b)ecU.

STUDIES C0141104 70 AS% TEAL 'Trios: ,,ItIIYVA

Machine tools. .....
Factors management
Exercises in experimental field.
Water-power engines .

Design of waterpower engines eombined with ro
sraueh in a research Institute for w suer errines

Water. poser machines including centrifugal laiiiips1
Exercises In eicctrotmlinical e %pen men tall held,

comblnisi with designing of sketches of electrical
machines... . .

Buildings necessary Nunn uitional engineering work.,
Buildings necessary} for communal engineering works
Technology of heating and ventilation
Methods of measurement In beating and ventilation.

,

Design of heating and vent 1st ing I nstal Its ions .

Desiiof more diffkult lining machines and of ina-tzeused
in State, communal, and industrial I

trauxsportation.
Design of working machines end internal combustion

engines
Atli-snood experimental ion in mechanical htlionitio
Selected chapters from tecfinicel mechanics .

Statics of building const riict ton._
Applications electric power and electric railways
Commutator motors fir alterni rung eumt
Commutator motors for direct clown,
Exertions in the institute of eeonemics
Review of construction of rails ay engine,.

and machinery
Desien of waterpower engines and steam boiler...
Selected topics In higher tehnical incielituncs...... 4

Hours per week.

. t B

First

s

P

Reo. , .
, 14,

and Fir" ."-. I Flea' See-
, s, and ,,,,,i Pt..t eo.

me..

-I

mac. 111.4. , I met. ' se- I
rot

: ter ter ter. I -11,7' ter rnoP ' Ie. : inse.
ter. 1

ter. in"'

46

I

A A! A A A
A 6 j a A e 6
4 4 4

I 2 1 2

4

Ii 4

4 t 1,

1 4
2 2 1
.41 3 3 3

1 4 1 4

44. 4,11

NTVIRY.D EXCLUSIVELY IN "rnoN A.

Testing of materials, with Ssenises .

Technique of refrigeration.

STUISSI, EXCLVAIVELY IN ioeroix e.

4

2
21 2- 2'
2 1 2 2 2

I I
1

2 t 2 2 1 *2 12

4 I 2 I

4

2

4

2

I "4

4 4
2' 2

3! 3
1 I 4 4

Locomotives and self- propellire can A A
Railway operation, buildings, and signaling.. . 2Training college work . 2 2Construction of railway cars and brakes 2 2Iron bridge work and complicated engineenng con-

struction 6 6
The iron constructions of 1 he civil engineer 6i 6Essential features of rallway-stat ion design 7 . 7
Larger depots, salty 1.., stems, railway operation 6 6

STUPVID EXCLUSIVELY IN CROUP C-6.

Exercises in the eleetrotechnical experimental field
L.me distance electric transmission, including wire-

less telegraphy 4 ;
Exercises In laboratory for long distance electric trans-

I

mission 4 i 6
Construction of instruments and apparst.... of meas.

Imagnet and long distance transmrf I . 2 1 .
ISTILTUIED EXCLUSIVELY IN OPTION X I I I I

. heidso of machines for elevating and transportation 1

History of technical science 2 2ticalPoli economy 2Patent and trade-mark laws 2Building laws 2

Total Al : 61 1 13 73 i 73 1 65 I, 46 , 38
I

I May be studied In either semester. I Optional.
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The program of detached optional subjects for additional study
during the four years, with the view of further specialization or of
enlarging the s dent's general education, comprises .a list of 85
subjects. The p t for specialization offers a great variety of studies
which make it 1 ible for the students to go into the deepest details
of their chosen h ich. Those interested in aeroplanes may take
advantage 14 a series of courses such as: Aerodynamifs and me-
chanics of flying machines; moter airships: flying machines; exer-
cises in construction of flying achines$ etc. Those whose predilec-
tion is toward railroad engineering may further specialize in this
line by taking a number of optional .subjects such as: Railroad
superstructure; electric interurban lintks; city railways, etc. The
full number of optional courses for specialization is 57; of general
education, 28.

Foreign languages are included in the specialization group. Three
foreign languages are offered:- French, English, and Russian. There
are language courses for beginners and for advanced studedts..

The group for gesieral education includes mostly physico-mathe-
matical subjects, though it contains also subjects like lau, political '

economy, history of German industry, workmen's accident insurance
laws, etc.

The examination of the program shows the following characteris-
tics to he the most distinctive:

1. A great number of subjects, all taught by specialists. The depa t-
ment of mechanical engineering offers 164 subjects, including the
supplementary courses mentioned above. A professor is seldom
charged with teaching a large group of subjects: three or four closely
connected subjects, or rather divisions of one subject; are considered
the limit of one man's capacity., This system presents great advan-
tages, since it leads to the employmerst of experts in every specialty
offered by the engineering science. Many professors of the division
of mechanical engineering, as well as those of other divisions, actually
are experts. or inventors who had gained Wide recognition prior to

'their engagement to teach in the institution. Among the prominent
professors in this department may he mentioned Kammerer, Steven-
hagen, and Von Parseval, builder of one of the first dirigibles.

2. A great alnount .of time devoted to study.The average flaily
time devoted to lectures and practioal occupations is 8 hours, from
8 a. m. to 6 p. m., with 2 hours' interval taken usually betweeil 12
and 2 p. m. On Saturdays the institution closes at noon, although
in the higher courses practical exercises are oc,casionally arraAged

. for Saturday afternoon hours. The average weekly number of
periods is ,especially high in the fourth year, when it roaches 70, or
even 80, hours, or about 12 hours a day. The additional time is
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taken early in the morning. from 7 a. nl., or un t hi; evening, until 7 or
8 p. m.

3. The large proportion of time devoted to practical work.Then; es

a distinct. division made in this respeot between the first two and
the last two years. The relation of practical work to the entire
time of study during the fir,t Ana tho second years is from
44 per cent, while in the third and fool .11 years it, keeps on the level
of 65 per cent,with oniya drop to 61 per cent in the second semester
of the third year.

The actual proportion of time given to practical occupations is
the following:

API
First 'rev
lir000d year.
Third year
Fourth tear

Pe.it f, .1! el f,CIA($

nil t tr.!
slit et.'N

'fins relation is further illie-trated diagram, I and 2:
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Most of the practical work is done in the laboratories of the insti,
tut ion, which are numerous and exeeptionally well equipped. The
school has no arrangement fur employment of students in private
plants for practice during the school time. The practical work is
arranged intermittently with lectuiw.

The remainnig depsrtments are developed with equal .completauwa
a:s regards detail and grouping. It will suffice to indicate their scope
by outlines of the entire course, or that for selected years

DEPARTMENT UP (1VD, ENGINEERING.

First year Experimental physics, higher mathematics, dee:riptive geometry;
mechanics, elementary geodesy; geodetic practicum; exercisee in surveying; experi-
mental chemistry; constructions in wood and gene; stud) of machines; elements of
political economy.

Second year. Definite integrals and differential equations; mehaniai; graphical
statics; plan drawing; geodetic practictim; higher gcsmiesy, general mineralogy; general
geology; mochanival technology; theory of examination of materials with practical
exercises; building construction in wood and stone; construction of roads; machines;
machine construction and motive powers; theory of architectonic tom; metallurgy
of iron; general theory of political and social economy; introduction to juribiA:dence
and Political science; commercial enterprise.

Third year.Staties of building construction and exercises; atone and wooden
bridges; railway construction; main requirements for railway stations; railway build-
ings and other constructions for rolling st,xk, etc.; foundations; practical hydraulic's;
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floodgates, canal construction, and locks: construction of bank. and weirs; iron con.
struction in connection with civil engineering; reinforced concrete and its stnictund
UM; railway engines (locomotive/1, canisges, and mechanical arrangements).; theory
of potential; calculus of variations.

Fourth par.The constructive works in railways (including tunneling and the
establishment of largo railway stations); iron bridges and difficult iron construction,.
movable bridges; sea and harbor works; canalization, etc., including agricultural
technology.; water supply of doses, draininre of cities; electric railways, sketch lel -
sAining to naval architecture; aemintrihr municipal buildings. examination and test.
ing of water traffic in large cline; theory of functions.

011:PASTMAY47 or altaiffirtil'it/L

1.11VTU KR '1 D nu MICA!. HI I Allt 8

F i r s t 0 8 2 r . Dierriptivo geometry' (7 and I l i; experimental physics ( 1 and I I ' ,

introduction to experimental chemistry; elementary geodesy; statics of building
construction (general); statics of building c;inarnetion (theory of strains and strosses'.
theory of building construction; ornament drawing; ancient architecture; ancient
art, plastie art and painting in connection with middle-age architecture; plastic all
and painting of the early rensiaance in Italy; plastic art and painting of the high
rensissa4ce in Italy; scientific principles of architecture and art; ornamental model-
ing; figure modeling; principles of political economy; exorcism in architectural
sketching in Berlin museum; sketching from middle.age profiles and 0/1amental
parts of all kinds; figure drawing (non 'op); land/caw dyne-nig "Id painting town
examples and front nature ill eery technique, pencil, pen, color, history of mc'iiiii
(eat Iwo, of the Iti.anance peoples; exeroes in decorative plastic of the Italian
tenalsrance; history of civilization in the Italian renaissance; history of mecluir'.eal
arts of the Germanic peoples; development of museums and museum technique.

Fburih seer. The program of the fourth year comprises 42 courses,
including, however, the duplication of several subjects, which affords
the student the advantage of a choice of proftwors treating the seine,
or presentations from different points of view. The program in-
cludes the following topics which in 1913-14 were in charge of is
different pmfessor4:

Mechanisms (I and 11); history of ancient architecture, Egyptian, Oriental, and
Grecian; history of Boman an and ruedito al church architecture; scientific
principles of building and art, practical exercises; history of architecture, Etruscan,
Roman, and modem Persian; history of civilization, Italian renaissance; municipal
architecture; colored decorations; designing details of architectural construction and
interior decoration; seminar pertaining to municipal buildings; foundation construe
don for municipal buildings; elements of railway, road, bridge, hydraulic, and
machine constructions; landscape sketching and painting from models and from
nature, with pencil, pen and ink, brush, etc ; principles of ornamentation; designs
for chinch furniture, utensils, etc ; designing ornamental details; modieval archi-
tecture and designs in stone, brick, and wood; Gothic architectur; designing
according to given elements; brick construction in all styles; most importantVes
ei public and private constructions and city buildings; architecture of the renais-
sance; designs of buildings according to instructions;Inactice in architectural sketch
ing; ancient art; modeling and drawing from nature; designing figures according to
given instructions; drawing from life; baroque and rococo (general history of style,

) Jammed for as yaw unala
Tli Berm unnserals In parentheses show that the course LS given to both terms of the year.
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decoration, industrial art); philosophy of architecture; interior designs. rooms, wall
1<k-orations. etc.; lighting and heating; rural architecture; adaptations of architecture
to landscape

COUSSIII IN TICHNDCAL

The program of the first year in technical chemistry, it will be
noticed, is intended to give the students training in basic elements
of mechanics and chemistry, as Well are in methods of scientific study
and experiment, such as chemical analyaia, microscopy, spectral
analysis, crystallography, etc. The first year includes also differ-
untie' and integral calculus and analytical and descriptive geometry,
which constitute a mathematical preparation indispensable for higher
technical studies in all branches. As a largtuart of industrial chem-
istry deals with vegetable matter (chemistry of food products, chem-
istry of fats and oils, chemistry of dyestuffs, etc.). the program of
the first year includes a course in systematic botany, in mycology,
and in morphology and physiology of plants.

The second year extends and deepens the training in scientific
methods and elements of science to which the first year was primarily
devoted. It. also is designed to impart to students a fundamental
knowledge of organic chemistry and chemical technology.

The third year deals with the industrial and agricultural applica-
tions .of chemical science. The subject is divided, therefore, into
special branches eel-responding to these applications, viz, chemistry
of food products, photochemistry, electrochemistry, ceramics, etc.
At the same time the study of general chemistry is continued; organic
chemistry, chemical technology, and history of chemistry receive
ample consideration. Exercise in analytical experimentation is con-
tinued, but with increasing relation to practical purposes.

The fourth year covers practical occapations in manufacturing
proesires based on chemical changes. It Or:hides the technology of
tar dyes, manufacture of oils and fats, carbohydrogen oils, thermo-
chemistry, technology of sanitation, sugar industry, etc. Practical
laboratory work has a prominent place in the court*. There is also
such instruction in architecture and mechanical engineering as may
be useful to a chemist in a responsible position;

The development is indicated by the outline of the courses in
technical chemistry for the first and the fourth year, as given below:

Pit* year.Elements of differential and integral calculus and analytical geometry;
elements of mechanics; elements of descriptive geometry; experimental physics;
experimental chemistry (metalloids, metals); crystallography and mineralogy; pro-
tical work in the inorganic laboratory; mechanical technology; general botany; ma-
chines with exerdses in machine drawing (I and 11); special botany; microscopy;
exercises in the physical laboratory (physical measurements).

Fburth year.Technology of coal-tar products and their uses in dyeing, printing,
etc.; practical work in the technico-chemical laboratory; the spectrum and spectral
analysis; investigathon of segue; precautions against accidents (industrial hygiene,
technical part); physic° and electro. chemistry with laboratory work;
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istry; physicochemical exercises; examination of vegetable and animal fate, oils,
and wax; examination of mineral oils and other naptha products; organization of
chemical laboratories and plants; principles of construction of use to industrial
managers.

DIPTOMAS AND DEGREES.

In accordance with a royal decree issued on the occasion of its
jubilee celebration (Oct. 11, 1899), the Charlottenburg school is
authorized to confer the diploma of engineer (Diplom-Ingenieur) and
that of 'doctor of engineering (Doktor-Ingenieur); subsequently the
right was extended to all the other German technical high schools.
The diploma of certificated engineer is conferred in virtue of an exam-
ination which tests the preparation of the candidatehy academic and
scientific studies for independent professional activity in his chosen
subject. This is inscribed in each ease upon the diploma:. The can-
didate for the diploma of doctor of engineering must have secured the
lower diploma, and must present a thesis on a scientific subject per-
taining to his specialty. When the thesis has been approved, the
applicant for the doctor's degree must submit to an oral examination
covering the subject matter of his specialty.

SCHO9L FOR MINING ENGINEERING, FREIBERG, SAXONY.

The technical high school at Aachen is the only .one that makes
provision for mining engineering. This branch is the province cif
special schools or academies of which the mining school at Freiberg,
Saxony, founded in 1765, is the most renowned.' The school com-
prises three sections, for mining engineers, for mine surveyori. and
for engineers in iron works, respectively. Each section offers a fofir
years' course of instruction. The entrance requirements are similar
to those of the other technical high schools. Candidates must be at
least 18 years of age, and must offer the maturity certificate of one
of the nine-year secondary schools of Germany, or give proof of
equivalent preparation. Foreigners must not only show certificates
of equivalent value, but must be suffiCiently familiar with the Ger-
man language to follow the instruction with profit; their papers
must be officially translated and legalized by the consul, master, or
ambassador. Special students inch11e adults who have already had
a technical or scientific training, or young men who desire to advance
themselves in some special branch of science..

The entrance fee for German students is 12 'marks, for foreigners
24 marks; in addition 3 marks are required for insurance against
accident or sickness. The fees for lectures are 6 marks for weekly
lectures for the whole school year; the weekly fee for practical exer-
cises is reckoned at the rate charged for a course of weekly lectures.

The degrees confuted are mining engineer, mine surveyor, and
engineer in iron works. The examination fees for the degrees are 60
marks for German citizens and 100 marks for foreigners.
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The courses of instruction are highly specialized and in the section
for mining engineers include, besides the technical branches, the
following: Political and state science, general law, mining law,
colonial mining law, social insurance, designs for mining and metal-
lurgic buildings, mine and metallurgic statistics.

The elaboration of the course of instruction in national and state
economics is significant. The syllabus includes:

Fundamental conceptions. Necessities of life. Goods value. Intercourse.
Wealth. Economics. National economy.

Production. Nature. Work and capital as factors in production. Productive
cooperation.

Circulation of goods. Commerce, traffic, commercial policy. Money, credit, and
price.

Distribution of goods. Income, wages, interest, contracting profits. Ground rent.
National income.

Consumption. Manner of consumption. Economical and extravagant luxury
Equilibrium between production and consumption. Economic institutions.
Insurance.

Development of national economy. Antiquity and middle ages. Mercantile
system. Physiocratic system. Adam Smith. Free trade and protection. Com-
munism, socialism, and anarchism. Social reform.

Financial science. State expenditure. Productivity of Attne. State revenues.
Private revenues. Fees and taxes. State economy. State credit and debt. Volun-
tary and forced loans. Amortization. Organs of financial administration.

The course itimining and metallurgical statistics includes.
Definition and aims of statistical science, methods of investigation, aids thereto.

Importance of statistics for economy snd practice. Statistics of the mines, metal-
lurgical, and salt works of the various countries, having spacial reference to any
variations, and their causes. Statistics of imports. export, consumption, and prices
in mining and metallurgical industries. Wages and workmen.

ROYAL TECHNICAL SCHOOL OF SAXONY.

This school, founded at Dresden in 1828, is intended to afford the
complete scientific and artistic development required for technical
professions and for the preparation of teachers for technical scientific
branches, including pure mathematics, physics, and chemistry.

The school is divided into the following departments: Architectu-
ral engineering, mechanical, chemical, and general. The scholastic
year begins at Easter, but the student. can enter at the commencement
of either the winter or summer semester.

The requirements for entrance are similar to those of other tech-
nical schools, i. e., the maturity certificate of a German gymnasium,
realgymnasium or oberrealschule, the trade academy at Chemnitz,
or a Bavarian industrial school. The equivalence of a foreign cer-
tificate to the German maturity certificate is decided by the rector.
Hearers and visitors are admitted as in other technical schools.
Women are admitted under the same conditions as men.

Lectures begin in October and end in March. Fees for lectures,
exercises in groups, and seminar exercises are 4 marks for one hour
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each weck per semester; for other exercises 3 marks. Foreigners, in
addition to the regular fees, pay 50 marks for the winter semester.
The fees for the diploma examination are as follows: Fifty marks for
the preliminary examination, 75 marks for the principal examination,
and 4 marks for business expenses, total 129 marks. For foreigners
the fees are doubled.

Statistics of the technical high schools of Germany.

Locetions. Students!

Expenditure,
-

Marks.

811,421
2.125, NM

1912-44

United
States

currency.

Aachen
Berlin

714
2,117

8193,118
505,

Brunswick 209 278,583 45.304
Breslau 208 2,185,248 515.324
Danzig 1421 6.51.285 181.903
Darmstailt 999 771.300 183,589
Dresden 1,328 1,671.534 397,1225Rumor& 1,309 817,448 194,552

. Karlsruhe 1.098 MU, 232 120,245
Munich 720 9224.854 221.020
Stuttgart k low 575,021 134i. s.55
Freiberg, Saxony, Mining Acaderuf 42,.. 442.580 105.315

I
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*V
DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

The general scheme of technical education in France differs from
that of other European countries a9 a consequence of the influences
under which it originated. French savants were the first to foresee
the significance of science in the realm of art and industry, and the
early period t r the Revolution was marked by the creation of national
institutions for utilizing the forces and furthering the conquests of
science. Chief among the institutions created at that time were.tlie-
Museum of -Natural History (1793), attached to the Jardin des
Plantes and intended to serve as a center of demonstration and
research; the Conservatoire des Arts et Métiers (conservatory of arts
and crafts), created by a decree of 1794, and intended to foster the
higher technical training of artisans; and the 8cole Polytechnique,
also created by decree of 1794, a school of engineering intended to
prepare artillerists and engineers for the army and navy and technical
experts for various public services.

The three institutions named are still flourishing, and while they
differ greatly in spirit akti methods they are alike in the emphasis
they place upon puree science and the unity of the sciences as factors
in the higher technical education_

Provision for the lower order of technical education arose from time
to time as industrial conditions demanded, and measures were even-
tually adopted looking to the classification of the various agencies
engaged in this work.

The congress on technical education held at Paris in connection
with the I T. ...rersal Exposition of 1889 recognized three orders of
technical education, primary, secondary, and higher. These, how-
ever, do not form stages in an ascending series; each order has its
distinct purposes and agencies. In the higher technical institutions
the arts and sciences are pursued with reference to their application
to technical professions required in the State service, either directly
or indirectly, through the promotion of great enterprises.

PRELIMINARY EDUCATION-GENERAL AND MATHEMATICAL.

For admission to the higher technical institutions applicants must
have completed the full course of secondary education comprised in
the lye& program. This course is organized in two cycles: The lower
cycle covers four years and leads to a certificate which has value for

27
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students entering at once upon business or industrial pursuits. The
higher cycle, covering three years, completes the full course leading
to the bachelor's diploma which is required for admission to the
universities and higher technical schools. In the lower cycle the
studies are arranged in two courses, classical and modern, between
which the student has choice. The second cycle comprises three
years, of which the first two offer four options as follows: 4. Latin-
Greek; 2. Latin-modern languages; 3. Latin-science; 4. Science-
modern hinguages.

In the last year the lycee program is divided into two parts,
philosophy and mathematics.

It will be seen that provision has been made in the lycees for all
the orders of secondary education, from_ the purely classical to the
strictly modern. It does not follow, however, that ;.he pupils who
contemplate higher technical studies must select the extreme realistic
course. The classical studies are still so much in vogue in France
that Latin is generally demanded even in preparation for technical
careers. Absolutely essential, however, for those intending to enter
the tcole Polytechnique is the "classe de mathematiques" of the
last year of the lycee course.

Courses im mathematics.- -The program of mathematics studied in
this class deserves special attention in view of its relation to higher
technical studies. It is universally recognized that higher technical
education calls for special mathematical preparation. The French
system goes further than any other toward the solution of this ques-
tion. The "classe de mathematiques" represents a distinct attempt
to improve, the mathematical preparation of graduates in view of
the requirements of higher

The mathematics is given eight hours a week and consists of review
study with special emphasis on the theoretical and philosophical side
of mathematics. The mathematical subjects that have been studied
earlier in the lye& course are now reviewed with reference to the
theoretical basis of mathematical science. The training thus secured
is further systematized and unified by the course of scientific philos-
ophy pertaining to the classification and hierarchy of science and the
methods by which it operates.

Viewed in the light of its relation to higher mathematical or
technical studies, this course reflects the spirit that places the (le-
veloPment of the student's intellect above that of his specific aptness
in application of formulas to the solution of mathematical problems.
The entire course of the "-classe do mathomatiques" has the obvious
aim of developing mathematical habits of mind in the wider sense,
the ability of the student to attack successfully new problems, and to
pursue intelligently the study of new subjects.
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CONSERVATOIRE DES ARTS ET MgTIERS.

The ministry of commerce, industry. posts, and telegraphs is
charged with the general direction of the Conservatoire des Arts et
Métiers; its administration is intrusted to a director and council.
The council is a highly representative body which includes, besides
the director of the institution, the director of technical eduction in
the department of.commerce, the president of the municipal council
of Paris, the president of the educational commission of that council,
the president of the Paris Chamber of Commerce, the president of the
Society of Civil Engineers, a senator appointed for four years by the
President of the Republic, and members selected from various
learned bodies and public seriice ;. The membership of this council
illustrates the comprehensive character that was impressed upon.the
institution at its foundation and which has been steadily main-
tained. Committees afe also appointed by the minister of commerce
for the direction of the various departments of the institution.

Courses and methods of instruction.The courses of instruction in
the conservatory include mathematics, especially geometry, the
sciences related to the industrial arts mechanics, chemistry, el
tricity, and physics, together with industrial processes and the ap
cation of motive powers. The theoretical instruction is imparted by
eminent specialists in the respective subjects, who demonstrate
principles and processes by means of the illustrative material com-
prised in,the elaborate museums of the institution.

It was intended front the first that the lecture courses of the con-
servatory should bear the same relation to the sciences considered
in their industlial relations as those at .the College of France bear
to the entire realm of ulowledge. The professors attached to the
conservatory keep watt all the latest industrial changes and ex-
plain the most recent improvements. The courses of lectures run from
two to three years aocording to the subject dealt with. The instruc-
tion thus imparted is of a scientific and .advanced character, but none
the less practical and adapted to the various classes of students, who
represent different occupations, i. e., constructors of bridges and road-
ways who intend to become engineers, foremen or workmen who
attend in the interests of their employers; heads of factories, and also
engineers. The subjects are presented with clearness and 'lucidity,
and the hearers profit according to their needs and attainments.

As the lectures are maintained for persons engaged in business or
industrial pursuits during the day, they are given in 'evenings from
1%vember till April. The lecture courses in technical subjects are
held twice a week; those ,in commercial law, industrial and com-
mercial geography, and social economy and hygiene are held only
once a week. All the lectures are free to the public.
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The students supplement the lectures by exercises and manipu-
lations carried on at the institution by visits of observation.to fac-
tories and workshops; and 1y practical work. All students are
expected to execute plans, accompanied by explanatory memoranda,

.

of the following objects: Meta Mc bridges, steam engines, civil con-
structions, and machine tools for the second year; manufacture of
chemical products, workshops for maohine.constrtiction, locomotives,
blowing machines, hydraulic establishments, etc.; for the third year.
The idea governing the instruction is that industrial science is a
unit, .and every indukrial worker must know it, in its entirety.
Hence each student follows the same course until the end of the sec-
ond year, when specialization is allowed in the following braliehes,
according to the chosen career, i. o., machinists, constructors, metal-
lurgical miners, mid chemists.

Extensions of the curricula. Great attention is paid to subjects
that promote the interest of artisans in the history of their respective
arts, and more particularly their interest in the relations between
the industrial arts and the general social welfare. A chair of the
"history of industry" is maintained at the charge of the city' of
Paris, which tnakea an annual appropriation for its support.' "The
chair of insurance and social providence" was established h mutual
agreement of the State and the Paris Chamber of Commeroe, each
contributing $1,000 a yeruktoward its maintenance.

The equipment of the conservatory comprises eight important,
laboratories, which serve for original research on the part.of the pry.
fessocs, as well as for practical exercises by the stt.lents. The labo-
ratories are also centers of experiment and research carried on by
scientific men and industrial experts.

Certificates. At the end of the year certificates are conferred, the
standing of candidates being ascertained by estimating the marks
given for the drawings and designs executed and work done in the
professor's laboratory. At least a total of 14 marks on a scale of 20
is required for the certificate.

Candidates for the annual certificates relating to the full period
of at least two courses which are complementary and have the same
industrial or professional aim in view may' obtain the diploma. of
studies of the4onservatory by passing another general examination.

In 1912-13 the course were attended by 2,127 persons. Of this
number 237 asked permission to take the examination. Some of
them already held as many as five certificates.

Financial support. Complaint has recently been made trfrrench
leaders that the conservatory has not been adequately supplied with
funds or equipment to meet the rapidly increasing scope and corn-
plmiity of modern industry. It occupieS, however, a unique place
in the group of institutions which have mado Paris a notable center
of technical education.
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£COLE CENTRALE DES ARTS ET MANUFACTURES, PARIS.

The Central School of Arts and Manufactures is intended to train
engineers for all branches of industr.y and for public wo,'.4.and serv-
ices which are not necessarily under State control.

Admission requirements.Admission to the school is by c .amina-
.tion, which is held annually in Paris during the first. 15 days ' June.
The fee for examination is 60 francs ($12) which is required of every
applicant. Candidates must be 17 years of age on the first of Janu-
ary of the year of examination. Foreigners are admitted under the
same conditions as Frenchmen. No diploma is required. The exam-
ination is both written and oral, and includes the following subjects
the ratings for which are given:

Written examination. Oral examination.

Mathematics and mechanics
omposition in French or other lan

gunge
Descripti VI' geometry
Trigonometry and nnmerical calcii-

III/4

Physics
'hemistry

Architectural drawing.. ,,
Machine.,drawing
Machine sketching

Analytical and mechanical geometry. 5
Arithmetic, algebra mod analysis,

4 t Ivo nemetry 5
3 Elementary and descriptive geom-

etry 5
Physics
Chemistry 5

4
5 )

5 )

Candidates having the bachelor's diploma or the certificate showing
completion of the first part of the baccalaureate exa.inination, receive
15 marks to their credit.in the ratings.

Candidates who request the privilege are admitted to an oral exam-
ination in one or two languages, namely, English, German, Spanish,
Russian, French. The language used in the examination itself must
he different from that for which the special examination is requested.
Those who obtain a rating above 10 receive for one language from 2
to 25 marks in addition to those granted for the general examination;
for a second language, 1 to 15 marks.

The Written examination includes a thesis which marked in
respect to orthography, language, and style. The thesis may be
written in French or any official language.

Candidates should be atcustomed to machine and architectural
drawing and aquatint, and they are advised when preparing for the
examination to give special attention to rapidity of execution, exact-
ness of outline, and delicacy in touch.

At the tithe of the examination the candidate must present col-
lections of drafts, machine and architectural drawings, and free-hand
sketchet:a.

Examinations and diplomas.The school is limited to day stu-
dentsoind exercises no supervision of them outside of school hours.

t
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Periodical examinations an held to determine the progress of stu
dents, and those who do not profit by the instruction are eliminated.

The marks obtained at the ordinary examinations as well as those
for designs, vacation work, and final competitive examination serve
to make up the student's graduating standing. The final examina-
tion consists in the executionof a general plan and the composition
of a memorandum to support it. Thirty days are allowed fur com-
posing the plan, and the student must be present personally and di,-
cuss his work before the examining

The diploma of engineer of arts and manufactures ii given to those
who obtain a total average of 14 credits on a scale of 20. Students
who fail, but who show sufficient knowledge, receive a certificate of
capacity (the average required being 13 credits). Such students
may try a second time for a diploma within the five following years.
The diploma fee is 100 francs ($201: if a student fails to pass, half the
fee is returned to him.

Expenaes.The course of instruction covers three years. Tuition
fees, including cost of experiments, are 900 francs (3180) for the
first, year and 1,000 francs ($200) for each of the two following years.
The cost of supplies and drawing material must, b(f borne by the
students. The minimum cost of tuition and maintenance is esti-
mated at 3,000 francs (Sti00) a year.

£COLE POLYTECHNIOUE.

The Reole Polytechnique pertains to the ministry of war and may
be regarded as the center of a system of schools preparing for the
Government service. The course of instruction in'the school covers
two years, but the students almost without, exception are intending
to complete their specialized training in some one of the related
schools of application. Several services of the State, viz, those
requiring mining engineers, hydrographic engineers, directom of
powder plants, etc., are open only to graduates from the Ecole
Polytechnique.

Adinissian requirements. --Candidates for admission to the Ecole
Polytochnique must be native or naturalized Frenchmen and must
be at least 18 years of age and not above 21 years on the 1st of
January preceding the examination. This examination is severe
and competitive, the purpose being to limit admission to students
of exceptional promise. Only those who have secured the diploma
of bachelor are eligible for the examination. Students who have
successfully completed any division of the lycee course may be
admitted to the examination , but those who have studied Latin are
accorded an advantage of 115 po.nts ia estimating the examination,
and the same advantage is also accorded to bachelors whose diplomas
carry mention of philosophy. The stress of the admission exami-

,
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nation is placed upon mathematics, which in both the oral and
written parts is accorded more than half the whole number of pos-
sible points. The severity of this .test precludes its passage by stu-
dents who have not passed through the special class of mathematics
in the lyc6e or received equivalent instruction efitewbere. From the
relation of the school to the State service it follows that foreigners
are only admitted by special arrangements.

Candidates for admission to the entrvice examination for the
Polytechnique are not necessarily graduates from the lyeetv

but may have received their preparation elsewhere, as is the case with
candidates for other competitive extuninations. Since, however,
their se ipo and standards are determined by the lyelie program, those
pre:,timl elsewhere are at a great disadvantage.

Program.The program of studies for the polytechnique consists
almost, entirely of mathematics and applied science, as indicated by
the following conspectus:

calculus. Differential and integral two years
Descriptive geornetry.Difiertnt, methods for the mpnwentation of laelies; a study
the principal geometrical surfaces, the construction of models one year.
Siecootonly.----earpentry and stonecutting- one year.
Merhanie and mar/finery Theoretical study completed by the construction of

models, thedosigning of new machines, etc two years
Thermodynamics, electricity, and mia,metism two yearn acoustics and

plea- one you, laboratory practice two yearti
hrmiery.---Organic and inorganic, accompanied by experiments- two yowl.

.4arronomy and geoiksy. Practical work one year.
Arrhiterture. -Theory and the ,drawing of designs and plans one year.
Military art.Two years.
Ihrtory, geography, end literarily. The military, political, and moral history of the

pnncipel nations of Europe during modern and contemporaneous unite', composi-
tions on historical topics two years.

German language, drawing front oloct m, coloring wi, years.
Engl'sh language. c )pt .

Practical errrcieus. -Laboratory and workshop practice, the de-
signing and construction of models, are required whanever possible.
The instruction in drawing and designing is very elaborate and the
work executed by the students is subjected to rigid examination.
In addition to the school instruction, students are also taken on visits
of observation to the observatory and to manufacturing establish-
ments in and around Paris. The regime of the school is military.
All the students are exercised in military tactics, in horseback riding,
fencing, and general gymnastics. The military training and conduct
while at the school, however, is less severe than that at the special
military schools.

Fee* and sclugarshilis.-The students board at the school and wear
a uniform. The 'cost to the students is about $200 (1,000 francs)
for tuition and board per year. The outfit and incidentals cost
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each year foam 11140 to $150 more (700 to 750 francs). The Govern-
Meta, however, makes liberal provision of scholarships available for
students of groat promise who otherwise might not be able to bear
the expense of the training. Thaie scholarships are of four grades
as follows: (1) Full scholarships; (2) half Scholarships; (3) scholar-
ships carrying relief from outfit and incidental expenses; (4)
scholarships carrying half relief from outfit and occidental expeust.S.

Services.As already mated, the polyteehnique does not prepare
directly for the Goverment service, but for certain schools of appli-
cation, each giving instruction preparatory to some special service.
The choice of the service to be entered upon is not made by the stu-
dente until their graduetioe- from the polytechnique, and 1.9 deter-
mined tinnily according to respective ranks at graduation. As a
rule, all. the graduates are sure of admission to the Government
service.

The several services open to the graduates of the hoofs Polytech-
nique are as follows:

1. Land artillery, cobatial artillery, or engineering corps, in whirl,
they are accepted a "Aublieutenant students of artillery," or of
engineering, and are immediately placed in either the artillery
school at Fontainebleau or the military engineering school at Ver-
sailles. Both these schools have a one-year specialized course in
their ravectiVe subjects. The Versailles school also gives supple-
mentary military and horsemanship training.

2. 'Mines; bridges and roads; or naval engiirrering.----On entering
either -of these services the polytechnic graduates assume the tide
of student, engineers of mines, of bridges and roads, or of naval
constructions, and pass, in this capacity, through a Sped/1117A course
in one of the than schools of application maintained for this pur-
pose. The course in the school of mines covers three years;, in the
school of bridges and roads, alio three years; in the school of naval
engineering, two years. After the completion of this course the stu-
dents acquire the degrees of ordinary engineers of bridges and roads,
or of mines, or subengineers of naval constructions. Those in the
last category have to serve a practice term on the schoolahip Jeanne
d'Are.

3. Nary.On entering the naval service directly from the
Polytechnique the students receive the title of ship ensigns of the
second class and are sent on board Jeanne d'Arc, where they com-
plete their practice together with graduates ('aspirants ") of the
school of naval engineering.

4. Matitsfacturing, establishments conducted by the state. -4 this
Service the graduates of the tcole Polytechnique are placed directly
hi the tobacco plants or match factories with the degree of student
engineers:
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5. The commissariat of the navy accepts the graduates as nom-
misssries of the third class; in order to become commissariers of the
second class they must pass through a two-year county in the school
of commissariat,

8. The service of powders sad salipeters and the hydroropkic service
are open to graduates of the polytechnique, admitting them at first
for practice and later giving them permanent poeitious; for telegraph
service a higher mune of training in postal and telegraph subjects
Li provided.

Finally, graduates desiring tb enter other civil servicie than the
above enumerated have the advantage of the reputation attached
to the institution.

Although St. Cyr, the groat military school of France, is in no sense
ms adjunct, of the geole Polytechnique, many of the most distin-
guished °Hie. 714 of the French service have resorted to it for their
mathematical training before entering the military school.

.Fratereal sockies.An interesting and traditional characteristic
°Oho Fcole Polytechnique is the solidarity maintained among the
graduates. This is manifested not Only as a sentiment, hut )13) the
practical assistance and protection offered the younger or less for-
tunate graduates by those holding influential positions. For this
purpose a fraternal society of graduates of the school is maintained,
which twists members who meet with reverses, aids their destitute
widows, and provides education for their children.

Modern methods of demonatration.-1The higher technical schools of
France have developed a system of demonstration by means of wall
tables, charts, and luminous projections, that is in many respects the
nipst advanced in the world. The eolo des Ponta et. Chsussees
possesses a unique collection of constructions] plans, designs, etc.,
used to illustrate the instruction in the school; this collection is the
joint work of professors of the various subjects and an eminent
specialist, M. Coquillard, who has devoted to this tosk his exclusive
activity for a long pc led of time.

For the last 20 ye. ra this school has also made extensive use of
stereopticon projections, and has a rich collection of slides, especially
those pertaihing to reinforced concrete constructions. The use of
cinematograph with specially prepared films of scientific subjects also
received early recognition in this institution.'

ECOLES NATIONALES DARTS ET METIERS.

The gooles Nationales,d'Arts et Metiers, situated, respectively, at
Aix, Angers, and Chalons, are included in the class of secondary
technical schools. These institutions were originally intended to
provide the army of industry with directors, that is, managers and

das article hy Ch. Met In Rota OnsIrsis dss delsooss, Me.,ISIS. p.
.
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foremen of works, but they have developed beyond this stage, and
it is claimed that they should be transferred to the class of higher
technical schools. Admission to these institutions is determined by a
competitive examination for which only those applicants are eligible
who already possess the certificate showing the completion of the
first cycle of the lycee course or its equivalent.

The three schools are noted for their elaborate equipment, the great
competency of their teachers and directors, all of whom are selected
by competitive examination, and the very rigorous character of the
training throughout the three years' course. Graduates receive a
special diploma, the brevet d'ingenieur des ecoles nationales d'arts et
metiers, which was created by a decree of 1907. Although these
institutions do not give the same high degree of mathematical training'
as the gook Centrale, the technical training iiAxarded as superior.

RECENT MOVEMENTS.

The higher technical schools of France have provided the State with
trained experts for the nubile service, but on account of their special-
ized character and their location with few exceptions at Paris, they
have not exercised a powerful influence in the industrial development
of the country. Complaint is also made that in their isolation from
the universitic the technical schools lose the stimulating effects of
scientific researches, for which only the universities have adequate
equipment. A movement for correcting these defects was begun soon
after the transformation of the former isolated faculties into 'organic
universities in accordance with the law of July 10, 1896.

_An important result of the new university regime was the multi-
Plieation of chairs for scientific studies and the equipment of labors-

, tones and institutes ui the provincial universities. At the University
of Marseille a chair of industrial physics was established and another
of industrial chemistry; at the University of Bordeaux a laboratory
of -chemistry instituted for the promotion of the resin industry; at
Lyon -chairs in chemistry equipped with laboratories for research in
regard to local industries and agriculture.. These are notable illus-
trations of a movement which spread to every university center of
France, giving new direction to scientific research.

Through this extension of university activities, extreme specializa-
tion in the province of higher technical education in France has given
place to the principle of coordination and philosophic unity. For the
purpose of increasing this provision, a bill was introduced into the
Senate during the present year, providing for the creation of separate
faculties of applied science in all the universities. The motive for
the bill was expressed in a ministerial circular which defined the new
purposes which the universities must fulfill as follows:

They must insure the renaissance of the national' economic activity by means of
the sciences, and take the direction of the vast movement for the revival of the chem-
ical and physical Waddell which will of ay:amity follow peace.
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It is interesting to note in this connection that the author of the
bill, Dr. Goy, criticized severely the system of competitive examina-
tion by which admission is secured to the higher technical schools of
France at. the present time. For this system he recommended that
candidates for admission to the proposed faculties of applied science
should be required simply to present the bachelor's diploma and also
one of the other special diplomas conferred by the university faculties
of pure science. tle said:

In this way a student body would be formed having a high degree of scientific
culture, in full sympathy with modern progress, and possessed of the force and energy
necessary for directing industrial enterprises.

In addition to the institutions enumerated above should be men-
tioned engineering schools attached to universities. In most instances
these form part of the faculties of science of the respective univer-
sities; the professors of the branches of science common to both the
scientific and technical departments lecture in both. The technical
students are matriculated as students of the faculty of science. The
methods. and contents of the technical instruction, however, are
identical with those of independent technical schools. The degree
conferred is that of engineer of the respective branches.

The following universities have engineering departments:
University of Grenoble, whose technical department is called Institut

Polytechnique and is subdivided into several sections.
University of Toulouse has an electrical engineering schOol attached

under the name of Institut Electrotechnique.
University of Marseille: Ecole d'Electricit Industrielle de Marseille

and Ecole d'Ingfinieurs de Marseille.
University of Nancy: Institut Electrotechnique et de Mechanique

Appliqu& de Nancy.
University of Lille: Institut Electrotecimique de Lille, and Ecole

de Hautes Etudes Industrielles si Commerciales.
University of Lyon: Ecole Franeaise de Tannerie, and Ecole de

Chimie Industrielle de Lyon.

Statistia of higher technical schools of Prance, 1913.
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GREAT BRITAIN. .

INTRODUCTION.

The movement for technical education in Great Britain received
its first impulse from the industrial changes that marked the opening
of the eighteenth century, the result in great measure of the inven-
tions of Watt and Whitney. In 1795 John Anderson, professor of
natural philosophy in' the .University of GlasgOW, bequeathed his
estate to found Anderson University. The purpose intended was
not immediately realized, but in 1800 Dr. George Birkbeck, professor
of natural philosophy and chemistry in the new institution, started
a system of popular lectures for mechanics. The lectures led to
the formation of mechanics' institutes that have served as nuclei
for technical institutions in several great centers of the Kingdom.

'pie spread of this idea. in Great Britain was much slower than
the same movement in continental countries, and on account of
the local independence in respect to the control of education and
the large part which is left to private enterprise and initiative,
attention was first directed to provision for the special training of
artisans and the establishment of technical schools relating to local
industries. The present century, however, has been marked by
great progress in the development of higher technical institutions
and in the establishment of relations between them and the existing
agencies for scientific research. At the present time the importance
of this relation overshadows all other problems of higher education
in the Kingdom. During the past year parliamentary provision
was niade for the formation of an advisory council in the board of
education, charged with the interests of industrial andscientific
research. In presenting the project to Parliament the president of
the board explained the general attitude on this question, as follows:

We must endeavor to secure that industry is closely associated with our scientific
workers and promote a proper system of encouragement of research workers, espe-
daily in our universities. The fault in the past, no doubt, has been partly due to
the remissness on the part of the Government in failing to create careers for scientific
men. It has also, I think, been due partly to the universities, which have not real-
ised how important it is that pure science ought to be utilized with applied science
and brought into elope contact with manufacturing interests. I think it was also
partly due to the fact that the manufacturers themselves undervalued the importance
of science in connection with their particular industries. It was partly due, too, to
the fact that the ratepayers have been too niggardly in making provision in connection
with their technical institutions and colleges.'

While the original efforts for the pfomotion of technical education
were similar in the two divisions of the Kingdom, the development

I Prolloniootary Debates, Vol. LXXI, No. $2,
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of the work has been determined in each by different industrial
and institutional conditions, and they should therefore be separately
considered.

AGENCIES FOR HIGHER TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN ENGLAND.

In England provision for the higher orders of technical education
has been made in the ancient universities and in technical schools
or colleges that have developed up to the university standard. In
the older universities the technical side is an outcome of provision
.for scientific research. The University of Cambridge was specially
equipped in this respect by the establishment of the Cavendish
laboratory of experimental physics, which was erected in 1872-1874
at an original cost of about $50,000. A few years after, the chemical
laboratory of Cambridge was erected, at an original cost of $155,000.
The resources of the two laboratories have been greatly extended,
the latest additions having been supplied as recently as 1907.

The Cambridge laboratories were provided in the interests of
medical science, and they were followed at the opening of the present
century by the erection of new buildings for the medical school and
the acceptance on the part of the university of a Government grant
for the medical department. The provision for scientific research at
this university was completed in 1894 by the erection of an engineer-
ing laboratory. This plant NNW started by an initial fund of $25,000,
raised by public subscription and subsequently, increased by private
donations. Adjoining the laboratory are mechanical workshops with
equipment for woodwork and iron work, the making of instruments,
machinery, etc. Thus Cambridge, which had enjoyed great 'stige
as a center of mathematical instruction, was fully committed vo the
idea of including technical education within the university province.

The increasing recognition of the importance of technical educa-
tion and its relation to scientific research was emphasized in 1912 by
the acceptance on the part of Oxford University of a Government
grant for the maintenance of the professorship of engineering science.
11y these measures the two oldest universities were linked up with
the scheme of Government support for scientific and technical edu-
cation.

The establishment of university colleges in the great centers of
industry and population, and their gradual elevation to the univer-
sity plane is the most notable event in the history of higher education
in England during the last half century. These institutions were
intended to meet local demands, and they all make provision for the
various branches of engineering, technology, and agricultstre, with
the purpose of supplying experts for the conduct of industrial enter-
prises. The impottance of this provision was signally recognized by
a parliamentary grant in their interests, first allowed in 1889, and
annually renewed down to the present time.
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As a result of these successive efforts an elaborate system of
technical education has developed in England which has culminated
in technical faculties established at the universities, the Imp'erial
College of Science and Technology at South Kensington. and pro-
vincial colleges and municipal technical institutes affiliated with.,the
modem universities. The last two groups of institutions have main-
tained close relations with the general scheme of technical and indus- -

trial education in their respective communities, so that they exereiqe
a powerful directive influence over the entire work.
ti

TECHNICAL DEPARTMENTS OF THE ENGLISH UNIVERSITIES.

The universities which have made provision for technical educa-
tion are maintained in part by a GoveniMent grant and are conse-
quently required to make an annual report to the board of education.
For 1913-14 the total number of their students in all departments was
7,344. Of this number, England.clairned 6,551, of whom 23 per cent
were in the engineering departments. The remaining 793 students
were in the Welsh institutions, and of these nearly 10 per cent were in
the engineering departments. The appropriations by Parliament for
these institutions amounted in the same year to £174,000 ($845,640),
of which 85.6 per cent went to those of England. It is impossible to
indicate what proportion of the fund is expended directly for engi
neering purposes, but in general it may be said that the entire amount
is applied to modern education: Tho following table presently salient.
particulars respecting the- technical departments here considered:

Students in technical departments of univertilies.

Students in the teohnlcal departments.

Institutions.

[Nos°.

1 isteairiniferivenity, Merchant Venturers' Tech-
University

nicel Craw
Durham University, Armstrong College
Leeds University
Liverpool yUniversit
Msmm University
Manchester Mtmicipel School of Technology
ettafileid University
Landon University:

UniveniageColiege

IP:London College
Nottingham

on U
University ..

gotithaingtniversity Col
,Total, England

VALI&

ea
U

Total, else
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depart
monk.

Students taking under-
eraduate courses.
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1)Pgree' mho- imam
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663 41.1

sot 60
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235 114
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61
11
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5 1

3
6

13
36

841 75 51 17 1

464 SR 42 I 6
205 19 1 18 1

2OX- 11 29 I
127. 6 12 1
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6,551 829 476 187 62

4
8
3
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69
176
14A
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70
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118
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Waal
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21.03

100 06
32 41
72 32
14 16
690

100.00
33.61

144 17.12
107 23.00
39 19.00
41 15.58
19 14.96

1.623 23.25

6 2.00
72 14.48

791 21 61 d II 9.64
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receives a small annual grant (£350 in 1913-14) registered 21 stu-
dents. The students of the engineering department of Cambridge
University are not separately given.

THE IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, LONDON.

The Imperial College of Science and Technology received its
charter in July, 1907. As stated in the charter, it was intended "to
give the highest specialized instruction and to provide the fullest
equipment for the most advanced training and research in various
branches of science, especially in its application to industry." For
the accomplishment of these purposes three existing colleges were
federated, namely, the Royal College of Science, the Royal School of
Mines, and the City and Guilds (Engineering) College.

The Royal College of Science and Royal School of Mines were for-
merly Government colleges, but when the federation took place they
were handed over to the governing body of the Imperial College of
Science and Technology which consists of 40 members; the present
chairman is the Most lion. the Marquis of Crewe, K. G., and the
rector is Sir Alfred Keogh, K. C. B., LL. D. Sir Alfred Keogh stands
in a similar position to the federation as the vice chancellor to a uni-
versity; his work is mainly coordinating and organizing.

Until 1907 the City and GuilUs (Engineering) College was entirely
independent, was knowp by the name of the "Central Technical Col-
lege," and belonged to the City and Guilds of London Institute, by
whom its affairs were managed. The City and Guilds (Engineering)
College still belongs to the institute, which, instead of managing
through a committee of its own, has delegated its powers to what iiii
known as the delegacy of the City and Guilds (Engineering) Colleg
This delegacy, which' was appointed at the time of the federatio ,

consists of eight, representatiVes of the City and Guilds College, eight
from the governing body of the Imperial College of Science and Tech-
nology, and three representatives from the Goldsmiths' Co. All the
affairs of the college are managed by this delegacy, to whom the
entire staff (teaching and otherwise) are responsible. The chairman
of the delegacy is Sir John Wolfe Barry, K. C. B., F. R. S., and the
dean of the City and Guilds College is Prof. W. E. Dalby, F. R. S.

When the federation was brought into existence, the needs of the
engineering college were especially considered, and an extension has
been built which has practically doubled its capacity. This exten-
sion was erected by funds generously provided by the Goldsmiths' Co'

Entrance requirement. The entrance requirements of the separate
colleges are determined according to their individual scope and the
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interests or purposes of bandidatte for admission. They are all, how-
ever, marked by the same liberal spirit. In general, the colleges'
receive young men, not under 147 years'of age, who have had a good
secondary education, and excuse them from the first, second, or third
year course according to the standard which they have attained Nxhep
they present themselves. The decision in this respect is made by
the professors partimlarly concerned.

The conditions for the admission of research students are as follows:
A candidate desirous of undertaking original research must have completed an

associateship course in one of the departments of the Imperial College. viz, the Royal
College of Science, the RoYiii School of Mina+, or the City and Guilds (Engineering1
College, or an equivalent course of study elsewhere, and must satisfy' the rector and
prolteteors as to his qualifications for extended study. Thejubjeet of research will
require the approval of the professor of the department in which it. is to lie carried out.

The absence of uniform, rigid entrance requirements accords with
the conduct of studies within the federated colleges. Tho purpose
has been to keep them free from academic traditions and the restric-
tions of fixed syllabi. The general system of classification makes
adequate provision for students of different degrees of advancement
and having different ends in view.

The charter of the Imperial College Provided for the coordination
of its work with that of the University of London, and in 1908 the
college was admitted as a school of the university in the faculties of
science and engineering. The ultimate relation of the two great
institutions became, therefore, a matter of consideration on the part
of the royal commission on university education in London, ap-
pointed hi 1910. The opinion was Strongly expressed by the com-
mission that, by closer relations with the Universit, of London, the
standard of admission to the Imperial College would be raised and
thui the college would make a substantial gain. In response to this
suggestion it was explained that a movement had already begun
on the part of committees of the governing body of the Imperial Col-
lege to effect this change. It had even been proposed that the first
two years' courses in the college of mining and the college of Science
Should be abandoned. Advanced standards have .already been
secured in the case of the engineering college, to which students are
now admitted by competitive examination. This does not preclude
varied degrees of previous attainment, but it insures the choice of
the nxost promising in each particular line of study, a measure neces-
sitated by the excess of applicants for admission.

Fem.A fee of £1 ($5) is recifiired of all candidates for admission
to associateship courses and must be forwarded with the form of
application. The fees for full-time associateship courses, payable.in
advance, are as follows:

Imperial College, Royal College of Science, £36 10e. per session.
Imperial College, Royal School of Mines, £415 10e. per session.
Imperial College; City Ind Guilds (Engineering) College, £38 10e. per session.
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The fees for research work and special advanced study vary accord-
ing to the nature of the course selected. Examinations are held at
the end of each course of instruction and at such other periods as
may be deemed necessary. .

Mplarnas.The following diplomas are awarded to students who
factorily complete the appropriate organized course of study

(

pass the necessary examinations:
hAiDiploma of Membership of the Imperial College of Science ind Technology
(D. I. C.). ,

(b) The Diploma of Associateehip of the Royal College of Science (A. R. C. S.).
; e) The Diploma of Aetociateship of the Royal School of Mines (A. 11. S. M.).
(dl The Diploma of Associates* of the City and Guilds of Loudon Institute

( A. C. G. 1.1.
-

ourses of instruction. The courses of instruction fall mainly under
the following heads: .

Diploma Coulees. Organized courses of instruction eztimling over. three or
four years leading to the diplomas of iteaociateship of the Royal College of Science,
the Royal School of Mines, and the City and Guilds of London Institute.

(2) Special or Partial Courses. Short courses of lectures, with or without labora-
tory work, of an advanced. character dealing with special branches of pure and applied
science suitable for those who have graduated or are already engaged in some scientific
industrial occupation.

(3) Advanced Specialized Courses. Research work and specially arranged courses
of study in advanced science or technology extending over one or more complete
years leading to the diploma of the Imperial college.

The scope. of each one of the federated colleges is outlined in the
calendar as follows:

Royal College of Science affnflie complete courses of training, extending over three
years, in mathematics, mechanics, physics, chemistry, botany (including the first
portions of the Imperial College diploma coursi:1)in plant plr siology and pathology,
and the technology of woods and tibete), zoology and geology, which may be regarded
as complete in theme& yes or as preliminary to more advanced work in the applications
of the subjects in question to industrial problems.

The Imperial College- -Royal School of Miner affords complete specialized courses
of training, extending over four years, designed adequately to equip it student who'
desires to follow the profession of a mining, a metallurgical, or an oil engineer.

The Imperial 03Ilege---City and Guilds (Engineering) College affords complete
courses of training, extending over three years, iu engineering, arranged to suit the
requirements of those preparing fur engineering as a profession, or who desire to
acquaint themselves with the scientific principles underlying any particular branch
of engineering.

In addition, the Imperial College offers special facilities for work of a more advanced
character in all the branches of science previously referred to. The advanced student
may engage in research work, ot attend full-time organized mums of a more advanced
character than those forming the normal courses of the three institutions which.ere
integral parts of the Imperial College, or he may attend the college as a part-fillip
student for the purpose of taking up one of the special lecture courses, with or without
laboratory work, or a specially arranged course of study whether in, pure science oe
In the application of science to industry.

Such courser; include (a) Railway engineering, (b) Structural engineering,,(s) Hy-
draulic engineering, (d) Surveying and geology, (e) Electrical machaiery and trane-
formers, (f) Design and erection of chemical plant, (g) Fuel and refractorrmaterisde,
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(A) Technology of woods and fibers, (i) Economic botpy, (j) Pant physiology and
pathology, (k) Biochemistry, (1) Economic entomology, (m) Comparative pathology, etc.

Equipment for practical work.The equipment of the department
of municipal and sanitary engineering comprises a "commodious
drawing offiee, laboratory, and lecture room, and a well-arranged
and fully-equipped sanitary engineers' workshop, provided with
modern' appliances."

A. Standard surveying instruments, as well as special appliances, arc
available for field work.

Methods of water supply and sewerage are illustrated by col-
lections of models and drawings showing every phase of the most
modern systems.

Appliances are provided for costing the suitability and efficiency of materials used
in drainage, sewerage, and waterworks constructiiM; for testing the strength, water-
tightness, and absorption of stoneware and other pipes, anu the jeints used in vim-
nection with them; and for testing the efficiency of filters and the character of water
supply.

.There is a collection of the various forms of automatic and ordinary water tz,ps,
and of various types of valves, hydrants, water meters, including a Deacon waste-
water meter and other waste-preventing arrangements, so arranged that their princi-
ples and methods of construction can be readily studied and their efficiency tested.
A set of full-sized working examples is arranged and fixed to illustrate the best methods
of supplying hot water for domestic and other purp.ses. Valuable tests and experi-
manta can be carried out bullring upon water circulation, domestic boilers. and the
prevention of explosions and other accidents, Moans are available' for testing the
efficiency of the materials used for pipes, and of the results of coating hot and cold
water, steam and other pipes to prevent mat, loss of heat, and damage by frost.

Appliances are provided for illustrating in a practical way the principle of hosting
and ventilation as applied to buildings. The school building itself is a model of
modern sanitary and efficient construction.

In connectibn with the study of road and street construction there is a collection
of materials used for the various classes of work, together with drawings. speifica-
tions, and particulars as to the cost of construction and maintenance of roads and
streets.

The Imperial College realizes more perfectly perhaps than any
other technical institution of high grade, the principle of freedom
of instruction and freedom in learning, but this principle.has been
maintained without the sacrifice either of thoroughness or high
standards, and it has been made possible by the high order of scien-
tific and technical ability characterizing the officers and teaching
staff throughout the entire history of the three constituent, insti-
tutions. The constant relation maintained between the results of
scientific research and their practical applications is illustrated by
the system of training in the mining school which has been developed
in advice with persons actually engaged in the mining industry;

board of mining and metallurgy was recently constituted to advise
from time to time as to the course of the Imperial College, and also
to examine, as might be deemed advisable, the system of education
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in the college to determine whether in its details- it *as likely to
prepare students for the practical duties of the mining profession.
This is regarded as a very essential feature of the organization, and
it is intended that it shall run through every branch of the work
of the Imperial College. The term "imperial" indicates the purpose
to make this college. a center of advanced study which may draw

is from all the universities of the Empire, a purpose witich
is furthered by the very liberal provision of scholarships, and also
by the unsurpassed equipment of the Imperial College for technical
and scientific studies, the laboratories and buildings, with the avail-
able land for the institution representing at the present time a capital
value exceeding $5,000,000.

The plans for making London a leading center for liberal and
technical. education which occupied the serious attention of the
Government on the eve of the European War, will doubtless be re-
vived in the near future as one result of the enormous impetus given
to the problems of higher education by that event, and in this revival
the ultimate relation between the two central institutions will again
ho. the subject. of profound consideration. The tendency in Great
Britain has been to bring the highest orders of training within the
university ')rovince, ; this view was sustained by the commis-
sion on university education in London already referred to. In
this connection their report says:

Weight was laid in the evidence of the Imperial College upon the existence of a
technical hochschule at Charlottenbunr independent of the t'niversity of Berlin
as furnishing support for the views of the governing body of the Imperial College..

" The conditions in Germany are, however; quite different from those in
England. The scope of the Imperial College is much wider than that of Charlotten-
burg, for there are no biological departments in the hochechule. The University of
Berlin contains no departments of engineering such as those founded in connection
with the University of London many years before the establishment of the Imperial
College. The universities of Germany were at first greatly opposed to including a
technological faculty. and many of them were placed in towns quite unsuited for
work of this kind; yet many Germans of standing in the university world, notably
Paulsen and Felix Klein; have viewed with regret the attitude the universities
volumed. The reverse is the case not only in the University of London, but in all
the universities of this country. Oxford has a department of forestry; Cambridge
one for agriculture; both have departments of engineering; and, as we have shown,
the history and ci-cumstances of the modern universities have naturally led them
to lay stress on the preparation for professional life of all kinds. But the practice.
of combining technology with other studies within the university is not confined
to England. It holds. equally in Scotland, Ireland, and Wales, and it holds also
throughout the universities of the British dominions. * " If, however, it is
contended that the Imperial College is different from all these, because it ought in
time, whatever may now be its practice, to devote itself solely to advanced work and
research, to be a kind of super-university, for which the other universities of the
Empire will prepare, then the Charlottenburg hochschtile can not be quoted in sup-
port, for the main work of that institution6is undergraduate, and its standard of ad-
mission the same as that of the German universities.'
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MANCHESTER MUNICIPAL SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY.

Stages of develvinnent.The Manchester Municipal School of Tech-
nology, developed from the Mechanics Institution founded in that
city in 1824, is of university rank and at present recoghized as one
of the leading technical schools of the world. The course of this
development is typical of what has taken place in the case of several
other similar institutions in Great Britain. Established as a
Mechanics Institution, it occupied for over 13 years the first building
expressly designed for such an institution. In 1857 it was removed
to larger premises, which were secured mainly by popular subscrip-
tions. In 1882 the institution received contributions toward its
maintenance from the City and Guilds of London Institute, which
was organized to promote technical education throughout the King-
dom. At the same time the local contributions to the Manchester
Institute were greatly increased, and the name was changed to
Manchester Technical School. In I SS7 this school became a bene-
ficiary under the terms of the will of Sir Joseph Whitworth, who left
some £300,000 ($1,500,000) to legatees for the promotion of tech-
nical and art instruction. It was proposed to devote this fund to an
institution that should include a technical school, a school of art,
and a museum, and to hear the name of Whitworth Institute.
ArrangeMents were made with the governors of the technical school
for the consummation of this purpose, which was furthered by the
donation of the profits accruing from the Manchester Jubilee
Exhibition.

Meanwhile, by the passage of the technical instruction acts of SS'

and 1900, the Manchester city council was empowered to aid technical
education out of the rates (property tax), and for this purpose addi-
tional taxes amounting to C15,000 a year were also placed at its
disposal. In view,of the enormous increase of the funds which the
city council was prepared to devete to the tee hnical school, it was
decided that the council should have full control of the institution.
This decision was concurred in by the governors of the Whitworth
Institute, and in March, 1892, the technical school, with all its prop-
erties, including a large estate that had been offered as a site by the
legatees of Sir Joseph Whitworth, was transferred to the municipal
corporation. As a consequence of this transfer the school assumed
the title of the Municipal School of Technology and entered upon a
period of rapid expansion.

In 1905 the school of technology was associated with the University
of Manchester, which established a faculty of technology and recog-
nized the principal of the school is dean and the heads of the several
departments as professors of the university.
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Present siahis.In 1912 the school of technology was officially'rec-
ognized as a college of university rank and included among the higher
institutions in Great Britain which received grants from the board of
education. The site, buildings, and equipment of the school of
technology tie now valued at ,E:180,000. The annual cost of main-
taining the school is approximately .1.750,000.

Since a.seending to the university plane, the teaching and research
work of the school of technology have been brought into closer rela-
tion with the industries of the district ; and the demand for graduates
exceeds the supply and is constantly growing.

Organization of coursrs.The work of this municipal institution is
organized in the interests of three classes of students Those who wish
to complete a full course of technical training, leading to the degree
of bachelor of scientific technology; students who contemplate a more
limited course of training; and graduate students either from the
Manchester school or from universities. Students entering for the
degree coursei are required to 'pass the matriculation examination
and a second test, the intermediate examination, which may be
deferred until at least a year before entering for the diploma examina-
tion. Certificate courses arc also provided for students, which do
not require the mune entrance examination as the degree courses.

Pcgrer courses.The division of the MaMehester School of Tech-
nology which is comparable with the higher technical achools pre-
viously considered is comprised in the degree courses. Candidates
for admission to this division must pass the matriculation examina-
tion which covers the following subjects:

English language and literature, English history, mathematics, and three of the
following subjects, one of which must he a language, vreek, Latin, French, German,
some other language approved by the board, either re Amulet; or physics, chemistry,
geography (physical, political, and commercial), either natural history (plants and
animate) or botany ."1

Credit is also given for alternative papers of a higher standard which are taken
according to specified conditions.

The degree courses extend over three years from matriculation, and lead to the
degree of bachelor of technical science (B. Sc. Tech.).

The subjects of these courses are:
MeNianical engineering.
Electrical engineering.
Sanitary engineering.
Applied chemistry 7

(a) General chemical technology.
(6) Chemistry of textiles (bleaching, dyeing, printing, and finishingl.
(e) Paper manufacture.
(d) Metallurgy and assaying.
(e)' Chemical technology of brewing.
(J) Electrochemistry

Textile industries.
Architecture.
Printing and photographic technology.
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ixID the conduct of the degreia muses, great importance is attached
the practical exercises. In the course of mechanical engineering,
ich is taken as typical, the relative proportion of time assigned t,,
iretical and practical instruction is shown in the following table
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These relations are prosynted in graphic form in the following
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Special courses are also arranged for students who possess the
necessary preliminary knowledge, but are unable to comply with the
usual attendance regulations.
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The following table gives particulars of the numbers of students attending university
courses in the school of technology during the academic year 1913-14:

Students in university courses of the Manchester School of Technology.

.
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outside

Man-
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Total
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X
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296 110 3311

In Ibis table the students shown as being engaged upon research aro for the most
part graduates of Manchester University who intend to embody the results of their
researches in theses which they will submit in the examiners for the higher degree of
master of technical science (M. Sc. Tech.). Among the research students there 4ire
also some graduates of other universities who are required to carry out research work
for two years in the school of technology before submitting a thesis for the Di Sc. Tech.
degree. Persons who are not graduates of this or any other approved' university who
have conducted research work approved by the faculty of technology during a period
of three years may also submit theme Mr the M. Sc. Tech. degree. Finally, some few
of the research students are not intending to proceed to a degree in this university.
Among these latter are included advanced students' or teachers in other universities
who are pursuing their researches for a time in the school of technology on account of
the special facilities which it affords.

Certificate courses are also provided to meet the needs of students
whose previous education is not sufficient to enable them to pass a
matriculation examination, but who for many reasons are likely to
profit by the privilege of attending a university course. With the
improved provision for secondary education tho need for certificate,
alternative to degree courses, is rapidly disappearing so far as students
proceeding direct from school to college are concerned. Steps have
therefore been taken to restrict the certificate courses to students who
have had at least one year's full-time industrial experience after leav-
ing school. The certificate courses, with a single exception, are the
same in respect to subject matter as the degree courses; they pro-
vide, however, special arrangements relating to students who may
desire to proceed to a degree examination. The special bourses are
two years' ceri,incate courses provided in architecture and photo-
graphic technology.

From the official announcements it appears that:

Schemes are in operation whereby the teaching in 41htrechril of technology Is coor-
dinated with the practical training in various industrial works, and theme echesnes
apply not only to students who are employed in industry during the greater part of
their 'time and attend part-time classes also at the school of technology, but also to
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the univeasity students who, during the three or four years which they devote to their
degree course, spend their long vacation in works; towhich they return as "college
apprentices" to complete their training when their whole-time college course is
finished.

It is not, however, only in regard to the training of engineers, chemists, and other
technologists that the work of the school of technology is coordinated with the indug-
trio', of the Manchester district. The school of technology is now formally asked to
undertake not merely routine testa, but special researches on behalf of firms in this
district. Moreover, in some instances the school of technology has cooperated with
some local technical or professional society in the conduct of experimental researches
extending over a conVerable period of time. As an instance of this may be men-
tioned the experiments on cutting tools originally undertaken by the late Prof. Nicol-
son in conjunction with the Mar ester Association of Engineers and now contin-
ued by Mr. Dempster Smith.

A further inetanco of the growing itereet which important firms take in the work of
the school of technology is afforded'by the fact that when proposals were recently
made for the erection of some new internal combustion reteterch laboratories promises
were received from local engineering firms to give the school of technology the use
of engines worth at least £3,000.

During the past year the laboratories and workshops of the school of technology
have been largely occupied with Government work. Indeed, the school of technology
through its engineering, chemistry, and textile departments may claim to have ren-
dered4mportant service to the country and its allies on the engineering, chemical,
and textile sides of the war, as well as in the supply of antiseptics and arestheties.

The high standard of the scientific work of the Manchester school
is shown by the Record of Investigations conducted by members of
the staff and by advanced students. This publication, which has
just reached its eighth volume, covers, it is said
researches carried out since the year 1900 in ill departments of the school, including
pure and applied mathematics, mechanical engineering, physics, and electrical engi-
neering, pure and applied chemistry and metallurgy, the science and practice of
sanitation and building, textile manufacture, and the photographic and printing
industries.

For investigations in all the departmentS named, the institution is
admirably equipped and has the advantage of assistance from leading
manufacturers. Extensive increase of the laborator'es had been
planned before the war, and the work has not been entirely hindered
by that event. In particular, attention is called to the
newlaboratoriee for advanced training and research in the subject of coal-tar chemistry
in its bearing upon the dye-stuff industry, which have been opened under the charge
of Prof. A. G. Green, of the University of Leeds, with the help and advice of Dr. E.
Knecht, the professor of chemical technology, gels giving full opportunity, not only
for the efficient training of chemists for the growing demands of the organic chemical
industries, but for the establishment of a school of research for the chemistry of dyes
and allied substances employed in industrial chemistry.

In regard to provision for la oratory research and the industrial
applications -of the results tht s obtained the Manchester technical
school ranks with the highest in Europe.
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TECHNICAL COLLEGES OF SCOTLAND.

Glasgow and Edinburgh are centers of technical education in
which the gradual development up to the highest order of institutions
has followed" the same course as that noted in the case of English
centers. The Royal Technical College, affiliated to the University
of Glasgow, and the Beriot-Watt College, coordinated with the
University of Edinburgh, represent the highest provision for tech-
that' education in Scotland. Both institutions were at first intended
to provide instruction in evening classes for clerks and mechanics,
and they were eventually linked "up with the system of examinations
carried on by the science and art department. At present these
institutions maintain close relation with the continuation sottooL3
and evening classes established by the school boards, and also pro-
vide professional courses for engineers, expert chemists, etc., in
accordance with university requirements and standards.

THE ROYAL TRCHNICAL COLLEGE. GLASGOW.

\) The Royal Technical College, more commonly known as the Glas-
gow and West of Scotland Technical College, is the center for the
western division of Scotland, comprising nine counties. All the
science classes of this division are affiliated with the technical college,
to which their students are admitted by the school certificate. This
college was founded in 1796 on the bequest given by Prof. John
Anderson, to whom reference has previously been made. Its present-
stat us is briefly set forth in the following official statement:

In 1913 the technical college was affiliated to the University of Glasgow. Its day
work is of university standard. The major part of its evening work is of similar
standard, but it also conducts a number of evening trade classes.

Day students must have attained a minimum age of 17 years, or have passed the
preliminary examination of the Scottish universities for graduation in science. This
examination, or a recognized equivalent, is obligatory on all students who propose
to proceed to a degree in applied science, and comprises (1) mathematics, (2) English,
and (3) either two languages, or one language and dynamics. Occasional students or
students who intend to proceed to the college diploma-only are admitted without
examination if they satisfy the authorities that they are qualified to enter upon the
course of study they propose. Their qualifications must include a knowledge of
mathematics at least sufficient to enable them to enter the lowest classes in mathe-
matics.

The diploma of the college is granted in the following subjects, which indicate its
main departments: Civil engineering, mechanical engineering, electrical engineer-
ing, mining, naval architecture, chemistry, metallurgy, building, textile manufacture,
dyeing, and sugar manufacture. In chemistry and metallurgy the course is four
years of nine months each. In engineering the course is not lees than three years of
the six winter months. All engineerinistudents are expected to spend the summers
in practical work, usually as a part of their formal apprenticeship in engineering,
except for one summer in the case of civil engineers and mining engineers, which is
given to college work in surveying.
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It may be said that, in general, the courts* of studrare divided in approximately
equal proportions between theoretical and practical work, the mornings being given
to lectures and the afternoons to the laboratories or to drawing. In the later years
of the courses in chemistry and metallurgy more time is given to laboratory work.

Students make their own arrangements with employers with reference to admission
to a works, but in the normal conditions of industry they have usually no difficulty
in doing this. The variety of the indules in the west of Scotland, the very varied
requiremants of students, and the characteristics of particular industrial works
interfere with any organised scheme.'

The college registered 600 day pupils in 1913, of more than
half were giving their whole time to college work to which they were
admitted on full' university stand'ard. The other half of the student
body comprised about 150 graduate students who were attending
for special courses. All the day students were doing work of univer-
sity standard with the exception of one little group, viz, that of
bakers. The presence of this small body of students illustrates in a
striking manner the practical bearings of the'institution. It is the
result of a movement on the part of the master bakers, who sub-
scribed $20,000 to equip rooms for this particular subject. One of
the associates in chemistry, who had also a praetical knowledge of
bakery, was installed as a lecturer. The students number 10 or 12,
nearly all sons of bakers, who are giving their time to this work
with the expectation of succeeding their fathers in the business.
The "school of bakery and confectionery" promises to' remain a dis-
tinctive feature of the college, because the bakers of Scotland have
made sacrifices in its interests. At present the master bakers of
Glasgow subscribe $500 a year for its support and provide all the
material used in the school. The course of study, /Which extends
over two years, includes the following subjects: Bakehouse and shop
bookkeeping; practical breadmaking; practical confectionery; icing
and piping; and laboratory work. This practical work is supple-
mented by a comprehensive course of lectures dealing exhaustively
with the materials and the processes that relate to the baker's art

HERIOT-WATT COLLEGE, EDINBURGH.

The Heriot-Watt College was founded in 1821 under the name of
the School of Arts, by the cooperation of a number of prominent
men of Edinburgh. Its object, as indicated in the prospectus,
was "the better education of the mechanics of Edinburgh in such
branches of physical science as are of practical application in their
several trades." The name of the school was later changed to the
Watt Institution, as the result of agreement with a committee
which had raised a fund as a memorial to James Watt; and eventually
under the provisions of a scheme obtained from the educational
endowments commission, the Watt Institution was combined with

I OW Man stitsmsnt toy the &motor, Dr. B.1r. litookdabs.
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that of George Heriot's hospital and was thenceforth known as the
Heriot-Watt College. Although essentially an institution for tech-
nical education, it comprises commercial classes and a section for
literature, music, and languages. Hence with a high order of tech-
nical 'instruction, leading to a variety of professional callings and
trades, provision is made for the practical educational needs of the
community. The former purpose alone is here considered.

The technical division of the college grew steadily in strength
and effectiveness, and finally was brought into close relations with
the University of Edinburgh. The technical instruction is given in
day classes, special classes, and evening classes. The scope and
standards of the work are indicated by the following statements:

In 1901 an arrangement was made between the University of
Edinburgh and the Heriot-Watt College with a view to securing
mutual cooperation in the training of engineers; a joint advisory
committee, representative of the university and George Heriot's
trust, was appointed; and it was arranged that one of the professors
of the Heriot-Watt College should also be a member of the examining
board for the engineering degree at the university. Under this
arrangement an exchange of students took placa between the two
institutionsdiploma students of the Heriot-Watt College receiving
part of their traihing at the university, and degree students of the
university receiving part of their instruction at the Heriot-Watt
College. At the same time, a course of three years was laid down
for the college diploma in engineering, and a course of four years
for the diploma in technical chemistry.

The latest arrangement with the University of Edinburgh enables
students of the Heriot-Watt College to obtain degrees in the three
departments of civil, mechanical, and electrical engineering. The
first year's training in all three branches is received entirely within
the university. In the second year, when specialization begins, the
studies are pursued partly at the university and partly at the college.
In the third year, when specialization is carried to its completion,
the greater part of the training in electrical and mechanical engineer-
ing is given at the Heriot-Watt College, while, as heretofore, the
civil engineering students receive their third-year course of training
at the university. It is further provided that the classes held in the
day college shall be recognized by the University of Edinburgh, so
that students can proceed to take degrees in engineering and in
chemistry by passing all the necessary university examinations and
attending certain additional classes in the university?

The arrangement with the university also enables university
students to specialize in the departments of_engineering maintained
by the Heriot-Watt College; hence students of engineering registered
in the Heriot-Watt College or in tire University of Edinburgh may
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become candidates for both the diploma of the college and the
university degree of B. Sc.

All students.' in the day classes of the Heriot-Witt College are
admitted by examination, or proofs of equiyalent attainments.
Those who enter for a diploma course must pass an examination
covering the following subjects:

(a) English-and mathematics. The two subjects must he taken by all candidates.
(b) Auy two selected from the following: Experimental science, French, German,

Spanish, Italian, Latin, Greek. The governors may accept a language other
than those named, but a candidate must give three months' notice of his
wish to be examined in such language.

All the subjects professed by the candidates Ast he taken at one time, and the
examination must be passed as a whole. The preliminary examination will
be held twice a yee.riu April and in September.

Candidates who hold the leaving certificate of Scotch secondary
schools, or equivalent proofs 'f attainment, are excused from this
examination.

The subjects of the final examination for the diploma conferred
by the college are grouped as follows:

Group I. Mechanical Engineering.Engineering, higher standard; mathematics,
higher standard.

Group II. Electrical Engineering.Electricity, higher standard; electrical reigi-
, Deering, higher standard: mathematics, higher standard: mechanical engineering,

pass.
Group III. Chemistry.Pure chemistry, higher standard; one branch of applied

chemistry, higher 'standard, such as gas manufacture; or sonic department of
applied analytical chemistry; or physics, higher standard; or physical chemistry;
or electrical engineering, higher standard.

Group IV. Brewing.Theory and practice of brewing, higher standard; pure and
applied mycology and bacteriology, pass; enzymology, pass; chemistry, pass;
engineering, pass.

Group V. Brewers' and Distillers' Analysis.Theory and practice of brewing and
distilling, pane; pure and applied mycology and bacteriplogy, higher standard;
enzyinology, higher standard; chemistry, higher standard; analytical chemistry
and mycology and enzymology, higher standard.

Group VI. Mining Engineering.Geology and mineralogy (examination held at
the end of the second year); coal mining, higher standard; metal mining, higher
standard; mine surveying, higher standard.

Two degrees of science in engineering are conferred by the university,
viz, bachelor of science in engineering and doctor of science in engi-
rteering. The requirements for these degrees are determined by a
joint advisory committee on engineering studies consisting of the
professors of mathematics, natural philosophy, chemistry, and ietigi-
neering, and the dean of the faculty of science, together with repro
sentatives of the governors of George Heriot's trust.

The facilities for practical training available for the students of
engineering and chemistry in Heriot-Watt College include not only
the extensive laboratories and workshops of the college itself, but
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also the laboratories of the university. Recent additions to the
equipment include an elaborate range of new chemistry laboratories,
extensive laboratories equipped for the study of technical mycology,
and a mine-rescue station attached to the mining department..

Arrangements have been made with leading firms of engineers in
Edinburgh and elsewhere by which students of the college are allowed
to begin their apprenticeship at the end of the second winter's session,
returning to the college the following autumn to complete their third
session. As a result of these arrangements, if a student on entering
the college puts down his name as an apprentice with one of the
firms, he can obtain his whole training; both theoretical and prac-
tical, as a mechanical or electrical engineer in from five to six years.
Students of exceptional ability also have the chance of securing
bursaries which greatly reduce the cost of tuition. The annual fees
for day classes vary according to the number of lectures and the
stage of advancement in the course. Composition fees for the com-
plete winter courses in mechanical and electrical engineering and
chemistry range from £12 12s. to £15 5s., not including the matricu-
lation fee of 5s. The fee for the summer workshop courses is £2 2s.,
and for the summer laboratory course £3 3s. The arrangements
with engineering firms referred to make it possible for a student to
secure his training at the college for three complete sessions, plus
the premium for apprenticeship, for a sum varying from £120 ($600)
to £200 ($1,000) according to the firm chosen for the apprenticeship.

Students who pass the university preliminary examination have
the advantage of the provislua for the payment of fees by the Car-
negie trust, under the same conditions as those which apply to the
university students.



IRELAND.

The University of Dublin, Ireland, established a school of engi-
neering in 1842 for the purpose of affording to such students as intend

, becoming civil engineers systematic instruction in the branches (4
knowledge relating to their profession.

Such students are required to register asiembers of Trinity College
and subject to its regular discipline.

The professional course in engineering covers three years; the
instruction is conducted by means of lectures, :(iboratory and field
work. An optional fourth year's course has been established for
students wishing to make a special study of electrical 'engineering.

The university confers a certificate in engineering upon' students
who complete the full three years' course and pass the final exam-
ination.

A student who has not only completed his course in the engineering
school, but has also completed the first two years in the course in arts
and passed the final freshman examination (Lit tlego), is entitled to
the license in engineering granted by the university. A student who
has. not only completed his course in the engineering school, but also
graduated in arts, is entitled to proceed to the degree of bachelor in
engineering. A 7iachelor in engineering who has been actually
engaged upon engineering works for a period of three years is entitled
to proceed to the degree of master in engineering.f

A diploma in electrical engineering is conferred upon those students
who take the optional fourth year.
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POLYTECHNIC SCHOOL, ZURICH.

Organization.The Polytechnic School is the only educational
institution in Switzerland under the contrOl of the Federal Govern-
ment, and its organization is therefore a matter of unusual interest.
The supreme executive and directive authority is vested in the
Federal council, whose decisions respecting the affairs of the institu-
tion are based upon recommendations submitted by the minister of
the interior.

, For the immediate administration of the Polytechnic Schoot?1
body, called "Swiss school council" is appointed by the Federal
council. The Federal council, however, reserves for its own decision

irbportant matters. It appoints, transfers, and retires professors
and the auxiliary teaching forces of the school; issues rules and regu-
lations of ordinary importance, to be observed by the institution,
the fundamental statutory regulations being decided by the'Federal
Assembly. The Federal council also controls the finances of the
school and examines the annual reports submitted by the school
council. All gifts and bequests offered to the institution must be
approved by the Federal council before they are accepted, and the
expenditure of general funds of the school is supervised by that body.
The school council is, however, freely consulted in all these matters.

The authority of the school council comprises the supervision of
instruction, the appointment of the director and vice director of the
school, as well as that of managing officers, etc.; the assignment of
salaries, within the-limits imposed by tho Federal laws; the award of
scholarships, reductions of fees, bestowxnent of prizes and diplomas.

In general, the school council attends to the current administration
of the institution, aside from the weightier decisions, reserved to the
Federal council, and the ordinary routine measures left to the autono-
mous organization of professors.

At the head of the latter organization stands the joint conference
of professors of all departments. This body nominates the director
of the school for approval by the school council. The director, whose
office corresponds to the rectorship. in the universities, is appointed
for two years and may be reappointed to serve for three successive
terms. His deputy (Stellvertreter) is appointed in the same manner.
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The director or his deputy must attend the meetings of the school
council and may take part in the deliberations.

The joint conference convenes regularly once a year, but may be
invited to extra sessions at twy time when emergency occurs. The
conference is composed of all the teaching forces of the school,
including the private docents. lts task is designated as that of
"keeping always in mind the good of the institution, proposing the
necessary improvements, and bringing to the attention of the authori-
ties the existing evil condition's."

Departmental conferences, organized on similar lines and corm-
spending to faculty meetings at the universities, are held for the
determination of matters pertaining to the proper conduct of instruc-
tion in the respective departments. Occasionally the departmental
conferences are consulted by the president of the school council or
the director of the school in matters of school discipline, etc.

Admission requirements. -- Candidates for admission to the
technic School must be IS years of ago and present the graduation
certificate (certificat de maturitk). of a Swiss middle school or submit
to an entrance examination. Special students may he admitted for
lectures in any semester on passing the required examinations. Alen
of mature years, who desire to attend lectures, may be exempted
from strict conformity to the rules. Students of the Zurich Univer-
sity are admitted on presenting their card.- Students who complete
the course which they may have selected receive a certificate
(abgangszotignis) showing the average marks for the obligatory sub,
jects. At the close of the courses in each division, students undergo
an examination for the diploma. The fees, as expressed in United
States money, are as follows:

Entrance: Registration $2 00
Examination 4 00
Yearly school fee 0 00
Insurance against nicknem and atridunt

I '211
Library and autding-nom file I no

Total 'IS 20

The dues for optional subjects are included in the yearly school fee
of $30, but for lectures whichare not obligatory and are given by the
honorary professors and instructors (private docents) a special fee of
$1 per weekly hour in the semester is charged. The annual term
comprises two semesters, one opening April 15 and the other Octo-
ber 15.

The standar of admission for all regular students is high, particu-
larly as regar mathematics, and while liberal provision is made for
Various of Special students in every case proof of ability to
profit by the privilege is requirpd.
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The institution is organized in the following-named divisions or
departments of instruction:

Years in

1 School of architecture
2 Schmil of civil engineoring

Schieil of mechanical engineering
4 School of chemical technolciky. .

In technological section . ......... ...... .

In pharmacy course 2
fi Agricultural and forestry division

to) Agricultural whey'
th Agricultural engineering school
irI Silviculture

fi g Ifc_h 00. for Special teachers in mathematical and 11:1I oral Wietlee eubjecto:
01 Mathematical art ion.. 4

h ) Natural Sei(,11vt. section 3

Instrhiol..- The languages of instruction are French, German,
and Italian, in conformity with the special conditions of the country.
Instruction is given by means of lectures, repetitions,' seminaries, and
practical occupations. In order to be admitted to the lectures end
practical occupation.s of the higher semesters, which presuppose
acquaintance with prescribed sciences, the student must produce
proof that he has (1) completed the required preliminary studies, and
(2) performed the practical exercises of the respective specialty. A
student who, after a specified period of time, has not passed any
examinations (semester or diploma examinations) may be prohibited
by the school council, upon the advice of the departmental conference,
from further attendance upon the lectules.

Diplomas and degrees.The technical departments confer diplomas
of engiiieers, architects, chemists, etc. The departments of mathe-
matics, physics, and science confer diplomas of " professional teachers"
of these subjects (Fachlehrer).

A special examination leads to the doctor's degree.
Typical courses of instrurtion.The department of civil engineering

derives special importance from the difficult engineering problems
that are presented by the topography of the country. The funda-
mental studies are the same in this department as in the department
of mechanical engineering and occupy the chief place in the program
for the first two years, the distribution of time between the subjects
being the same for both departments and both years, as shown by the
following conspectus:

SCHOGI.8 Or ENGINEERING.

I par. First and second seniean*a.
Hours per week.

Differential calculus ((merman or French) 4
Review (in groups) 1
Exercises
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Bees per weekDescriptive geoesetry.
4Review -(tn groups) ,
1Exercises.
4

Analytical geometry
Review (i1' grOti )

4
Chemistry 9Review

1

11 pee Third .a4/.art "WSW I.
Differential equations
Exercisee in equations
Theory of differential equations
Review
Mechanics, II Part
Review (in groups)
Exercises (in groups)
Graphical statice, I Part
Exorcism in statics
Review

Reviler

4

4

1

4

1

4

1

The subjects special to civil engineering occupy 7 hours a week the
first year and $ hours the second; the subjects special to mechanical
engineering, 5 hours and 25 hours, respectively, of the latter 10 ere
given to drawing and 4 to optional exercises.

In both schools of engineering the ccursm of instruction for the
remaining time, i. e., the third year (two semesters) and the fourth
year (one.semester), are fully specialized.

The school a chemical technology of the Zurich Polytechnic iA
noted for the breadth and completeness of its curricula, in which full
recognition is given both to the scientific and practical aspects of the
subject. In addition to the main section, which has a course of three
and one-half years' duration, there is a pharmaceutical section with a
two-years' course. The subjects and their time relations in the main
section are given in the following table:

CHIIHOO-TICHN ICA L SCHOOL.

TIC'HNICAL Sten° N

I year. lira end woad actuates.

Higher mathematics
Exercises in mathematics
Incevanic chemistry'
Review

Analytical chemistry,' I Part
"Practicuin" ! for analytical chemistry
Minetilogyi
Review
Mechanics and engineering
Review ,

Hours pot werk

ti

16

4

.4

1

Pontine also to the iguirmsessitios1 mike; tits rwashinIng =heeds et tlis latter sectitsi are strictly
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Inorganic chemical technology 4
Review 1

Beating, etc 2
Organic chemistry, Part ILI Benzene derivatives 2
Review 1

Practicum for technical chemistry , 18
Physics 4
Review

%, 1

Practicum for physics for beginners 4
Engineering 2
Review 1
Exercises in design 4

year. Filth end sixth semesters.
Bleaching, dyeing, and dyes % 4
Review. 1

Metallurgy 2
Review 1

Practicum for analytical chemistry or 24
Practicum for technical chemistry 24
General botany, with reviews, a 4
General geology, with reviews. 5
Analysis of gas, with exercises 1
Analysis of foods, with exercises 2
General electrochemistry 2
Practicum for electrochemistry for advanced students 15
Physical chemistry 2
Industrial fittings and buildings 2
Exercises in design 2
Industrial hygiene 2
Bacteriological exercises for beginners 5
Bacteriological for advanced students

IV pear.--8eventk semester.

Practicum for analytical chemistry or 24
Practicum for technical chemistry 24
Practicum for electrochemistry for beginners 4
Practicum for electrrichernistry for advanced students.. 15
Exercises in microscopic work 2
Technological botany, I. (Fibers and their strength) 2
Electrotechnics 2
Elements of national economy 3
Political economy... S

The school for special teachers of mathematical and natural
science subjects has an extensive program equivalent to a four-years'
course, but the branches are so arranged that students follow selected
lectures in the other courses *cording to their needs. Participation
in the seminarial exercises takes place, as a rule, in the third and
fourth years.

In addition to the courses of ins" ..n in, the specialized schools,
provision is made for general scieatffic studies comprised in the divi-.

heist** abo to the pharmaceutical mike.
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aion of general philosophy and State economy. This is intended to
prevent the narrowing effects of technical training by emphasizing
the cultural bearing of the scientific elements and the importance of
technics in the national economy. This section offers opportunity
for the highest order of study and research in the mathematical and
physical sciences, and also for the pursuit of purely cultural branches,
viz, literature, modern languages, history, history of art, political econ-
omy, with which are combined subjects bearing upon the national life
and history, in parti'cular the constitution of Switzerland, and adminis-
trative and commercial law.. Courses in cultural subjects are open
to all students, and attendance upon at least one such course is
obligatory.

The division of military science comprises a section intended for
general auditors or students desiring a limited course of instruction
in this specialty, and a section of a more thorough and professional
character intended for military officers. By virtue of a special
ordinance issued in 1911 the attendance of officers and teachers of
military science upon the professional section of this division has
been greatly increased.



LOWER STAGES OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

The system of education in Italy provides for specialization at an
early age; hence pupils looking forward to industrial and teclulical
pursuits generally enter upon courses of instruction having that end
in view as soon as they have secured the certificate of primary studies
(maturita), which is generally obtained at about 11 years of age.
The courses of technical instruction arc provided in schools of two
grades, which are, however, correlated with each other. The lowest
of these is termed simply technical school (scuola tecnica), and the
second, technical institute (istituto tecnico). The lower school
has a three-years' course corresponding to that of the higher primary
schools of France having vocational sections, or to the lower classes
of modern secondary schools in Europe., The- higher school (istituto
tecnico), which a pupil enters at about 14 years of age, has a four
years' course corresponding to that of the upper classes of the modern
secondary schools of Europe. The two schools represent, therefore,
two grades of technical instruction, each of which has a distinctive
purpose. The courses of study, however, are so coordinated that a
pupil may pass Prom a technical school to a technical institute and
thereby complete a course of seven years having the same relation.
to the highest order of technical institutions that the classical sec-
ondary schools (ginnasi and licei) bear to the universities.

The courses of instruction in the preparatory schools are. adapted
to pupils looking forward to any one of the threes great industrial
pursuits, i. e., agriculture, commerce, and technical industries. For
the present purpose it will suffice to consider the preparatory course
having a technical orientation.

Curricula for the technical school and technical instituteHours per week.

Subjects.
Technical school. Technical

C lam 1.

hie 44 Me
Mal section).

Mass 2.

6.
3
31
3'
6I
a.

6

2

33

physioo-rmithemat-

('lass 3.

4
2
8
2

3

Chins 4.Class I.

6
3

2
2
4

44
3

('lass 2.

4

2
2
4
2

44
2

Cram 3.

5
3

2
2
3
2

44

2

1

Italian
French
English or German
Lliseotory

grGaphy
Mathematics
Natural history
Physics
Wilting and bookiteepOut
Chemistry lessons

, Chemistry practice
Drewturt

an/ethic,'
Civ inetruotion

Total

3

3
3
6
3

6

30

0

3

4

244 261 4 30 2*

I Contributed by W. W. Stalten, specialist In the Romano. languages.
6$
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Students who complete the amnie of the technical school and pass
the final examination which entitles one to the "licenza," may enter
the technical institute. The litter course leads directly to the
preparatory department of a higher technical institute.

HIGHER TECHNICAL INSTITUTIONS.

Higher technical education in Italy is the province of independent
schools and technical -institutes annexed to the universities. These
institutions have their distinctive aims and characteristics, but are
practically uniform as regards their standards of admission and
graduation. The higher technical institute of Milan is here selected "4

as representative.

IL ISTITUTO TECNICO SUPERIORS DI MILANO.

Official character and scope. The. Institute Tecnico Superiore of
Milan was established by royal decree in 1862, and in common with
the royal universities and remaining special schools of the same
order, pertains to the ministry of public instruction: It derives its
support from the State and the Province and commune of Milan and
has been the subject of special consideration on the part of the Gov-
Knment, as indicated by successive decrees extending or perfecting
its operations. Of these the latest bears date 1897. The purpose of
the institute, as officially stated, is to provide the highest order of
instruction for candidates for the professions of civil engineering,
industrial engineering, and civil architecture, and for teachers of the
exact sciences in the technical institutes.

The institute comprises two preparatory sections, one for the course
in engineering, the other for the course in architecture. The main
department oonsists of three technical divisions (scuole di applica-
zione) as follows: Civil engineering, industrial engineering, and civil
Architecture. Each of these divisions offers a three years' course of
specialized instruction. A normal section, having .a four years'
course, prepares teachers of physics, chemistry, and natural sciences
for the technical institutes (secondary). There are also associated
with the institute important auxiliary establishments which will be
considered separately.

Entrance requiremento.Students who have successfully com-
pleted the course of instruction in a technical institute may be
admitted to the preparatory section" of the superior technical school
of Milan, which completes the training in mathematics and physics
required for entrance upon the specialized departments. Candidates
may be admitted directly into these departments provided they have
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spen$ ktastIttlro years In a university faculty of ph**,
matical, and natural sciences, or in the preparatory course of
technical institutions eorresponding to. that of Milan. The mentke,
in the catalogue of the institutions referred to indicate t40r4/1
influence possessed by the higher school of Milan. Among; tOso
mentioned are the school of Padua, the Polytechnic of Turin, 4g.414.4
higher naval school of. Genoa. The attractions of the institute of
Milan are increased by the associated laboratories and special insti-
tutes of private foundation. For instance, the electrochemical school
not only admits students of the royal school of Milan,, but offers
inducements- to other students, in particular' to Armenians who have
completed the secondary studies in the Armenian Liceo Tecnico
"Moorat Raphael" of Venice, or the technical courses of the Istituto
Forestale Vallombrosa.

The cases of students from foreign schools who apply for admission
to the technical institute of Milan are decided by the council of pro-
lessors upon consideration of the foreign diplomas which candidates
must present at least a month before the opening of the school. The
school year begins November 3 and ends June 30. No registrations
are permitted after the beginning of lessons.

In order that diplomas and other documents issued abroad may
be recognized in the Kingdom of Italy they must be viskt by the
royal Italian consul in the respective foreign States. The signature
of the royal consul must then be authenticated by the minister of
foreign affairs in Rome.

In the scholastic year 1913-14 there were 949 students, represent-
ing nearly all the Provinces of Italy and including 52 foreign studerits.
The faculty for the same year numbered 96, divided as follows: Ordi-
nary professors, 13; permanent and extraordinary professors, 2;
extraordinary professors, 4; instructors (incaricati), 21; free docents,
26; and assistants, 30.

Fees, examinatian,s, etc.The total fees for each student in the pre-
paratory schools vary from 193.10 lire 1 to 283.10 lire; in the IScuole di
Applicazione, from 213 to 473 lire, and in the normal school- from
148.10 to 378 lire. These figures include small laboratory fees. "As
prescribed by' law and approved by the royal decree of August 9;1,419,
the tuition fees to be paid by each student are as follows: Matricula
tion fee; -75 lire; annual tuition feepreparatory school and schools'
of application, 165 lire; normal school, 125 lire; diploma fee, 100 lire;
Carlo Erba Electro-Technical Institute, annual tuition fee 133.10 lire;
School of Electro-Chemistry, annual tuition fee, 143.10 lire.

81197°-47-5
I The tixehange value of the lira II% 'oeikts. .

I I I I 1 I 111 I
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The tuition *fees for foreign auditors amount to 20 lire for each
Conroe.

'The annual supertax for special examinations is 20 lire; for exami-
nations 'kir the bares or final diploma, 50 lire; for the repetition of a
special examination, 10 lire, and for the repetition of an examination
for the !aurae, 50 lire.

'Provision is made' by which Atudonts of unusual promise but of
limited resources, including foreign. students under certain conditions
may be relieved of a portion of the tuition fees.

Cowan of instruction.The preparatory sections have a two years'
course; the subjects of instruction and the distribution of time
among them are shown in the*following table:

Courses of the preparatory sections.

r
Subject.

Roots' per week In

Analytical geometry
Mathematical analysts:

First-year preparatory engineering
Second -year preparatory anginceruig

Mathatnatical analysis:
architect are

Second year, ory architecture
Projective and desor tire geometry .
Rational mechanics for engineers)
Rational mechanics (for architects)
Experimental physks:

First year .
Second year

Inorganic ObenthArr
Art of designing and figure. _

Fkit-year preparatory architecture
Second-year preparatory architecture
First-year section of architecture

Architecture:
First-year preparatory architecture
Second, -,year preparatory atchitect tire
First-year section of architecture
Second-year section of octUre

TUN:1.year section of architecture
/Wan literature:

First year
Sectind year.,

Germ's language:
Mit year

" Second year
EngSeb language:

First peer
Second yes:

Exercises
Lessons. and

quizzes.

$4

3
12

3
4

sg

2

4e

2

2

3
2

sl

ft

8

2
7
6

sg
10

'13
IS

*21

1 The hours are the same for both years. First semester. I Second semester.

The courses of instruction in the specialized departments (scuole
di applicazione) of the institute cover three years, divided each into
two semesters. The subjects and the number of semester, hours a
week given to each are shown in the following table:
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anuses of the specialised departmentsHours per week.

Civil anti- Industrial
nearing. engineering.

Subjects of instruction.

6?

Civil amid-
lecture.

r;

I..

g

EMT YEAR. Hrs. Hrs.Rational mechanics 4 4T, lodynamics and technical physics 3 3it are of kamtructlom (mechanics applied to construct im is) 10 9
eneral theory of machines (mcchanks applied to machine's) 6 ft

Agricultural chemistry, 1 2 6
Applied mineralogy and materials of construction 5 S
General and applied geology 3 3
Architectural design 6 6ilistory of architecture 2 2
Analytical chemistry
Mechanical technology, I
Machine design
Ornament and figure
Perspective_ ,
Architecture

Total

SEcONP YEAR.

Hrs. Hrs.
4 4
3 3

10. 9
6 6
2 6
4 S
3 3

8
1

S

11.>:

Hrs.

3
10

Hr..
3
S
9

2 2

7
10 10---4-

11 44 50 52 =TO 47

General electrotechnins. 1 2 2
El ydnsulics (water supply and hydraulic constructions) 7 5
Mem.e of constructions (mechanics applied to Constructions)._ In 9
Industrial mechanics (theory of thermal and hydraulic machinse). 4 3
ToPograPhy, 1 14Geodesy 3 3Practical architecture R 10Agrksi Ito ral chemistry 2 6
Agricultural science

i 3 3
Law and political and hid t wIrlal economy 3 3Machine construction

.Construction of thermal and hydraulic motors
Mechanical technology, II.
Physical chemistry
Technological chemistry, I
Metallurgy

4Ornament and (*um
Perspective
Architecture
Hygiene applied to engineering
History of architecture

2
7

10
4 a

14

2
16

2
I

2
IS

1

2
J 11

1

10

14

2 2

2

6 4
7 7
9 13
2 2
2 2

Total 42. 33 68 73 40 53

THIRD YEAR

(Jeneral electrotschnics, II
River hydraulics
Construction of bridgeaand maritime works
Road and railroad construction
Practical railroad engineering
Practical architecture
'Topography, II
Rural economics and valuatimt
Construction of thermal and hydraulic motors, II
Mechanical technology, Ill

g4 Chemkal technology of paper making
Industriai plants
Applied mechanics
Electrochemistry
Physical chemistry
Technological chemistry, II
Technological chemistry (supplementary course)
Exercises technolegloal chemistry
itedginicatut7ons of oils. 614 dyesand dy

of technological chemistry

to-
2 2 , 2 2
2 2 2 _ 2

10 10 16 0 7
3 9 2 1

6 10 L 6
3

2
'8

3
1!,

1!
, 2

4
11,

I.

. ....
10
4

9
14
2

1

11
I

......
a

It

'Including g home of exorcises obligatory only Wilton students who specialise In electrical engineering.,
'Ten enttre'days are taken for practical work In topography. For the sake of uniformity an epprozi-

mate equivalent In semester hour, is given above.
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Omits of the specialized deparanents--Hours per weekContinued.

Sub)octs of instruction.

Tenn Yzaaoantb tee.

Civil end- Industrial Civil erchl
nearing. engineering. lecture.

9
" Qy Y 1 t

Hrs. Hra. Hrs. Hrs. Hrs. Hrs.Mining 1 2
Aeronautics
Decoration and figure
Perspective
Architecture

Total 23 46

1 1

9
9 3

19 21

73 111 Si 30

Praetieal work.The number of semester hours assigned for prac-
tical work is not given separately, but is included in the total time
as stated in the foregoing tables. The proportion of practical exer-
cises to the total time is expressed by the following peicentages,
which are averages for the three departmentAireated: For the first
year, 60 pei cent for both semesters; for the,ICond year, 57 and 65
per cent for the first and second semesters, respectively; for the third
year, 69 per cent for both semesters. The following diagram gives a
graphic presentation of the same proportions.

% 2-nd year 3-rd year
751-st tem. Z-nd isat. lit sera. 2nd sem. I.st sem, 2-nd s.

70

65

60

53

50

45

40

35
30

I§
DIAORLII 4.Pruportion of practical work to total time, Higher Tape.

Weal Institute of Milan.

Optional studies. --In_ all departments a number of additional
courses are offered as optional. These courses, while not absolutely
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indispensable to the professional education of the students, are
nevertheless recommended as helpful for general or special develop-
ment.

The optional studies which are offered only in the second and third
years, are distributed by departments and semesters as follows:

Optional studiesllours per week.

Subjects.

Seehsd year. Third yesr.

PIM
semester.

Second
esenater

First
semester.

Second
nessatar.

Department of civil engtwertng:
Hygiene applied to engineet ing 2
History or architecture 2 I
Higher analysis 2 I

Department of Industrial engineering:
hygiene apphed to enginering 2 2
Higher analysis... 2 2Technology of redllein
Electric serviced for mines

Department o civil architecture:
Medieval archeology

twill lite of elect:eternities:
1

Electrochemistry 2
Physical chemistry I
Electric services for mines 1

Specialized courses for electrical engineers.Studenta desiring to
specialize in electrical engineering are offered a number of courses
in the separate institute of electrotechnics (Istituzione elettro-
tecnica), but closely related with the department of industrial
engineering which corresponds to that of mechanical engineering in
other countries.

The electrotechnical cou> sjcover one year and are arranged as
follows:

Elsrtrot r*inicatw ursesllours per week.

Subjects.

Semester

First
seamier.

hours.

Second
monster.

General electrotechnicie
Electric plants and electric measurements
Electriail
Electric tottaga°Poonstruction and tests)
Electric Wants (applications)

2
10

3

1

2

3

AUXILIARY ESTABLISHMENTS.

The auxiliary establishments, to which reference has already been
made, not only afford opportunity for the students of the technical
school to pursue intensively certain specialties and to extend their
general researches, but they are also open to other classes of students
who meet the entrance requirements, and they serve in various ways
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the interests of experts and manufacturers concerned in. their re-
spective specialties. These associated 'institutes are as follows:

Carlo Firba Electro-Technical Institute.
School of Eleetro-Chernistry.
R. stasione Speritnentale l'induagria dolls Carta e Ito Studio delle Fibre TesKili

in Milano.
Scuola Laboratorio t Stazione Sperimentale per rindustria (100 Olt e dei tirutto.

The purpose of the first two aAsociato institutes is sufficiently
indicated by their titles.

The purpose of the It. Stazione Sperimentale per l'Industria (Mk
Carta e lo Studio dells Fibre Tessili in Milano is to promote experi-
mental researchm in respect to problems relating to the paper industry
and products employed as textile fibers, and to publish the results of
these researches; to publish the results of similar investigations and
the application of new methods and processes which are proposed for
the paper industry when they are recognized 2.1.4 really useful; to
study the use of-new materials, indicating their utilization and their
value; to make chemical and microscopic analyses of the principal
materials and the products of the paper industry, and the Indust ry of
textile fibers; to furnish advice and t hiloretical and practical iii-ruc-
tion to manufacturers and operatives ; to supply statistical reports
redarding the commerce and economy of the pti per industry, the use
of textile fibers, efc. In furtherance of its broads purposes, manu-
facturers and operators are encouraged to make free use of the equip-
ments of the station. Courses of instruction adapted to opratiyes
are maintained, and public lectures on the progress of the paper
industry and of thytudies of textile fibers. The station also conducts
analyses and gives valuations in reference to its specialties for the use
of Government officials anti private individuals.

The Scuola Lahoratorio e Stazione Speriment ale per l'Industria
degli Olt e dei Grassi, 1151(8 name indicates, affords special faciht ies for
studies and practical investigations regarding the ilidustry of oils,
fats, ether oils, perfumes, colors, and varnishes. The laboratory also
publishes the results of all recent discoveries and inventions relating
to its specialty and makes analyses and estimates for those interested
in the industries of oils and fats.

The .Scuola Lahoratorio e Stazione -imentale per l'Industria
degli 011 e del Grassi is divided into two sections: The section of opera-
tives and the section for those seeking the position of chemical director.
Each section has a two years' courseoneofpreparatory work and one
of applicatio.n. Admission to the first section is free and open to all
operatives who have passed the examination of the third elementary
year, who have worked at least one year in an establishment, and who
have reached the age of 17. To be admitted to the second section,
the .svpliCant must, be 17 years old and have the licenza technica or



ginnstia/e, or some other equivalent title, and give proof at hsving,
worked for one year in an establishment.. Those having the Mures
in chemistry and industrial eugineeni may be admitted immediately
in the second year.

EXAMINATIONS.

Examinations hold an important place in the general scheme of
higher technical education.. They'comprise both oral and written
exercises, and include graphic work and structural plans according to
materials designated. The ability of students to continue in the
eourse is tested by annual examinations, and students who fail to
receiveia mark of at least 60 pet cent are obliged to repeat the course
in the subjects in which they are weak, altiniugh they may be regis-
tered as regular students in the following year's course. As a rule a
student can not repeat a year's course in any subject more than once
and must pay the fee for special examination in every subject in
which he was deficient. At the end of the third year students *ho
have successfully passed all the prescribed annual examinations are
eligible for the examination for the laurea (doctor's diploma).
Students rejected at this examination have the privilege of repeating
it in the December session of the same year by paying the supertax
of 50 lire. Those who fail in that session can not present themselves
again until the close of the following scholastic session, when they
must again pay the supertax. No one is permitted to attempt the
examination for the laurea more than three times.

The laurea is conferred for the following courses: Engineering,
architecture, physics, chemistry, and natural sciences.

Students of the normal section who have passed the required exami-
nations receive the certificate of pedagogic ability;carryingment ion of
physical, chemical, or natural sciences, according to the course
followed.

Special dijilomas are also conferred by the associated institutes.

FINANCIAL SUPPORT.

During the year 1911-12 (the latest year for which figures are
available) the State contributed the sum of 277,600 lire (153,576.80)
for the maintenance of the main-institution and 75,000 lire ($14,475)
for the purchase of materials. The t'arlo Erba Electro-Technical
,Institute is supported by an endownient fund of 400,000 lire ($77,200),
bequeathed, by the famous engineer, Carlo Erba. The School of
Electro-Chemistry is endowed by the ('assa di Rispaimio (savings
bank) dello Provincie Lombardi with a capital of 300,000 lire ($57,900)
of which 50,000 lire ($9,650) was set aside to be used in establishing
the plant and institute, and-the remaining 250,000 lire ($48,250) was
destined to support the institution.
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The R. Stulone Sperimentale per !Industrie dells. Carts is under
the control, of the minister of agriculture, industry, and commerce.
The following are its sources of income: The minister of agriculture,
industry, and commerce, 8,000 lire ($1,544) annually; Commune
Milan, 9,000 lire ($772) annually; Societe Umanitaria di
1,000 lire ($193) annually; Chamber of Conunerie of Milan, ...)1,000
lire ($4,053) annually; Province of Milan, 1,000 lire ($193) annually.
The R. Ist.ituto Toenico Superiono contributes the ground on whi;-11
the factory stands, and provides fur the maintenance of the rom,,
illumination, heating, and supply of %%titer.
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AUSTRIA.

ORGANIZATION OF HIGHER TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

higher technical education in Austria is provided by seven higher
technical schools (Techniacho lIochsehulen), which are remarkably
uniform in regard to administration, programs of instruction, and
internal regulations. The main facts and figures relating to three
schools are comprised in the table on page 75.

Administration. -Higher technical schools pertain to the ministry
of education. The State contributes liberally to the maintenance
of these institutions, hut dots not interfere with their adminiatra-
tion, which is exercised by the " college of professors" under the
presidency of the rector. The (sinew consists of all the ordinary
and extraordinary profess (4 the school and several delegates repre-
senting the private docente: 'The rector is elected by the college from
the number of ordinary profksors for one school year. The retiring
rector, called "prorector," retains certain vestiges of authority; for
example, he this the office of rector in thli absence of the latter.

Similar administration is provided for each department of the
school; the professors of the department form a " deparuneutal college
of professors.' and elect a dean as their nt for one school year.

11(s ides the ordinary and extraordinary professom, the schools
employ private and honorary docents and lectors, the latter title
being usually, applied to instructors of foreign languages. There
are also as.sistants to aid the regular profesaors in their work and
adjuncts to ((mist in experiments and demonstrations. The pro-
fessors are appointed by the Emperor, upon the recommendation of
the minister of education. The private docents and adjuncts are
appointed by the minister himself.

Admission; rev iremtnts. --The certificate of maturity, showing the
completion of the course of a gymnasium, a real school, a real
gymnasium, or a reformed real gymnasium, is necessary for admis-
sion to higher technical schools. Graduates of classical gymnasia
are required to give proof. of adequate training in drawing, both
geometrical and freehand.

No matriculation. eXaminations are held iu the higher institutions,
but secondary schools admit externs to. the maturity examinations,
and if they pass give them certificates identical with those awarded
to their own pupils.

Auditors and guests may be admitted to single lecture) or a course
of lectures without proof of secondary education.

Foreigners are admitted as students or auditors upon the authoriza-
tion of t h e dean of the respective department or of_ a .special

"It
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mittee of admission; questions arising as to the value of foreign
certificates presented by candidates are decided by the minister
of education.

PROGRAMS AND METHODS OF INSTRUCTION.

instruction- .The courses of instruction in most of the depart-
ments are of four years' duration. In architecture, however, they
cover generally five years. There are also short courses for sur-
veyors and insurance experts.

Programs and methods of instruction are very similar in all the
schools here considered. All have departments of mechanical and
structural engineering; with one exception all have departments of.
chemical engineering, and all but two are provided with depart-
ments of architectural engineering. A 'general department is also
a common feature. Electrical engineering, agriculture, "kulttir"
engineering, hydraulic engineering, and geodetical engineering are
each offered in one school.

The general system of instruction closely approaches the German
system, as analyzed in the case of the Charlottenburg school. All
the Austrian schools have ample facilities for practical work; all
employ specialists teaching highly differentiated subjects; and all
assign considerable time to practical instruction.

At the end of the second year the students are required to submit
to the first State examination. The second State examination is
held at the eild of the last year. Frequent examinations in single
subjects are held during the course.

Language of instruction.The language of instruction'in four out
of the seven higher technical schooLs in Austria is German; in the
Lemberg school the instruction is in Polish; Brunn and Prague have
each two higher technical schools, the language of instruction being
Bohemian in one of the schools and German in the other.

Degree.--The degree conferred in all the technical departments
is that of doctor of technical sciences (I)r. techn.). It is awarded
to those who, after the completion of the full prescribed course, in
one selected department, present a thesis on a scientific subject and
pass' the final examination (rigorosum). Instead of a scientific
'thesis, a construction design may he accepted, if accompanied by
technical description and a scientific motivation, showing the author's
ability for independent work.

Length of the school year.---The school year begins the first of Otto
and doses at the end of July.

The vacations amount to 99 days, or a little over 14 weeks. The
Ethoel year comprises, therefore, approximately 38 weeks' This
time is diNided into two Semesters, winter and summer; the dormer
ending. and the later beginning on March 1.

I /low This sizable wail more dayi awe be &dated kr madam! awl local holidays.
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RUSSIA.

INTRODUCTION.

General features. Higher technical education in Russia is provided
in polytechnic institutes offering instruction in all recognized branches
of engineering science, and special institutions devoted to the teach-
ing of no selected branch with a view of preparing highly specialized
engineces for positions in Government service or industries. There
are also three schools of ' intermediate type, termed technologies'
institutes, which offer two departments, mechanical and chemical,
and are in their essential features but incomplete polytechnic insti-
tutes.

The organization of the Russian polytechnic institutes presents
few distinctive traits, while that of special tecimical schools requires
more particular consideration.

Tecfinical education in.Russia is under several different ministries,
each having absolute control of its own province. The ministry'of
public instruction controls many technical schools, but those under
other ministries are by no means unimportant. The department of
agriculture alone disburses for its agricultural schools a larger 811111
than that expended' by the ministry of public instruction for all
technical schools under its control. The ministry of commerce and
industry controls a number of polytechnic institutes and schools of
commerce. The grouping of these several classes according to the
respective ministries responsible for their supervision and mainte-
nance is shown in the table appended to this section, page 91.

PREPARATORY EDUCATION.

Standard of preparation. Notwithstanding the divergency of
administrative systems and programs, all Russian technical schools
of the higher order have certain common features. Among these are
the admission requirements, which are essentially the same whether
for polytechnic institutes or special institutions for any branch. The
standard of these requirements is the full course of a gymnasium with
eight classes. Diplomas of other secondary schools are honored if
they represent an amount of work equal to the gymnasium course.

76
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Gymnasiums and real schools. The section on Germany gives a
detailed account of the three representative types of secondary edu-
cation

'
in that country: The gymnasium, the realgymnasium, and the

"ober" real school. The Russian secondary schools present,mutatis
mutandis, a fair copy of the corresponding German institutions. All
Russian real schools are "ober," since they are all equipped with the
seventh, class. The German realgymnasium finds s parallel in tlAe
Russian reformed gymnasium established by the decree of 1902:
Intermediate between the ultraclassical and the reformed gymnasi-
ums is the type of 1905, which limits the time given to Latin and Greek

.

and introduces intensified modern language study and natural
science.

The amount of knowledge represented by diplomas of the secondary
schools enumerated is a well-known educational quantum, and Rus-
sian graduates hold their own in any teat or comparison with western
European graduates of similar institutions.

Gymnasiums. and real schools are all controlled by the ministry of
public instruction' As regards the other secondary 'schools whew)
diplomas are recognized for admission to higher technical institutions,
they require, owing to their multiplicity and differences of soot*
and organization, a more detailed presentation.

Secondary technical schools. The secondary schools above con-
sidered pertain to general education. All other secondary schools
are termed technical and fall under the oifitrol of different ministries,
according to their special character. This presentation will be limited
to those that serve as feeders for places of higher technical education.

The secondary technical schools of the ministryof publiC instruction
have a four-year course which was originally designed to give a com-
plete technical education of.a lower degree than that of higher tech-
nical schools. The original regulations required for admission to
secondary technical schools the 'completion of five classes of a real
school. Since, however,' very few realists took advantage of this
opportunity, preferring to complete the real school course and then
enter the higher technical schools, the secondary technical schools
wore compelled to disregard the rule and to lower their admission
requirements so as to admit pupils from two-class elementary schools
and even persons without any schp'ol education, but having practical
experience in factory work. There are five types of secondary tech-
nical schools under the control of the ministry of public instruction,
respectively: (1) Mechanico-technical, {2) ch,emioo-technical, (3) tech-
nical school of architecture, (4) technical school of rural economy
(agriculture), and (5) technical school oT Mines.

With the a:peptic:et of some gymnasia ter gttle oontroned by thebawd ot.Inadtations et leeepreets Mari.

el 4
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Ourriculo of the kehnical sehoole.The following tables give the
respective curricula of the five divisions. Before passing over to the
tabular form of their presentation, it must be mentioned that the
secondary technical schools, as here treated, are now regarded as a
transient type, and a very stmng_movement is on foot to develop a
new kind of technical school com7Ming the features of the existing
lower and secondary technical schools and equaling in scope the real
or the commercial schools. This movement is an outcome of the
precarious position inwhich the existing secondary technical schools
have been placed by the want of definite admission rules already
referred to.

Curriculum of the secondary technical se/too/a-- Howl pry week.

Subjects of instruCtIcsi.

lischanlco-tor.hnical
school.

Classes.

2 3 4 Total. 1

Chez:ilk°. technical
school.

Religion
Mathematice
Natural histacy
Physics
Chemistry
Mechanics
lleckine oonstractice ........
Mechanical productiore ......
Chantal! production
Architecture
Lttreying 1014111

Mrdal 1001PhY and
poOtisalleanasny

Bookkeeping and 00011118f
del eafraPomdshal:

Law

3

3
3
5

1 1 1 4.,1
6 3

3

2
2 14

2 3 6

3

2

2

8

10
II

3
3
3

1 .3

2 4
2 2

Total 18 18 16 17 MP

Drawing sub
Gomm drawheg. I 12 4

.. Technical drawing 6 12 18
Arc.hltectsual drawing I a
Drawing, freehand 3 6 4

Total 9 -i *12 39 R

tie
Practical work in the

Neelkenlosi sarksiteps. 9 9 9 I 36 9
Chemical laboratory 2 2
Teghtiediensiewl trots

AV, .

2
a
3
S

17

(lasses.

2 1 3

2
3
3
2
2

.
3

2

IR 18

Total.

Total Q 11 9 9 r48
Grand total arbours 36 38 34 88 1 14

4

6

School Of architecture.

411.4.441.

1 2 3 4 Total.

4 I 1 I
3 3 3
6
6 3 :4

10 3 2 .

7

..5.. 7 !. 2 ..

.4 4 7 6
3 ,

2
3

119 IR 17 14 12

8 6 4
18

9
18 28

20 21i
_

IR 18 20 65

IA

6110

6 10

42 42

6
10 3.1

6 4

22 24

61 6

.
2

17

3

61

10

79

6 ,6 DI

42 42 168

E
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("wriest:Ism.0f he aeeondary technical oatoolakours per wee--Continued.

Technical School of Rural Economy.

Subjects of instruction.
2

Religion
Physics and meteorology h
Natural history and auto-

mology 6
General and agricultural

chemist* 4
Technology of apiculture

refti torture as applied to
wieulture

Aviculture, general and
special 3 3

Management of cattle 2
Imp/smuts arsd machines

of husbandry
Agricultural economy apd

bookkeeping
fferveying and leveling)
Law

Total ill IA

Clamed.

3 4

1 1 1

3 ..2

3
4

Drawing subjects:
Ins mental drawing ... 2
Freehand drawing 4 2

Total

Practical work in the
Chemical laboratory
Techno-chemical

rwizIrshope or facto-

Total

Grand total of hours

4 1 4

8

2
3 2

2 2

3 3
2

3 2

2

18

4 4

4 114

8

23 12 12 12

20 20 20,1 20

42 42 42 147

Technical School of Mining.

Total. I
Rubjects of instruction.

2 3 4

4 Religion 1 1 1 1
6 Ifs tics 3

CB 3
11 Natural history 2

Chemistry 3 2 4
11 Mechanics 5

!Wihine construction 2
Mning 2 2

4 Metallurgy and the tech-
nology of metals 2 3

12 Chemical production 1 1
4 Mine surveying 2

Bookkeeping and c ono-
rpoodenet 2 7Law... 2

2
2
2

72 Total 117 IR 18 IR=.6C
Drawing subjects:

10 Instrumental drawing 2 48 6
6 Freehand drawing

16 Total 6 6 6 6

Practical weak in the-
24 Cheinlearlahoratory .... 8 8 8

Tech no-ehens leal
workshops or Mo-

56 tor:I& IS 10 10 10

NI Total t IS IR IR IS

168
1

Grand total of hours 4117122 42 42

Total.

4
6
6
5

7
4
4

10
8

_2

4

2

71

IS
6

24

24

4/1

Aside from the technical schtiols of the above type, characterized
by a strongly practical bias, there are other secondary technical
schools combining special education with general. Of the latter
type, two schoolf havt gained special .recognition as exceptionally
efficient and well orgs.nizeod. They are: Lodi .Technical School and
komissarov Technical School at Moscow.

Commercial schools. Admission to higher technical institutio
is also open to graduites of numerous other schools of
order, such ati agriculturid schools, commercial.schools, cadet corps,
theological seminaries, teachers' institutes, etc? Among these of
most importance are commercial schools controlled by the ministry
of finance. These schools.havekither seven classes, giving a complete
secondary education of general and commercial character, or they
have only the three upper classes, with a strictly special 'course of
instruction. While many of the gradu of the commercial schools
engage directly in business, or enter her schools of commerce,
there is always a considerable percent of those who chotiee the
.
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engineering career andlNieeic admission to technical colleges and
polytechnics.

Entrance examinations.Almost all higher technical schools in
Russia require, In addition to certificates of secondary education,
proof of intellectual attainment in the form of entrance examination.
In some of the schools it is simply an examination in special subjects,
such as physics, mathematics, and drawing. In other schools there
are elaborate examinations, and admission can hardly be secured
by any but the ablest and best educated young men. Recently
university graduates, especially those of the physico-mathematical
faculty, have been attracted in large numbers to the best technological
institutes, where they are accepted without examination. The cause
of this movement is seen in the prolpects of important careers offered
by some technological institutes, inch as the Institute of Engineers
of Ways of Communication, the Mining Institute, etc. The appear-
ance of university graduates as competitors for admission to higher
technical schools has furthe. reduced -the chances of graduates of
secondary schools. It also tends to make the entrance examinations
more difficult.

. On the whole, the tendency ou the pait of RusSian higher technical
schools is rather to obstruct the entrance of young men seeking
admission than to solicit for students, as is the case in countries
where private prevail. Two underlying
this peculiar situation of Russian higher technical schools: The first
is the inadequacy of the number of schools to the demand of Russian
industries, with the result that more young men seek higher technical
education than the schools can accommo-dhte; taking- advantage of
this fact the schools 'accord, admission to the choicest groups of
students, prefArably to university graduates, in this way.raisiw the
intellectual level of their student body. The other cause of' rikid
admission requirements lies in the specific purposes of Russian higher
technical .schools. A majority of these schools were established
by the Government to meet- suddenly created demands for engineers
in this or that branch of industry, commerce, or transportation.

.,They. are all State supported or State aided, and the 'Government
does not hesitate-it heavy expenditures 'connected with the main-
tenance of old schools and establishment of new ones: But, .on the

-other hand, it takes careful measures to obtain from the graduates
a fair 'return to the country by work in native industries. This
consideration explains the fact that many Russian higher technical
schools refuse admission to foreigners; tnany have clauses binding the
students to serve in'Oevernment positions a certain minimum period
after the graduation; in all the schoOls academical degrees convey
slso high civil ranks. There: is also an evident purpose to insure
that, the student body shall be recruited chiefly from the Russian
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population. Most of the schools limit the percentage of Jewish,
and one school even thii percentage of Polish, students, "'hile all
require that candidates for admission shall give proof of loyalty
to the Governmep

ORGANIZATION OF HIGHER TECHNICAL EDUCATION:

Administration.All educational institutions in Russia are under
close control of the Central Government, which dictates their statutes,
curricula, rules, and retpdations'of discipline. This control is exer-
cised by the Government through the' chanffels of several ministrres.
As a ride, general education converges in the' ministry 'of public .

instruction, While the different branches of technical education arose'
under the control of other ministries. .. All higher educational Midi-
tutions in Russia are State supported; in some cases, hewever,they
are. aided by local contributions.

The internal administration of higher technical schools is in th
main features; uniform, irrespective of ministry affiliations. It
excrciseti by a council of professors under the presidency of a chief
officer whose ()finial title is "rector" in some schools and "director"
in others. Ile is elected by the faculty of professors and must be a ,

professor. himself. His election is subject to the approval of thg
Emperor. A vice director supervised the instruction. Business
management of the institution is intrusted to a. business committee
presided over ex officio by the.rector. The business committee is ,.
also elected. Slight deviations from this system are allowed in some
of the schools, to meet certain local or special needs and conditions.
For instance, in the administration of the Ekaterinoslav Higher
School of Mines, local manufacturers are given voice as members of
the school council; to this end, the statute of the institution provides
for the participation in the conned of four representatives of, the
Association of South Russian Mine and Snielter Industries and of ,

the chief of mining administration for South RuAia..
Instruction.. -- In the highest special technological institu thecourse

of instruction covers hare five to seven years. In polytechnic insti-
tutes it is generally four years, and in one case, namely, that of the
Riga Polytechnic Institute,. a commercial course of three years' -durft;
tion is offered. The instruction is partly theoretical, partly practical.
The latter side of the training, is given marked emphasis in Russia.
In most of the schools regular programs include excursions to and
practical work in factories, railroads, and mines, while some others
are lavishly equipped with cabinets, isborator4i, and experithental
shops. Special interest' attaches in: this connection to the Imperial

According to recent press ad vices, the revolutbnary Suseien Gowen:mint has rescinded all theater
Wm, pertaining to nationality, for admission to educational institutions of every dam.

817970-17-41 b
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Technical School of Moscow, which maintains great machine sheps
conducted on -a- commercial basis, in which students receive their
Practical training.

The allotment of time between the theoretical and the practical
instruction is not regulated by any uniform system. It seems that
in Russia this question is in its experimental stage, just as it is ,in
other countries. 'There are schools embodying either one or the
other extreme view in the matter; in some the practical and the
theoretical instructions are closely interwoven throughoUt the
course, while in others whole semesters are given to practical work'
entirely. An example of the latter typo is the Moscow High School
of Engineering (different from the Moscow school mentioned above),
fn which two years are devoted to practical work exclusively..

Degrees.fiy the successful passage of the leaving examination
the student generally qualifies .for a degree. The 'degree's in engi-
neering conveyed by the Russian institutions aro the following:
Engineer-technoliigist, electrical engineer, engineer-architect, engi-
neer of metallurgy, epgineer of ways of communication, construction
engineer, and agronoinist. Postgradt tt e study and presentation of
some original work lead to the deg e of .:learned engineer-tech-
nologist."

Number of school x.- -There are no% in Kim-,a It higher technical
schools, aj,follows:

Five IWytechnie institutes under the ministry of public instruc-
tion, located, respectively, in Petrograd, Moscoie, Kharkof, Riga, and
Tomsk.

Three polytechnic institutes under the ministry of finance, in
KV, Warsaw, and Petrograd.

Two mining institutes under the ministry of finance, in Petrograd
and Ekaterinoslay.

Two engineering under the ministry of tys of coi uni-
cation, in Petrograd and Moscow.

One institute of electrical engineering pertaining to the ministry of
the interior, in Petrograd:

One institute of civil engineering under the ministry of the inte-
rior, in Petrograd.

Two higher technical schools have been established recently but
are not included in this presentation. They are: Polytechnic Insti-
tute of the Don, located in Novotcherkasak, established in 1907, and
Polytechnic Courses for Women at Petrograd,' opened in January,
1906. No official account or thcse tworinstitutions is yet available.

All particulars pertaining to the 14 institutions enumerated above
are presented in tabular form in tree appendix to this section.

0
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INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERS OF WAYS OF COMMUNICATION.

Omni* !Nieuwe: Pone, Soeb86eti4.)

History and object of the inetilution.The Institute of Engineers of
Ways of Communication was established in 1800, originally as a
school of military engineers, organized along the lines of the famous
French, it t.itution, " ncole dos punts et, chaussees. The first pro-
fessors of 'the institute were French engineers, former professors or
graduates of the French school; the instruction was, in French, and
the military organization remained in force until 1864. The original
purpose of the institute was to prepare engineers, for the army service,
and thestuden. ts were promoted during the course through successive
military grades, meld finally they were graduated as second lieuten-
ants and vassed from the school directly into service in the engi-
neering branch of the army. Thoreform of 186-1-.abolished the

'military organization of the institutAind made its distinct purpose
the training of civil engineers specializing in roads and waterways.
The present statute regulating the school has been in force since 1890.

Athhinistration.--The administration of the institute is vested in
the council of the institute under the presidency of the director. An
inspector is charged with the enforcement. of discipline. The council
decides in matters of lesser importance, pertaining to temporary
measures and regulations, program of studies, conduct of practical
work, etc.; in questions of greater consequence the council submits
its opinion to the minister of-ways of communication who is ultimate
authority in the administration of the institute. The financial affairs
of the ilqtute tare in charge of a special Committee of finance, which
also consists of professors.

Sources of maintenanre, arui institute is maintained
entirely by the'Gervernmentl bias owing to comparatively high tuition
fees (50 rubleo per semester) nearly one-half of the'expendittirels.cov-
ered from the latter source' In 1912 the State provision for the insti-
tute was 168,240 ruhla4; the students' fees amounted to 126,000
rubles. The number of students at that time was 1,267. There is a
revision for free scholarships and beard for 50 students; the 'funds.
r this purpose are furnished by railroads and private citizens. The
tal amount of scholarship funds is 250,000 rubles. The students

who are granted free scholarships must sign a pledge to serve in Gov-
ernment positions one and a half years for each year of scholarship.'

Degree.The leaving examinationleads to the degree of "engineer
of ways of communication." By virtue of this degree the graduate
acquires the civil rank of tenth or twelfth class, according to his suc-
cess in the examination. `The beset graduates may; after two yeas of

4
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practice, -become attached to the institute in the capacityof aspirants
for the position of instructor. As such they receive frellis board and
means of study. In each individual case, however, the sanction of
the minister of ways of communication is necetwary. The examina-
tion for the position of adjunct may take place in two years after
graduation, and includes a report' on practical work in which the
graduate has been engaged since he left the institute, an oral exami-
nation, a thesis, and two trial lessons.

Admiration requirements. -The candidates for admission must pre-
sent a certificate of maturity and submit to a competitive exami-
nation in algebra, arithmetic, geometry, trigonometry, physics.
drawing, Russian language, and one foreign language. University
graduates are accepted without examination and have precedence
,of all other candidates: University graduates of the physieo-marke-
matical faculty may be admitted to the second or the third year after

'passing an afiThopriate examination. flow these admission rule.;
operate to sift the enormous numbers of candidatai, with the view bf
selecting the most promising, may be inferred from the fact that often
fully half the candidates fail to pass the tests and thaVonly a part of
the remaining half is accepted: among those refused admission often
are students of great ability, as is shown by average-ratingtereceiv(t
by them in the examination, often reaching 4.5 and over, or 90 and
over by the centenary' system.

As a rule, foreigners are not admitted to the instituter but excep-
tions are made upon the recommendation of the minister of ways of
communication.

Curriculum. The program of studies covets fie° years and includes
class study and practical work in laboratoiim, shops, etc. The sub-
jects of class instruction' are the following:

74:117 YILAIL

1. Religion.
2. Higher mathematics.
3. Elements of mechanics
4. Descriptive geometry.
b. Physics.
6. Chernisiry.
7. Geodesy.
S. ArChitecture.
9. Foreign languages: French, German,

and English.

ei0OND TZAR.

1. Religion.
2. Higher mathematics.

, 3. Theastiad mechanics.
4. Constructional mechanics.
5. Graphical statics.

SECOND YEAR--continued.

6. Architecture.
7. Construction.
8. Higher geodesy.
9. Descriptive geometry.

IC. Geology and physical geography.
11. Physics.
12. Foreign languages: French, German,

and English (optional).

.5.

TIMID TSAR.

1. Railroads.
2. Roads.
3. Steam engines.
4. General principles of machine con-

struction.
5. Architecture (including heating and

ventilation).
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8. Filectrotechnics
7. Hydraulics.
8. Constructional mechanics.
9. Theoretical mechanics.

10. Technology of building materials.
11. Manufacture of metals.
12. Political economy and statistics

rouirra YEAR
1. Railroads.
2. Waterways.
3. Bridges.
4. Constructional meehanicri

RUSSIA. 85

?OVUM TRAllcontinued.

5. Harbor constructions.
8. Locomotives.
7. Lifting machines.
8. Drainage and irrigation.
W. liydritilic motor*.

10 Water supply and sewerage.
11. Electrotechnics and power tranamis-

rim for distance.

rixmr YEAR.

1 iperation of railroads.
2. Geology of Russia.

PRACTICAL WOWS or STUDENTS

Showing numUto of to-43 to be pedarroe<1 by tomb student.

MET TEAR i rOURTH YEAR. ,
Drawing:

Architectural projects Civil or mil-Geometrical and technical
Topographical 3 road construction with complex
Plain metal coveringn

1

Exerrisee relating in
SECOND YEAR i Bridges._. 1

Exerises relating to-- 'Waterwaye 1

1 .......Constructional mechanics...... 2 1 ydrauli es 1

Graphical statics 1
Locomotivec 1

Consthictional axle 2 Water supply a.1 sewerage, or
electtechnics 1Projectional drawing 1

ro

Architectural drawing 2
I

rtrrl TZAR.
Plain drawing 3

THIRD YEAR.

Exercises relating to
(Iva arcbitetire

7Preparttion of estimates...
Construl-tional mechanics

Y11148T YEAR.

1)

Preparation of projects in:
1 Bridges 1

2 Railroads, or water supply
and sewerage 1

3. Waterways and harbor con-
struetiona 1

4 Practical mecharnot I
1i.
2

Rxrirrrnons.

Repetition).
Higher mathematics 6
.Theoretical mechanics 4
Geodesy ' 3
Descriptive geonietry S

SECOND

Higher inathemal;ics 4
Theoretical mechanics ...
Constructional mechanics.
Graphical statics

2
2

SECOND TRAM continued.

Depstitions.
Petrography 1

Constructional arts 1

THIRD YEAR.

Theoretical mechanics 2
Steam engines 1

-Constructional mechaniCs 1

Hydraulics 1

Electrotechnics 1

?PURIM YEAR.Brits 1
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Laboratory wk.The laboratories attached to the institute are:
Mechanical, chemical, and physical.

The mechanical laboratory is used mainly for testing structural
materials: Cement, iron, wood, and stone. The work done in this
laboratory, besides being .of educational important* to the students
of the institute, serves the interests of the native, industries and
transportation, since tests are made here of samples of constructional
materials supplied from all parts of Russia. This part of the labora-
tory's activity is described more fully under a separate heading.

The chemical laboratory is utilized for practical occupations in
general chemistry, especially by students of the first. year; it is also
used for chemical tests of constructional materials. The students
of the advanced classes do optional work in the laboratory in quali-
tative analysis and teclulical quantitative analysis of constructional
materials.

The physical laboratory furnishes the means of .practical inatruc-_
tion in physics to the students of the second year, in c.ounection with
their theoretical study of physics; special emphasis ier placed on
heat, light., and electricity.

Summer occupations of students.-- All students of the fourth and
the fifth years, and part of the students of the first. three years, are
sent after the close of the spring examthations to different construc-
tional works for pratice.

The following work is included in the program of summer occu-
pations: (1) Railroads: Research work,. construction,. and opera-
tion; (2) roads; (3) waterways; (4) harbor construction; (5) machine
plants and shops; (6) different kinds of governmental road-building
works conducted under the ministry of ways of communication.

The students of the lower classes who do not take part in the, abOve
summer occupations are engaged during a part of the-amintier
vacation in topographical exercises, astronomical and hydrometrical
observations, and boring of artesian wells.

Tests of constructional triterialit.The _mechanical laboratory of
the institute, established in 1856, wastlesiined to play an important
part -in the - development of Ruesiati transportation and industries.
For a long time it was the only place in Russia where constructional
materials, both imported and produced by home lhdustries, could
be tested with any degree of reliability. Some of the finest bridges
in Russia are made of materials tented in the institute laboratory.
The wider activity of the laboratory in this fierd dates from 1877,
when, owing to large -ienportation into Russia of foreign building
materiak especially of ilhglishcement, it was found necessary to
enlarge f facilities of the laboratory by the purchase of modem
dischinerjr. During the following years a series of Appropriations
helped to, bring the laboratory equipment to a highly natitifac4tory
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The laboratory has participated in Several international con-
gresses on methods of testing building materials. It arranges public
tests with the view of impressing upon those interested facts bear-
ing upon the relative value of building materials. A series of such
tests conducted in 1891-11108 promoted the introduction and spread
of reinforced concrete constructions in Ria,siia.

Other laboratoriea and (qui meld . The institute possesses a well-
equipped museum, a library of 70,000 volumes, and a photographic
laboratory, outside of the laboratories described above. The Im-
perial Durna recently voted 901,000 rubles for additional labora-
tories and the enlargement of the old ones. At the present time
the following -laboratories are either in construction or recently
completed: Electrotechnical, physical, aerodynarnicel, mechanical,
and for locomotive construction. The laboratory for the testing-of
building mSterials'iwto loceted in a separate building.

Publication.The institute publishes, a monthly report., issued
since 1S1S4 wider the name "Sbornik Institute Inienierow Putiej
Soob41ehja."

TECHNOIAX:ICAL INSTITUTE OF EMPEROR NICHOLAS I, AT PETROGRAD.

Teclutologiteskii Institut Impel-Mors Nikolaja I.
.0

The institute was established in 182s by Count Kankrin, then
minister of finance, and put into operation in 1s31. It Was Organ-
ized originally as a "practical" tedmical school with two &part;
menta, mechanical and chemical, and was connected with a number
of 'well-equipped mechanical shops and chemical laboratories, It,
admitted pupils at the ages of 13 to 15 years, and offered a six_year
course. In 1862 it Wag reorganized as an institution of university
grade. Another reform in 1877 gave the institute the organization

'which it has preserved to this date. At the sante time tlie buildings
and laboratories. were greatly improved and 'enlarged. In 3 898 the
institute was again extended and reequipped.

Administration.The Petrograd Technological Institute is con-
trolled by the ministry of public instruction. Its statute is iden-
tical with that of the Kharkof Technological Institute (see statistical
table),and is similar in its essential features to the statutes govern-
ing the operation of Russian universities. At the head of the insti-
tute stands the 5auncil of professors, consisting of 15 members, with adirectis and a secretary, all elected for two yeari. The
directcAfel amn must be approved by- the Emperor; the vice
director and e secretary are elected subject to the approval by
the minister of public instruction. Business affairs of Ake institute
are confided to the care of the finance committee of three members,
presided over by the director.
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Admission requirements: Candidates for admission must present
a certificate of maturity from a Russian gyinnasium or other sec-
ondary school of gymnasium grade. When thenumber of appli-
cants exceeds the number of vacancies, a competitive examination
is resorted to as' a means of selection of the best-prepared candi-
dates. Since, however., the number of applicants is usually very
high (about 2,000) and there are only 300 vacancies provided, the
competitive examination is a chronic occurrence. The examination
takes place in the middle of August and consists of mathematics,
physics, and the Russivi language, It is very rigorous, but in
spite of this the number of candidates who have passed it successfully
is alwaysgreater than the number of available places. .

The tuition fee is 50 rubles per annum. There is a provision for
free scholarships for 100 students.

instruction and degree.The course of instruction covers five
years. The first two years are common, and during the last three
years the instruction follows two specialized courses, mechanical
and chemical. Practical instruction accompanies the theoretical
throughout the first four years, and the fifth year is devoted en-
tirely to practical occupations.

After the completion of the full course of studies the final exami-
nation is taken, which leads directly to the degree of engineer-
teclmoIsigist, entitling to the conduct of constructional work in the
Empire. According to the ratings in the leaving examination, the
graduates are divided into two classes; graduates of the first class
receive the civil rank of the tenth degree and those of the second
class the rank of the twelfth degree.

Curriculum.The program of studies, both theoretical atid prac-
tical, is as follows:

PROCIRAU 01,

?IRBY YEAR.
Howl's

per wk.
Religion 2

Analytic geometry, advanced algebra,

STIIDI RE.

RECON YEAR -Cnnt IRMA.
flours

per wk
(ieneral chemistry (metal4 - 3

Resistance of materials, organs of
diffeitntial calculus, elementary machines 4

integral calculus 5 Applied mechanics 3
Descriptive geometry 2 Architecture -
Physics (apparatus, measurement. Construction 3

.molecular physics) 3 Integral calculus' 2

Mineralogical chemistry 5 Analytical panics' 2

Theoretical mechanics 3 Mineralogy arid geodesy' 2
Geodesy 2

Total 22 or 24
Total 22

The program of the first two years also
SECOND YEAR. includes architectural and technical

General mechanics 2 drawing.
Physics (heat, electricity) 3

car roschastdans only. For mechanicians only, ant doting one semester only. I Por chemists only.
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?MUD TSAI.
BeersCommon part: per wk.

Mechanical theory of heat 4
Boilers 2

Technology of metals and alloys. 2
Electrical measurements ... 3
Heating and ventilation 2

Total, common studies.. 13

Mgebssieasiu.
Applied thermodynamics (one semes-

ter) 4

Lifting machinery: (one semester).... 3
Graphical statics 2
Hydraulics and hydraulic motors 2

Construction oketesin engines 2

Metallurgy or iron (one semecter)., 2
Theory of probability (optional) 2

Obligatory total 13

Grand total 26

Organic chemistry 3
Analytical chemistry 2
Technology of mineral substances 4

Anatomy and physiology of plants
(one semester) 3

Total

Grand total

12

26

IPOUIITHTICAR.

llrehevilektia. Hours
Per wk.

Electrotechnical theory (optional) 2
Construction and calculations 51

dynamos (optional)
Technology of textiles 4
Hydmtechnical construction. 2
Theory of elasticity of solids (op-

tional) 2
Statics of construction 3
Technology of metals 4
Construction of metallurgical works 2
Woodwork 2
Theory of locomotive construction 3

Obligatory total 20

(lessees.
Electrotechnical theory (optional) 2
Construction and calculations of

dynamos (optional) 3
Technology of textiles 4
Hydrotechnical construction 2
Theoretical chemistry 4
Technological chemistry (naphtha,

fats, oils, leather,
tillation of wood) 5

Technology of coloring matters 6

Obligatory total 21

'Dundee the above studies there is
architectural and mechanical drawing,
practical work in the shops and exercises
in microscopy and analysis.

The time given to practical occupations during the fourth year
is considerably increased. The practical work consists of machine
design, laboratory exercises, etc. The mechanicians must design a
boiler, a steam engine, and a hydraulic motor. - The chemists
design a boiler, a factory of chemical products- relating to mineral
industry. The mechanicians may select for examinations: Electro-
technics, locohmtives, or technology of textile machinery.

The fifth year is devoted to the execution of designs, work at
im4orial testing in the mechanical laboratory, etc. Studtnts spend
during this year at least one month in a factory studying the branch
of industry in which they are interested.
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Equipment of the institute.The library of the institute contains
12,400 works in 85,000 volumes, among them 4,579 works in the
Russian language, and 837 periodical publications, among them 396
in Russian. The value of the library is estimatednt 126,060 rubles.

The museum of machines, apparatus, models, commercial and other
products, and scientific collections. Total of 1,640 exhibits. Value
about 78,650 rubles.

Physical laboratory.
Chemical laboratory.
Technical laboratories.For chemistry -of food prOducts, inorganic

chemistry, industries based tfn fermentation, tannin industries, and
manufacture of dyes.

Bacteriological laboratory.
Labratory for metallurgy.
Electrotechnical laboratory.
Mechanical laboratory, with two divisions: (1) Steam engines, and

(2) internal-combustion motors.
Laboratory for testing materials
Shops, foundries, forges, patteni-17..-iakIug shop, metal-working

shop, etc.
Publication. The institute publishes "Technological Institute

News (Izwiestja Technologieeskago lustituta). .

A
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JAPAN.

Technical educatidn in Japan is of recent development. Its ex-
istence datesirom 1871-1875, when three schools were established, rep-
resenting the three main divisions of technical education, respectively:
Engineefing, agriculture, and commerce./ The movement., however,
did not attain real importance until .1894, following the issue of an

A. ordinance regarding the Government subsidies to technical schools.
Two epochal events of Japanese national life, the Chinesewar in 1894--
95 and the Russo-Japanese war in 1904-5, produced two consecutive
waves of national uplift which gave rise to enthusiastic educational
activities. In the measures that were carried yut in this movement.
technical education was given special attention. In 1899 the Gov-
ernment issued an ordinance fixing the types and determining the
standardS of technical education. In 1903 another ordinance was
issued, by which all technical and professional schools of higher grade
were given a common organization.

PREPARATORY EDUCATION.

The education that, must precede the higher technical studies may
be of general or technical character. It begins with the elementary
school having a six-year course that covers the period 6 Le 12 yearn
of. age. The elementary school may be followed by a two-year
higher-elementary school or a middle school having a course of five
years' duration. The latter school is generally taken by those in-
tending later to enter a higher institution. The completion of thee
first, two years of a middle school, or of the full course of a higher-
elqmentitry school, admits to middle technical schools, where special
courses are provided in several branches enabling the pupik to begin
his specialization as ear',; as 14 years of age, with the view of following
the same branch in the higher technical school, or of obtaining the
necessary skill and knowledge for a skilled worker, an artisan, a
foreman, etc. There are technical schools of even lower grade than
the above, to which boys are admitted after finishing the elementary
school.

The completion of the ordinary middle school, or of the technical
school of middle grade, closes the secondary education. The graduate
may then proceed to one of the imperial universities or one of the
higher technical schools.

92



THE TWO TYPES OF HIGHER TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.

Higher technical education in Japan is provided by engineering
colleges forming departments of universities, and by special technical
schools. The term "special" in this relation is officially applied to
the typo of school higher than the secondary and nt quite up td the
university grade. In view, however, of the unique position occupied
by these schools in the educational classification, it is desirable,
perhaps, to show their relation to both secondary and higher education
by actual comparison.

In regard to admission requirements, the special technical schools
statid lower than the cormspoluling university colleges. To be oul-
nated to a,special technical school, the secondary school certificate
and a rather exacting examination are all that is required. But a
student can not be admitted directly from a secondary school to a
university college; he meat first pass through a three-year prepara-
tory course corresponding to the first two years Of a standard univer-
sity. The university course following this is of three years' duration,
with the exceptiou of the departments of medicine and law, which
have a four-year course.

The university course corresponds to the last two years of the
American college course, with some extensions which, however, do
not raise it to the plane of American graduate courses. Special
provision is made for the graduate studies in the Aripainkse universities
by the maintenance of Daigakuin, or University Halls, equipped
wit all facilities for research work and postgraduatestudies. These
postgraduate studies often amextended over five years.

It may be observed that' the whole period of primary, secondary,
and higher education, of which' the final sanction is a university
degree, is considerably longer in the Japanese than in any othqr
educational system. This is explained by the difficulties encotm-
tero ! by the Japanese students in their language study; in order to
follow the higher studies they must master at least one European
language, which is necessarily the medium of modern scientific in-
struction. It is evident that the acqusition of foreign languages is
much more difficult to a Japanese boy than to an American boy, the
principles.of etymology and syntax of European languages being
utterly strange to the Japanese mind.

relation to the university course in engineering, the course of
the special technical schoels may be regarded as abbreviated. MAY

- object of the latter, as stated officially, is to "give those intending to
engage in agricultural, technical, and commercial pursuits a more
advanced 'mewled& of arts and sciences." 'In accordance with this
purpose, the instruction has more practical character, with emphasis
on manual training. The departments are numerous and cone-
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spond to as many different practioei careers. Aside from the agri-
cultural and commercial schools, which do not enter into this con-
sideration, the technical schools have the following departments:
Dying, weaving, ceramics, applied chemistry, mechanics, electrical
mechanics, electrical chemistry, electricity, marineengineering, naval
Architecturd, naval engineering, architecture, civil engineering, .min-
ing, metallurgy, designing, and brewing.:

There is a growing tendency to raise the level of the special techni-
cal athools, to the university rank. The establishthent of the Port
Arthur Technical School, with four-year couses in all departments,
may be regarded as a stop in that direction.

ADMINISTRATION.

Both the universities and the special technical schoOls aro under
the direct control of the departMent of education; attached to Ulf(
department is the hig)mr educational council, in which, among other
high officials, are heads of all higher educational institutions, and
officers in charge of primary and secondaiy education. The council
is an advisory body, but its opinions often have decisive impor-
tance. Locally educational matters are controlled by prefects, or
governors, of 47 administrative districts called prefectures.

Unityreitiex. ----The internal administration of the imperial univer-
sities is based on the imperial ordinance of ISSa. At the head of the
university stands the director, who .controls all affairs of his univer-
sity and is responsible for the enforcement of discipline. lle pre-.
sides over the university council, composed of directors of all the
colleges and one professor from each college. The council's juris-
diction affects the following matters: Courses of study, questions
concerning tho chairs in the university, granting ,of degrees, giving
opinion on questions submitted by the minister of education or by
the president of the university.

Directors of the individual colleges exercise general supervision
over Serything connected with the instruction 'in their respective
colleges. Each college holds faculty meetings attended by all the
professors of the couege. The faculty meetings deliberate upon
curricula of stndies, examinations of 'students, qualifications of
candidates for degrees, and questions presented by the minister of
education or by the president of the university.

Special technaul schools. The organization of the special, or
higher. technical schools, resembles that of secondary schools. The
profeasors,take no part in the administration of Ito school. The
director, who is the head of the school, is appointed by the Emperor
and id intrusted With the entire internal administration, including
ntpdrvision of the work of professors and instructors. He is respon-
aible directly to the minister of education.
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There is also an advisory body at the head of aach higher technical
school, called board of councilors. The board of councilors consists

,,of the following members:
Higher officials of the department of education 2
Higher officials of the department of agriculture and commerce 2
Persons of wide experience in commercial and industrial pursuits 3 to 7

The board of councilors discusses the questions connected with
'subjects of study, the courses of instruction, the regulations, and such
other important matters as the director may deem it necessary to
submit to its consideration. The deciskors of the board on special
questions submitted to it are reported by the director to the minister
of i.Aucation.

PECULIAR FEATURES OF UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENTS OP ENGINEERING.

Preparatory courses. Admission to university colleges is condi-
tioned by the completion of a preparatory course of three years.
These courses are provided by the higher schools (Kotii Gsakko),
usually connected with universities.- They are divided into three
sections, corresponding to the rough division of higher university
courses, and the students on entering the preparitory school must
at once decide about their future college studies. There irha course
provided for those intending later to enter the college of law or the
college of literature; another course is offered for those who intend
to study engineering, science, agriculture, or pharmacy in the uni-
versity course; and the third division is provided for aspirants to the
medical college.

The division preparatory to the college of engineering has the fol-
lowing courses of instruction:

Courses preparatory tp the college of engineering.

Subjects of instrnctlon.

Hours week.

First
year.

Second
year.

Third
year.

Morals
Japanese language
English longuage 7 4German or Freeeb 7 4
liaUtematirs
Physles 6

3 3Chemistry 3\ Geology and rainendogy 3
Drawing 4 3Gymnastics 3 3 3

Total 32 30

TheorptiCally, the completion V the preparatory course admite to
the university course, but owing to great numbers of candidates,
there has been established a rather complex system of selection based
on competitive examination and numerous other considerations.
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Fer'admiasion to special technical schools the following conditions
are required (besides the usual proof of secondary education):

1. The candidate must possess good character and sound consti-
tution. A

2. He must bsve a firm resolve to pursue in future an industrial
career.

3. He must pass the prescribed entrance examination or fulfill the
conditions upon which admission is granted without. examination.

The examination is based on the last year's winrk Of the middle
school and includes English, mathematics, physics and chemistry, and
drawing; both free-hand and instrumental. t

Graduates of middle schools. who have achieved eminent success in
studies are. admitted, without examinatiept

Postgraduate *twig and degrees. University graduates who wish to
obtain a degree must pass through a course of postgraduate stutlit!s
in the university hall. Graduation itself convoys the right to the
name gektiahi and carries with it ,ceitain privileges relating to civil ,
eervice,.but..does not impart a real academic degree. The degree
equivident to doctor or master is called haloishi and is used with
different prefixes, according to the branch of science to which it
refers. Thus, iyaka Itakushi means dotsii of medicine: hogoku
hakuslii, doctor of laws; kogaku hakushi, doctor of engineering, etc.

Postgraduate studies are open not only to university graduates, -hut
also to graduates of other higher institycions, who pass special
examinations arranged separatelD for ea% individual case. Post-
graduate work consists of scientific research whose subject is :selected ,

by the student and approved by the faculty of the respective depart-
ment. A graduate student may also follow a series of lectures in one
or several of the ,iniversity collages, according to the requirements of
his special aim. If s research involves travel with scientific Pur-

witposes, the admin Lion of the .university may supply him with
necessary funds. ''At the end of each year the !students must. report
on the progress of their work. After twi years a thesis must Is
submitted. In addition to this the faculty may find it desirable to
examine the student in certain subjects before ho is granted a degree.

The period of postgraduate study may be prolonged to five years.
A number of research scholarships are provided for graduates recog-
nized as deserving by the university council.

FINANCES.

All the imperial universities, as well as all the special technical
schools, ate State-maintained. The Government appropriations for
uniVersities are regulated by the law of 1907. This law fixes the
annual

University
for the University of Tokyo at yen 1,380,000,

for the University of Kyoto at yen 840,000; the other two universities
receive Varied annual grants, according to their budgets. No figures
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are available to show the share .
.
of the engineering colleges in the

budgets of the universities of which they are parts.
As to the special technical schools, they draw theirsupport partly

from a fund celled "Encouragement Fund for Technical Education,"
which amounted, in .1912-.13, to yen 390,173.

The figures relating to income and expenditure of all the institu.
films' that are the subject-of this presentation are included in the
statistical table for Japan csee.p. 101).

TOKYO IMPERIAL UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE OF ENVINEERTNG.

The college of engineering attached to the University of Tokyo may
hte regarded as typical of engineering departments of Japanese
universities. It offers 10 divisions as follows: 1. Civil engineering.
2. Mechanical engineering. 3. Nav'al architecture. 4. Technology
of ordnance. 5. Elect riisljngineering. 6. Architecture. 7. Applied
chemistry. S. Technology of explosives. 9. Mining. MI Metallurgy.

Itn vietv of the thorough training in elements of teclutical science.
that the students have received in 'the preparatory higher school,
there are no common programs. in the university course. Each
divkien follows from the twinning of the first year its own course of.
specialized studies. It is deemed unnecessary to present hefe pro-
grams of all the above-enumerated divisions; the two inclosed typical
programs, of the divisions of mechanical engineering and architecture,
give a fair example of the arrangement of studies in another divisions.
The same two &visit... , in the Sp'ecial Technical School of Tokyo are
proiented immediately following these, so that the two systems may
be readily compared.

In reference to the division of tlaeademie year into three territa,
appearing in the following tikes, it mu..,he explained that the
academic year' at the University. of -Tokyo begins on the 1 i th of
September and ends on the 10th of July. The first term, comprising
105 days, extends from September 11 ti) DecendWr 24; the second
term of 86 days covers the period from January 8 to March 31;
and the third term of 04 days extends from April 8 to July 10.

Tokyo Imperial rreirerrily, College of Engineering.

A. PROGRAM OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MECHAM( AL ENGINEERING.

Subyects.

Hours per reek.

Ttrat
*arm.

Seemed
WM.

Third
term.

7fRAT TZAR.
3
1 I 1

A ad machinica 3 2 1

!Itch= 3
1

2 3

Hydraulics 2
orkihop appliantea 2 2

Buntline nonstrurtion 2. 2
Drawing and exercise In anpllad mechanics 2 2'
Nollw, &swing, sad practia. 21 1G

81797°+17-7

.4111111
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Tokyo Imperial Univereily, College of EngineeringContinued.
A. PROGRAM OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERINGContInned.

Subjects.
Hours per week.

First
term.

Aeoend
I term. i

Third
term.

SECOND YEAR.

Heat engine and thermodynamics
Kinematics and 4uarnles of machinery 3

1
3
1

3
iMartha engines

21 2 2Spinning and weaving
I 1Locomotives
1 1Hydraulic machinery

11 1 2Outlines of electrical engineering
2 2Mechanical and metallurgical technology
2 3 3Industrial economy

li liExperimental engineering
I . IEngineering laboratory

Design, drawing, and practice 13.
n i., I 3a 17Electrical engineering laboratory

3Practical exercises

THIRD YEAR.
Special extra lectures

1 1
2Mechanical engineering laboratory'

iPractical exerciles I
., Graduation design and essay'

B. PROGRAM OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE.

FIRST YEAR.
Mathematics.
Outlines of heat engine
Applied mechanics
Perspective.
Stersotomy
Calculation
Building materials
Building construction
Architectural designing
History of architecture

and exercises in applied mechanics
Freehand drawing
Design and drawing

.

aRCOND TZAR.
Sanitary enginctring
lEsthetios
Seismology
Building construction
Execution of works
Decoration
Architectural designing
History of arthitecture.
Freehand drawing
Decorative drawing
Design and drawing

umbel,
'MIRO TSAR.

Mechanical and metallurgidal technology
Outlines of electrical engineering.
Building laws
Freehand drawing
Decorative drawing
Design and drawing
Pradlesi exorcisms
Graduation designs

3
1

3
1

3
2

6
2
3

14

14

3;

1

3
2
3.
3

18

2
2
1
3
3

25

3
I
2

2 2

2
2

2
3

12

a

3i
, I

1

3
3

17

3
2
1

3
3

24

4

3

2
3

16

3

3
3
1

3
3

20

livery other "vet. No definite time uslgood.
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The Higher Technological School of Tokyo.

A. PROGRAM OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING.

Subjects.
Hours per west.

First
term.

Second
term.

Third

MST TEAL
Ethics If 11Mathematic

5 6Physics
4 4 4Shop appliances
2 2 2Applied mechanic;

4Geometrical and machine drawing
6 6 6Workshop practice 16 15 -11Englis
4 4 4Military drill
3 2 2

SECOND TEAR.
Ethics

11 11Differential and intejrai calculus
4Shop appliances
1 1 IApplied mer-hanies
3 2 3Hydraulics
2 2Steam and steam engines
2 2 2Water wheels etc

3Electrical engineering
3 2Machine drawing

Workshop practice
11 16 14Physkal experiments
3 3English
3 3Military drill
2 2 2

THIRD YEAR.Ethics
11 IDesign of prime movers

4 4Pumps and hydraulic motors
2Spinning
1 1Iron and steel

1Paper.machinery
1Oil and flour machinery

2Locomotives
1 1Shop practice and laboratory work

23 23Industrial economics
1 1 1Factory hygiene '- 1 11 11Industrial bookkeeping
1 1 1Factory construction

1 1 1English
2 2 2Military drill...
2 2 2

B. PROGRAM OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE.

Tia.4T TZAR.
Ethics 11 IIMathematics

5 5Physics
4 4 4Building materials
2 1 1History of architecture
2 3 3Building construction
3 3 3Designing and drawing
8 8 11Free-hand and geometrical drawing
8 8 5English
4

1
4Military drill

2 2
BECOND TEAS.

Ethics 14 11 11Differential and integral calculus
4Strength of materials and structure
2 2Graphic statics

1Special designing
1 1 1Building construction
2 2 2Designing and drawing

21 25 XPhysical experiments
3 3 1English
3 3Military drill
2 2 2

THIRD
Ethics t 11 11Building construction

1 1 1Designing and drawing
14 15 15Building practice
14 11 14Surveying

1 3Pactory economics
1Industrial hygiene 11 1 n1Bookkeeping

1 1 1English
2 2 2Military drill
2 2 3

1 Zwe7 othw week.
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Expenditure for universities and hig'er technical schools.

(According to the report of the minister died oation for 1912-13.)

101

IINIVERSIT1113.

Imperial Vol v emit y of Tokyo
imperial Universit v of Kyoto
l'olioati Imperial Oniversit y
Kyushu Imperial Uu1vur nty

111011ZR TICHNICAL DCHOOLS.
V7a.

22t1 Tokyo Higher Technical School tee, 914
1, MT, 423 Osaka Higher Technical School 123, 199

721, 7t0 K yot. Higher Technical School 67, 331
810,128 Nagoya Higher Technical School MS, ee6

Kumamoto Higher Technical School... 79, efill
Yonesaaa Higher Technical School 70,489
Akita Special School of Mining C3,902



S CANADA.

REPORT OF THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

The appointment of a royal co *ssion to inquire into the needs
and present equipment of the Do 'Mon of Canada in regard to
industrial training and technical education, and to repoft as to sys-
tems and methods of technii!al instruction in other countries, indi-
cates the awakened sense of the importance of this subject in respect
to which Canada is much less advanced than in other departments
of education. In the introduction to their report the commissioners
presented the following summary of the present status of technical
education in the Dominion:

There is haadwork of some sorthand-and-eye trainingin the elementary grades
of many schools from the kindergarten up. In a number of towns there are courseg
in manual training and household science; and other places are planning to introduce
them. That is part of general education for development, for culture, and for citizen-
ship; and it is also preparatory education to which industrial training and technical
education will piece on without waste.

A beginning has been made in technical education in secondary schools in Mon-
treal, Toronto, Hamilton, Sault Ste. Marie, and Halifax. Technical and commercial
high schools in Montreal' and Toronto are carrying on day and evening classes. The
evening classes are attended almost wholly by young men and women who are work-
ing in some factory or shop or office during the day or are engaged in the building
trades. New technical schools have been established at Montreal and Quebec, but
classes in them have not yet begun. Winnipeg is erecting two new technical high
schools, at cost of $700,000. There are good night schools for the workers in places
like Montreal, Quebec, Toronto, and Vancouver, but not much opportunity in .the
way of classes in the smaller cities and towns, where the man who earns his living
by craftsmanship or in industrial work can get a further training.

Several colleges and universities provide courses of a partially technical character
for what may be called the technical professions. Principal. 'alconer, of Toronto
University, was disposed to call the education provided formerly by the School of
Practical Science and now by the faculty of applied science of the university, "pro-
fessional and not technical." The institutions where the most advanced courses
are provided are the University of Toronto, McGill University, the Polytechnic
School of Laval University, the School of Mining of Queen's University, the Nova
Scotia Technical College, and the University of New Brunswick.'

The report of the commission includes also a survey of the pro-
vision for agricultural education or the technical education of farm-
ers, and the preparation of students for entering upon professional
work directly related to rural rccupations. In respect to this divi-

1 Royal eommlaston on Industrial Training and Technical Eduoatlon. Rept., Part I, p. 62.
102 . .
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sion of special education, Canada has made very Marked progress
and offers models for other countries.

With a single exception the institutions in Canada recognized by
the commissioners as giving advanced technical education are uni-
versities. This relation, which follows English precedents, assures
from the first the highest standards and sanctions for the technical
professions. At the same time it promotes the helpful interchange
of theoretic and practical 'instruction. The university excites an

'enthusiasm for pure science, and thus arouses latent powers which
lead _to- original discoveries and new combinations of principles.
These intellectual processes find their objective in the technical arts
which react as stimuli to research.

Canada, however, AA indicate.d by the report already cited, is fully
alive to the need of proN;ision for technical education of the secondary
order. This appeals to the practical worker and is sufficient to'
acquaint him with the rationale of the technical arts. Every impor-
tant city in the Dominion has recently made provision for this'sec -"
ondary order. of technical education. The latest. example is the
central technical school building opened at Toronto with imposing
ceremonies in August 1915. The city has invested in the site, build-
ing, and equipments of the institution above two million dollars.
The courses of study are intended to provide scientific, artistic, and
practical training for those engaged in industrial 'and commercial
pursuits during the day, and 'also to equip students for work in no
less than 32 technical arts, including 10 essentially feminine in-
dustries.

At this initial stage of the movement, therefore, technical educa-
tion in Canada is dealt with from the standpqint both of industrial
needs and professional requirements. The former must of necessity
be met by local agencies; on the contrary, young men aspiring to
the higher technical careers have many inducements to complete
their education in foreign countries. The desire to retain such stu-
dents at home has furnished the strongest motive for the expansion
of the Canadian universities in the technical direction. Represents -
tive from the principal universities in Canada met at Toronto in the
summer of 19,15 to confer on this subject. At the conference it was
declared
that. at present the facilities for pursuing postgraduate courses, especially those
dealing.with technical matters, are extremely limited in Canada, and that large
numbers of Canadian graduates go abroad find spend their time and money in hkeign
universities.

The opinion was expres.sed that
'

if postgraduate facilities were provided, annual emigration would be gradually
lessened and many students who remain abroad permanently after completing their
courses would be encoFaged to take up theirxesidenCe in Canada.
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This result would meet "the long-standing demands of Canadian
mantifacturers for the encouragement of research work in the higher
branches. of technical knowledge."

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENTS.

In the several universities of Canada that have made provisiiin for
advanced technical education the admission standards are the same
as those which lead to the liberal professions, the qualification of
applicants being tested by an entrance examination covering the
subjects of secondary education. The duration of the technical
courses is the same in all cases, i. o., four years, and in general the
courses are organized is a section of the faculty of applied science.
Exception should be noted in'the case of Laval University, Quphec,
which provides.for the technical studieS in the affiliated polytechnic
school at Montreal:

The following statement pertaining to the University of Toronto
not only shows the scope of the technical education provided in .that
institution, but is fairly representative of the corresponding work in
the other universities.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTOFACULTY OF APPLIED SCIENCE AND ENGI-
NEERING.

In 1877 the Provinciid Government, established what- vas,known
as thA Ontario School of Practical Science, which in 1900, under
enactment of University Senate, became the faculty of applied science
and engineering of the University of Toronto. At present the fanwity
has at. its disposal four buildings well equipped with the apparatus
requisite for thorough training in the engineerin i professions.

Candidates for admiksion to this faculty must be 17 years of age
and must have completed at leaSt four, usually five, years' prepara-
tion in a high school of the Province of Ontario, the last year being
devoted especiallyto higher mathematics. The subjects covered by
the high-school course aro:

(1) Compulsory: English, history, mathematics, granimar.
(2) Optional: Three chosen from Latin, Greek, German, French,

science (modern and science preferred). -
The faculty of applied science and engineering comprises the fol-

lowing courses: Civil,. mining, mechanical, electrical, chemical, and
metallurgical engineering,. architecture, ind applied chemistry.

The course in each is of four years" duration and leads to the de
gree of bachelor of applied science. -

The average time given to instruction includes lectures 14 hours
per week, laboratory,22 hours per week.
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In order to secure the bachelor's degree the student must suc-
cessfulty pass the examination in the work of each of the four years
of the course, including both theoretic instruction and practical
exercises.

The elaboration of the technical courses is illustrated by the follow.-
iing particuhuparticulars relating to civil engineering, which is selected as

pleat:

First Year Subjeds: Mathematics; surveying, including fieldwork; physics (statics
and dynamics); chem:4try; commercial accounting "a4n,'odeinkinr.r.usge and drawing.

Second Year Subjects: Mathematics: astronomy; surveying, itaduding fieldwork;
mechanics; physics and chemistry, including laboratory work; mineralogy; banking;
a modern language; drawing. 4

Third Year Subject*: Mathematics; astronomy arid geodesy; surveying, with field-
work; hydraulics; theory of structures; materials of construction, with laboratory work;
engineering chemistry; geodesy; photography; physics; drawing.

Fourth Year ,Subjects; Theory of stns. lures and materials of construction, with
laboratory, work ; electricity; thermodnamics; geology, contracts and specifications;
thesis on an approved technical subject, and one of (a) astronomy and geodesy, (6)
sanitar and-highway engineering, (r) structural engineering, (d) strength of materials
and milwafengineering. The student may specialize on one of the options. Particu-
larly in the final year the practical side of the subjects treated is emphaaized.'

M'GILL UNIVERSITYFACULTY OF APPLIED SCIENCE.

A school of civil engineering was established at McGill University
in 1858, but after five years' struggle it ceased operations. In 1871
the teaching of engineering and practical chemistry was revived and
ft-department of practical and apNied science created in the faculty
of arts; in 1878 this departm,ent was organized as a faculty of applied
science with a ,staff and teachers of its own. A few years later,
through. Sir William Macdonald's liberality, the Macdonald engi-
nee.ring building was erected, followed soon after by two additional
buildings, one for physics and the other for chemistry and mining.
Thus equipped and endo.wed, the faculty of applied science became
a noted center of technical education.

The courses of instruction include the various branches of engi-
neering, architecture, chemistry, and transportation. The depart-
ment of transportation, which forms a unique feature of the insti-
tution, was established in advice with representatives of the leading
railway systems. of the Dominion and under the supervision of a
transportation committee upon which both the railways and the
university were represented. The department prepares men for the
following branches Of railway work: Construction and maintenance
of way; motive power of department; operating department.

These courses. are combined, so far as possible, with those of allied
branches of engineering.

I For particulars respecting the organisation and curriculum of the faculty of applied edema, the oaks
is indebted to Dr. Robert A. Falconer, president of the university.
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With regard to the relations between the railways and the uni-
versities, the report of the royal commission already cited states that :

Theliniversity receives from the railways the sum of $12.500 annually:-of which
$10,000 is employed in the payment of the salaries of the staff giving instruction in
those subjects (railway engineering, railway economics, railway operation. freight
service, passenger service, signals, etc.), which would not otherwise form part of the
curriculum of the university, while the balance of the sum is used to strengthen
that portion of the regular work of the faculty which contributes directly to the
training of railway engineers.

The cost to the university of training students who subsequently enter the vari
ous branches of railway service is probably about $20,000 a year. The difference
between this sum and that supplied by the railways is drawn from the general
university funds.

Certain officers of the Canadian Pacific Railway and Grand Trunk Railway are
engaged to lecture on passenger service, railway auditing, etc.

Both the Canadian Pagitit Railway and Grand Trunk Railway have echolarshipii
here for some of their own men---$200 k year: failure in ekainination jowl; it. The
university has arrangements with the railways for taking men who have tern trained.

Thedegree of bachelor .of science or bachelor of architecture is
conferred upon students according to thecourse which they complete.
Special students taking a shorter course and not proceeding to a
degree are admitted under strict regulations. The sessional fee for

'the undergraduate course in architecture' is $147, for all other under-.
ginduate courses $197. Tbe.fee for matriculation examination is $5,
add for examination of certificates which exempt from the matricu-
lation test, $1. At the request of the students themselves,, and by
authority of corporation, an additional fee of $10 is exacted from
all undergraduates and conditioned undergraduates for the support
of the Literary Society, the Undergraduates' Society, the Canadian
Club, the Union, the McGill Daily, and athletics. .

Arrangements are made by which students may complete iii,six
years a double course in arts and applied science. Such.dstudents
pay full fees in arts for the first three years of their course, amounting
to $58 annually, and the full fee for applied science for the fourth,
fifth, and sixth years of the double course.

LAVAL UNIVERSITY POLYTECHNIC SCHOOL.

Laval University, Quebec, one of the oldest institutions in .Canada':
makes provision for the higher technical education through the poly-
technic school which is situate :1 at Montreal and Affiliated to the
faoulty, .-f arts of the Montreal branch of Laval University. The
polytechnic school comprises two principal divisions: The school of
engineering and the school of architecture. A preparatory school
included in the organization offers a course of instruction cov1ering two
years and leading to the examination for admission to the technical`

.
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divisions. The subjects of this examination and the marks allowed
for each are as follows:

nch 4 I Arithmetic 2 Trigonometry '4
I

jj
liah 3 ! Geometry 5 Physics 3

H tory 1 ; Algebra 6 chemistry 2
phy '1I a

roe -fifths of the total marks possibltyare required for passing.
A school of surveying, annexed to the faculty of arts of the uni-

versity at Quebec, prepares students for positions in the provincial
'and Federal surveys, and also for the higher course in civil engineering
at the polytechnic school. The course of instruction in surveying
covers three. years and Is limited to mathematics and the sciences.
For admission to this school tbe student must be at least 17 years of
age and must have completed a secondary course of study, either
classical or modern in character.

Engineering division of the polykchnic school. The engineering
division of the polytechnic school comprises five departments: Civil
engineering, chemistry, railroads, electricity, and mines. The courses
of instruction are organized in two sections: The section of sciences,
covering two years, which is common to all the divisions; the tech-
nical section, providing for specialization for the two remaining years
of the complete course. An examination at the end of the entire
period is required, and students who pass the same successfully re-
ceive the diploma corresponding to their respective specialties, viz,'
civil engineering, chemical engineering, electrical engineering, etc.

Division of arehiketure.The program of the division of architec-
ture, which is very elaborate, is organized in two sections, the first
covering two years, at the end of which an examination must be
passed to determine the ability of the students for continuing through
the third and fourth wars.

In addition to the class work, students are obliged to occupy their
;vacations in the practice of architeeture with an approved architect
of the Province. Eight months of this work must be passed during
the first two years of the course, and the remaining four months in
the third year. Therefore the.diploma of architect conferred by this
section is not only proof of the completion of a thorough course of

. study, but of successful practice in the art under responsible direction.
. An interesting adjunct of the polytechnic school is the school of
decorative and industrial arts, which offers a complete course of three
years, leading to a certificate which admits the recipient to the studio
of decorative and industrial arts (Atelier des Arts Pecoratifs et In-
ditstrieb), where they may remain as long as they desire, working
under the control of the polytechnic school and the immediate direc-
tion of the professors of the school of decorative and industrial arts.
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NOVA SCOTIA TECHNICAL COLLEGE.

The Nova Scotia Technical College was created by legislative act of
1906, which provided for affiliating the new institution with the four
existing university colleges in the Province. Of these colleges one
had established four-year courses in civil and mining engineering, and
the others provided for the first two years' work in engineering and
were affiliated with McGill University, Montreal. In accordance with
the provisions of the act of 1906 the four older colleges agreed to offer
a uniform course in engineering, covering the first two years of a
four-year complete course; the remaining two ) ears in each of the
four branches of engineering were given over to the technical college.
By this means the opportunities for technical education were main-
tained in different parts of the Province, thus promoting their adapta-
tion to local conditions; at the same. time since the full program was
completed in every case at the technical college, the courses were all
maintained at uniform standards.

The terms of the agreement are specific in respect to admission re-
quirements both to the university course and to the technical college.
The universities require that the candiditte for admission shill pass a
matriculation examination in standard secondary subjects with ad-
vanced knowledge of mathematics. The technical college, while rec-
ognizing in principle the completion of the preparatory university
course as valid for admission to all its specialized courses, does not.,
as a rule, admit candidates who have been conditioned in either
physico-mathematics or drawing.

The two years' course at the technical college is organized in three
sections: Civil engineering, mining engineering, and mechanical and
electrical engineering. The degree of bachelor of science is conferred
upon students who satisfactorily complete the work of either one of
the sections.

In addition to the full technical courses, the Nova Scotia college
provides for short courses in special subjects which are intended to
meet the needs of men Jready engaged in technical pursuits desirous
of increasing their attainments.

An interesting adjunct of the institution is the Halifax School of
Navigation, which provides instruction in seamanship for men who
wish to get a master's certificate, and similar opportunities for those
who are preparing for the examination for mates and masters in
inland waters on tugboats, etc. All instruction in this branch of the
work is free and individual, and each person is, therefore, able to
progress as fast as possible.

The provincial legislature has been very liberal in its appropriations
for the buildings and equipments of the technical college. The tuition
for any regular department amounts to 375 per annum. The charges
for special students depend upon circilffistances.



SOUTH AMERICA.

INTRODUCTION.

The States of South America have had two periods of activity in
respect to technical education. Thelinit occurred in the early days
of their independent existence, when French influencds determined
the direction of their efforts. The second period belongs to the cur-.
rent history and is an outcome of the modern industrial movement
which has affected in some measure every one of the Latin-American
States. During the earlier period several technical schools were
proposed. Moat noted of these was the poletedmic school of Rio
do Janeiro, Brazil, which was founded in 1810, and for several years
was limited to military engineering. Its more comprehensive
character dates from 1868. This institution has served as the model
for other similar schools in the State, the institution at Sao Paulo
being a near rival of the parent school.

The later period is particularly marked by the organization of
technical departments in the universities, which, as a rule, are in-
cluded within the faculty of exact sciences or that of mathematics
and sciences. Notwithstanding this relation the administration and
scholastic programs of the technical faculties are under their own
control. Tho usual technical sections are engineering and archi-
tecture.' The engineering section consists generally of two divisions,
one limited to surveying and the other offering courses of instruction
in all the recognized divisions of engineering.

The complaint is made, both by scientific men and engineers in the
South American States, that the technical instruction in the uni-
versities is 'too exclusively theoretic. The University of La Plata
has endeavored to correct this tendency, and hence, as appears from
the following conspectus of the courses of instruction in that institu-
tion, a fair proportion of the time is given to practical work. In
other respects the program illustrates the corresponding courses of
instruction in other universities of South America.

UNIVERSITY OF LA PLATA.

Engineering education in the National University of La Plata,
Argentina, is organized in the faculty of physical, mathematical, and
astronomical sciences. The first year of the course of studies in this
faculty is e,oninon to both the scientific and the professional sections,
and comprises the higher preparatory studies in mathematics and
science, corresponding to the "clime de mathematiques" of the
French lycbe, discussed under that country, or to a college course in
the United States having mathematical bias.

109
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The subjects and the time given to each subject in this common
course are as follows:

lira-year evinerring coarse in the National Caapersity of IA Plata.

Hours a tenni-

&derma

°cooed phynea
Cietterwtry
Applications of trigonometry and algebra . . .

ICA.hteastics1 migrate, 1
Desering, 1
Special rbsealatry

Total

;

Theo. l'reml-
rellral. eel.

a;
3 4.

4I 3 ;
3 '

It 17 ;

! Total

The studies of the second year are different for the scientific and
the professional divisions. The students of the latter follow.a course
more in the nature of preparation for specialized engineering studies,'
while those of the scientific branch continue the purely theoretical
study of mathematics and science. The program of the. professional
division comprises in the second vicar the following subjects:

Serrna-year Iniginewring )un'.

autnerta

llours a week:

ealmiL oal.
Theo- 1 ITamt-

r Total

tleneral physics 3
I lescripti ve geometry 3 i 4

ILatkeenaucal analysts 3 I 4
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i 4
i, 11 0

6

6
6

Total f I 21 w 33

In the third year specialization takes place in the professional
branch; three courses are offered, surveying, electrical engineering,
and hydraulic engineering. The course for surveyors ends with the
third year, While the two other courses continue for two or three
years longer. The following are the subjects studied in the spoolsl
course for surveyors:

Third-year course for sun eyors

Subjects. *IP

Hours

Theo.
tetiosL

a meek.

Frail- Tout

Law 3 1 3
Topography, U 4 6
floodesy 2 4 6
Rands mut materials of comereation 4

2
"wawa botany 3 2

Total 1$.
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At the. close of the year the .students prepare their theses for the
diploma of agrimensor (surveyor).

The followingyrogram shows the specialized studies pursued by
the students of electrical and hydraulic engineering and the number
of hones a week given to theoretic and practical exercises for the
succeeding years:
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The students of electrical engineering at the conclusion of the
fifth year, and the students of hydraulic engineering at the conclusion

r of the sixth year, present a thesis, for the diploma in their respective
specialties. The diploma of hydraulic engineer also entitles to the
exercise of the profession of surveyor.

In order to obtain the degree of civil engineer, the electrical and
hydraulic engineers must pursue additional studies. The degree of
civil engineer entitles to the conduct of work in general engineeringn
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surveying, and architecture, and is therefore highly desirable for
graduates.

Electrical engineers, in order to qualify for the degree of civil
engineers, must study, in addition to their ordinary curriculum,
road building and geodesy, constructions of wood and masonry, con-
structions of iron and reinforced concrete. Moreover, they must
complete the sixth year of special studies by the following program:
Agricultural hydraulics; city and rural drainage; interior navigation;
tramways, and architecture (second part). -

The hydraulic engineers, aspiring to the degree of civil engineer,
must pursue the following additional studies: Geodesy and archi-
tecture, first course; architecture, second course; and tramways.

Facilities for practical work.Opportunitios for practical instruc-
tion afforded by the engineering sections of the university are limited
to physical and chemical laboratories and such other facilities as are
provided by the Museum of La Plata, connected with the institution.
The obvious difficulties incidental to the establishment of costly
plants are increased by the dominant views favoring pure science
and by the aversion to all forms of manual training, especially in
higher studies.

The university has an arrangement with the General Electric Co.,
of New York, for the employment of practicing students of electrical
engineering. A thermo-electrical plant and a. hydraulic experi-
mental station will be soon erected. The plans for these two adjuncts
were approved in 1912.

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING, PORTO ALEGRE.

The School of Engineering at Porto Alegre, Brazil, combines all the
stages of coniPlete technical education, beginning with an elemen-
tary school and ending with specialized courses in several branches of

engineering. The programs of these courses compare favorably with
those of the highotechnical schools in Europe or the United States.
The institution also comprises industrial courses of elementary and
secondary order, organized in several divisions, and a semiclassical
gymnasium.

All these schools form a closely centralized group, under common
management and serving the same purpose which, as defined by the
statute, is that of "preparing citizens capable of being useful to
society and their native country through their work and training."
This system appears to have some unquestionable advantages;
the control possessed by the institution over the education preceding
the proper engineering courses offers a guaranty that the preparation
of the students entering the latter is fully in accord with the require-
maga of higher technical studies. The industrial courses affiliated
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with the institution derive invaluable benefit from the accessibility
of its laboratories, collections, and institutes, as well-ti.s selected
teaching forces.

The group of schools designated as Porto Alegre School. of Engi-
neering, offer the following courses:

Gymnasium (Instituto Gymnasial Julio do Castilhos) divided into
throe sections as follows:

1. Elementary course of three years comprising the ordinary
elementary subjects:

. 2. Intermediate course of two years; this comprises the study of
five languages (Portuguese, French, Italian, German, and English),
geography, history, civics, natural sciences, hygiene, mathematics,
drawing, manual training, music, gymnastics, and military drill.

3. Secondary course of four years, comprising the study of the
above fivo modem languages, Latin, 'elective Greek, history, civics,
natural sciences, mathematics, elements of agriculture, accounting
and bookkeeping, drawing, gymnastics, manual training, music,
fencing, and military drill.

Industrial school (Institute Tecnico Prtitissional) intended to pre-
pare foremen and superintendents for industrial plants. It comprises
the following courses:

1. Elementary course of four years, similar to the elementary
course of the gymnasium, but with a marked emphasis on mathe-
matical and practical subjects.

2. Technical 'course of five years, comprising the following sub-
jects: The five modern languages, arithmetic, algebra, geometry,
trigonometry, mechanics (general and applied), physics, chemistry,
machinery, metallurgy; technology, drawing, descriptive- geometry,
sketching, perspective, shades, music, gyrnnantics, and work in
far to ries.

The technical course is divided into several departments differ-
ing in respect to time assigned to the theoretical subjects and the
character` of practical exercises. There are eight distinct depart-
ments, viz: Metal working, wood working, construction, typography
and printing, bookbinding, electrochemistry, lithography, and photo-
technics.

Engineering institute. (Institute de Engenhatia) offers the following
courses:

1. Preparatory course of three years, comprising the subjects
usually studied in the first two years of higher tecluiical schools.
The instruction is mostly theoretical. No specialization is evident
in this course; the students perfect themselves in higher mathemat-
ics, -draiving, and become familiar with methods of scientific study
and research.

81797°-17--8
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2. Course of civil engineering, covering three years. It corre-
sponds to the specialized part of the course of standard higher
schools of civil engineering in the leading countries. Several lines
of specialization are gradually developed during the course, ending
with competitive examination in projects in the following branches:
Architecture, intoribr navigation, mechanical engineering, iron
bridges, applied electricity, and maritime construction.

3. Course of electrical engineering, covering four years. It is or-
ganized on a different .plan from the engineering course in that it
comprises a complete electrical engineering ceirriculum within its
four years of instruction, without a separate preparatory course.
Specialization begins as early- as the second year, and throughout
the course considerable time is devoted to practical exercises. In
the fourth year, in addition to the special subjects, political econ-
omy, finance, and administration are studied.

4. In connection with the school of electrical engineering there is
a six-year course for electricians (Curse de Montadores Electricistas
Mocanicos), corresponding in scope to the industrial courses consid-
ered above.

The Institute of Agronomy and Veterinary Medicine offers the follow-
ing courses:

I. Course for engineers in agronomy, covering five years.
2. Course of veterinary medicine, covering five years.
3. Course in agronomy (agricultural course of high-school grade),

covering three years.
4. Course for rural wardens, covering three years, of the same

scope as the foregoing, but specially designed to train administrators
of scientifically conducted farms and plantations.

The institute owns considerable real estate and other valuable
property which is inalienable under the laws of the State. It is
endowed with well-equipped laboratories, shops, etc., and is in agree-
ment with a number of private industrial plants for practical work of
students. -
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